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^erfection!

WALTON'S
FLORA NIGRA.
A most woDrlerful, inetTaceable

JET MARKING INK,
For Wrttlng, Etching, or Drawing

on Linen, Gotten, &>:.,

WITHOUT THE APPLICATION
OF HEAT.

Itdispenses with the uaeof
a hot iron, and theretore

there is no scorching or burn
ing the fabric. The bottles

contain twice the usual
quantity. Price Is., 23. 6d.,

etc. Post free from Proprietor

for 13 stamps.

Bold by all Chtimists k Stationers,

Purity!

HANDS
AND

COMPLEXION.
WALTON'S KALODERMA
Is the only real, harmless

preparation for effectually

removing tan, freckles, sun-

burn, pimples, blotches, red-

ness, roughness, eczema, ery-

sipelas, scurvy, and all

unsightly disfigurements of

the face, neck, arms, and
hands. Price 2s. 6d., 4s. Gd

,

etc., Post tree for 33 stamps.

Sold b; all Chemlste & Perfumers,

and Proprietor.

Simplicity

!

ELECTRO-PLATING,

GILDING AT HOME.
Walton's Celebrated

ARGENTINE.
Will Ke-silver all kinds of
Plated Goods on Copper,
Brass, Nickle Silver, etc.,

such as Reflectors, Lamps,
Harness, Urn Taps, Trinkets
etc. Price Is. 6d., 2s. 6d.,

etc. Post free for 21 stamps.
Also WALTON'S AURINB, for

re-giidii)g cheap Jewellery, Silver,

etc,, equal to solid gold. Price
is. 6d., 5s. 6d., 10s. 6d. etc. Post
free for 33 stamps. Sold by
Chemists, Silversmiths, and Iron-
mongers, etc.

T. WALTON, CHEMIS ?, HAVERSTOCK HILL, LONDON.
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NEW CONJURING BOOKS.
The MagiciarCs Opn Book,

Containing ample instructions for performances in Legerdemain, with

cups and balls, eggs, hats, handkerchiefs, &c. Crown 8vo. With 200 illustra-

tions, Price is. 6d. Post free for 60 stamps.

The Secret Out, or One Thousand Tricks with Cards.
And other recreations ; with entertaining experiments in drawing-room or

' white magic' Crown 8vo. With 300 engravings. Price 4s. 6d. Post free

for 60 stamps.

Hanky-Panky.—A Book of Conjuring Tricks.
A new and wonderful book of veryeasy tricks ; very difficult tricks—in fact,

all those startling deceptions which the great wizards call 'hanky-panky.'

Crown 8vo. With nearly 250 illustrations. Price is. 6d. Post free for 60
stamps.

The Art of Amusing.
A collection of graceful arts, games, tricks, puzzles, and charades, intended

to amuse everybody, and enable all to amuse everybody else. Crown Svo.

With nearly 300 illustrations. Price 4s, 6d. Post free for 60 stamps.

The Merry Circle.

% A hook of new, graceful, and intellectual games and amusements. Crown
Svo. With numerous illustrations. Price 43. 6d. Post free for 60 stamps.

Amusement without End.
A book to deUgbt the intelligent, the youth of quick or of duU parts, and to

make the home-circle a happy one. Price 6s, Post free 66 stamps.

Guess Me.
A grand and most curious collection of conundrums, speaking and Acting

charades, enigmas, retuses, double acrostics, picture proverbs and pictori^
hieroglyhics, square words, puzzling pictures, and puzzles. Price 3s. 6d,
Post free 48 stamps.

Endless Mirth and Amusement.
A capital collection of mirthful games, parlour pastimes, shadow plays,

magic, conjuring, card tricks, chemical surprises, fireworks, forfeits, &c.
Crown 8vo. With numerous illustrations. Price 3s. 6d. Post free for 48
stamps.

The Marvels of Optical and Chemical Magic :

And How to Accomplish Them, By an Old Boy, Price Is, Post free for
14 stamps.

The Parlour Magician,
A handy-book for the amateur ooQJuring, With numerous illustrations,

and catalogue of Conjuring Tricks, Price 6d. Post free for 7 stamps.

Ventriloquism Made Easy.
The history, theory, and practice of the art illustrated and exhibited, A

handbook for the amateur ventriloquist. Price 6d, Post free for 7 stamps.

Fun, Frolic, and Forfeits. ,

- Price 6d, Post free for 7 stamps.

H. G. CLAEKE Sc Co, 8 Garrick Street, Covent Garden, W,C.



THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

The visitor to the Museum having passed the entrance in Great Russell^
meet, enters a spacious court, with the main building of the museum front-

ing him. The principal entrance is under a portico, the tympanum of which
is enriched with allegorical sculpture in full relief. In

THE ENTRANCE HALL,

are marble statues of the Hon. Anne Seymour Dameb (to the left as th«

visitor enters), holding in her hand a small figure of the " Genius of the

Thames ;" Shaesfebb, by Boubilliac ; and Sib Joseph Banks, by Sir

Francis Chantery.

THE GALLERY OP ANTIQUITIES,

the entrance to which is by a door to the left of the principal entranse, occupies,

on the Ground Floor, the South-Western and Western portion of the Quad-
rangle, and is thus arranged :

—

1. The Roman Gallrrt.
2. The Lvoian Gallery.
3. The Elgin Saloons.
4. The Hellenic Room.
5. The Assyrian Galleries.
6. The Eqiptian Saloons.

7. The Ante-Room.

Leaving the Ante-room to the Egyptian Saloon, the visitor will ascend, at

the North-West angle, a spacious flight of stairs leading to the Westkbh
Gallery, in which the smaller Egyptian, Greek, and Roman Antiquities

tie arranged as followed :

—

1. The VESTiBnLE.
2. The Egyptian Rooms.
3. The Etruscan Roous.
4. The Bronze Room.
.5. Tub British and Med^eieval Rook.
6. The Ethnographical Room.

To the left of the Hall, on entering the building, is

THE ROMAN GALLER7,

on the South side of which, under the windows, are miscellaneous Rnmaa
antiquities discovered in this country. On the opposite side is the series <j

Roman Icono|raphica! or portrait Sculptures; whether statues or .Kusts.

g^ wall is divided by pilasters into six compartBia;*^
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'fhe three siKceeding rooms are appropriated to statues, bust*, aad bas-

relief*, of the mixed class termed Graeco-Roman, consisting of works dis-

eovered (so far as is Icnown) in Italy, but owing their origin and character,

either directly or mediatefy; to the Greek schools of sculpture.

THE riSST GBECO-SOMAH SALOON,

contains the first portion of the mythological series, consisting «f all the

examples of the Twelve Olympic Deities, with their several modifications in

the Greek and Boman Pantheon.

THE SECOND GKECO-BOMAN SALOON,

is apptopriated to the representations of human personages, and contains flis

fine statues of Venus and the Discobolus.

THE THIRD 6BEC0-K0IIAN SALOON,

pntains the remainder of the mythological series, consisting of the represfja-

Mtions of divinities of inferior rank to the Olympic cycle, demigods, heroes,

gnd personages associated with religion,<poetry,, or mysticism, in the Greek

and Boman creed. The adjoining staircase leads to

THE GKECO-BOMAN BASEMENT BOOM,

appropriated to miscellaneous monuments of the Grseco-Roman series, of

subordinate rank to -thfe ideal or historical sculptures : such as representations

of animals, architeetiiral 'or dfecdralive fragments, and articles of actual' use;'

sreligious or secular.

Beturnins to the head of the staircase, the door on the left leads to

THE LTCIAN 6ALLEBY,

consisting of architectural and sculptural remains obtained from ancient cities

in Lycia, one of the South-west provinces of Asia Minor.

The door on the North side of the Lycian Gallery opens into a small ante-

room, at present not arranged, in which will be placed sculptures and inscrip-

tions from some of the islands of the Greek Archipelago. The two succeed-

ing rooms contain the sculptures and inscriptions from Athens and Attica.

The most important series in •
i .

THE riBST ELGIN BOOM,

•onsists of the two groups arranged one on each side, which originally decofw

oted the Eastern and "Western pediments of the Parthenon, or temple of

Minerva, at Athens. These statues, executed under the superintendence of

Phidias, the greatest of ancient sculptors, form collectively, notwithstanding

their dilapidated condition, the most valuable monunient of Greek art which
has descended to modern times. ...

The Elgin Collection, which includes some additional marbles acquired

lubsequently'to 1803, with several casts and minor objects, 'was 'purchased

from the Eari by Parliament, in 1816, for £35,000. In

THE SECOND ELGIN BOOM,

are exhibited the principal portion of the series of sculptures from the Pai^
thenon, at Athens. Two modeb.'made b) Mr. R. C. Lucas, are placed i"
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ttis room, one of which represents the building as it is beAered to have been
in itsorigin-al state, the other as it appeared in a.d. 1687, immediately »fter

the bombardment of Athens, by the Venetian General, Morosini, when •
shell, falling into the middle of the teniple, exploded a powder-magaziiw
established there by the Turks, and laid the afljoining portion in ruins.

The door on the Ekst side leads into
•

THE HELLENIC BOOM,

the marbles exhibited in which, were brought, at different times, from
various parts of Greece and" its colonies, exclusive of Athens and Attic*.

With them are also exhibite.4 plaster casts of gome important monuments ol

the period jirecet'jng that of the marbles.,

The East side of this room oj.ens into

THE ASS7KIAN1 IGALLEBIES,

suite of three long and harrow appartments, running North and South to a
iiengih exceeding 800 feet, with an additional room or transept, crossing from
their Southern extremity, and containing the collection of sculptures excavated,

ebiefly by Mr. Layard, in the years 1847—1850, on the site, or in the vicin-

ity, of ancient Nineveh. To these has recently been added a further collec-

tion from the same region, excavated in 1853—55, by Hormuzd Eassam and
Mr. W. K. Loftus, under the direction of Sir H. C. Rawlinson, K.C.B., at

that time Her Majesty's Cpnsul-General at Baghdad. This latter collection

is ai;ranged on the basement floor, in a spacious room.

In accordance with tbe syiste'm here pursued under which the visitor to the

sculpture galleries is coiiducted, as far as possible, continuously from the

later monuments to the earlier, it is necessary, after quitting the Greek col-

lection, to pass through the Nimroud Ceiitral Saloon, by its North door, to

THE KOTJTUNJIK GALLERY,

The Collection of bas-reliefs in this room was procured by Mr. Layard, in

184i9 and 1850, from the remains of a very extensive Assyrian edifice at

Kouyunjik; wliich' appears, from the inscriptions remaining on many of it*

sculptures,, to have been the palace of Sennacherib, who is supposed to have

commenced his reign about B.C. 721. It was subsequently occupied by his

grandson Ashurbanipal, who reigned towards the middle of the seventh cen-

tury B.C. Monuments of both these kings are included in the collection. In

THE NIMROUD CENTRAL SALOON,

commences the series of sculptures excavated, by Mr. Layard in 1847 and

1850, in different parts of the great mound at Nimroud; with which bars

recently been placed one or two sculptures since obtained by Mr. Kassam,
from the same Iccality. The South door leads into

THE NIMROUD GALLERY,

containing a continuation of the series last described. ., The bas-reliefs on
the West side were all found in one chamber of the North-west edifice.

Those on the opposite side are partly from other chambers of the same edifioa^

partly from the small adjacent temple of the " God of War."
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5 fee middle of the room are four Table-cases, contarining miseellaneoTOl

amrJl objects found at Nimroud, chiefly in the ruins of the North-west

(difice, and probably therefore of the age of Sardanapalus.

At the North-west angle of this Gallery is a door leading into

THE ASS7BIAN SIDE ROOM,

In this room, and in the basement room with which it in connected by a

staircase, are placed some of the sculptures procured by Mr. Eass^m and Mi.

Loftus, after the collection obtained by Mr. Layard had been already arranged.

Descending the staircase, the passage to the left leads into

THE ASSTmAH BASEMENT KOON,

>* sculptures "rith one exception, belonging to the time of Ashurbanipal,

jhe grandson of Sennacherib, having been discovered in the ruins of two

palaces at Kouyunjik, excavated, one by Mr. Eassam, and the other by Mr.
lioftus. Dating from the latest period of Assyrian art, they exhibit greater

freedom of design, particularly in the animal forms, and greater delicacy ol

execution, than the bsis-reliefs from Nimroud.
Eeturning up the staircase, and passing again through the Nimroud Gall*

try, the visitor reaches

THE ASSYRIAN TRANSEPT,

the first, or Western Compartment of which, contains the remainder of th»

monuments of Sardanapalus the Great, of which the principal part has been

described in the Nimroud Gallery ; and on the East side, is the Khorsabad
Compartment, containing monuments from the palace of Sargina. the founder

of the later Assyrian dynasty, about b.o. 747.

The North side of the Assyrian Transept opens into

THE EGYPTIAN GALLERIES.

The monuments in this collection constitute on the whole the most widely-

extended series in the range of Antiqiiity, ascending to 2,000 years' before

the Christian sera, and closing with the Mohammadan invasion of Egypt,
A.D. 640. The larger sculptures are placed in two great galleries with »
eonnecting or Central Saloon, and in a Vestibule at the Northern extremity.

They are arranged, as far as possible, in chronological order, according tO'

the succession of dynasties recorded in Manetho. On entering

XaS SOUTHERN GAU^RT,

tte visitor'approaches the most recent of the antiquities of Egypt, the 'first

recess on each side being occupied by monuments of the Eoman dominion ii»

that country, a period which commenced with the capture of Alexandria by
Augustus, B.o. 30, and extended to the Mohammadan invasion, a.d. 640. In

THE CENTRAL SALOON,

the principal part of the monuments are of the age of King Eameses II.,

the Sesostris of the Greeks, and th egreatest monarch of the 19th dynasty.
On the left are two colossal heads, the first a cast from a .stature of Eameses
tt Mitrahenny, the other a granite head and shoulders from the buildiitg

called the Memnocium, at Tkebe*.
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The larger sculptures in

th:e northern gailert,

belong to the 18tli dynasty, during whose rule Egypt was in a state of great

prosperity, It commenced with the expulsion of the Hyksos, or Shepherd
Kings, from Lower Egypt, and its monarchs extended their conquests into

Ethiopia and Asia, and built great edifices at Thebes. The close of this

dynasty was troubled by disturbances, caused by a heresy in the Egyptian
religion, called that of the Disk-worshippers, which has left its traces on
•everal monuments in the collection. In

THE NORTHERN VESTIBULE,

are placed the monuments of the first twelve dynasties of Egyptian monarchs.
Though small in size, they have considerable interest, being the most ancient

sculptures ])reserved in the Museum ; and they show that art ha i made great

progress in the early times to which they belong. The sculptwes are prin-

cipfily of the Ith and I2th dynasties.

Over the East doorway is a plaster cast from the head of the most Northern
colossal statue .of Eameses II. at Aboosimboul, placed here owing to the

want of space in the Central Saloon.

THE NORTH-WEST STAIRCASE.

On the north staircase are placed Egyptian Papyri, which are documents
of various character, inscribed on rolls formed of slices of the papyrus plant.

They show the three forms of writing in use among the Egyptians :—1. The
Hieroglyphic, in which all the characters, or figures, are separately and dis-

tinctly defined. 2. The Hieratic, in which the same characters are repre-

sented in what may be termed running hand. 3. The Demotic, or Encho-
rial, a still more cursive form, in which the language of the common people

was written ; it was principally employed in civil transactions during tho

Ptolemaic period, and continued in use to the 3rd or 4th century of our sera.

The papyri exhibited present chiefly portions and extracts from the Ritual

of the Dead, the small pictures in them referring to the subjects of the vari-

ous chapters. At the top of the staircase is

THE EG7FTIAN ANTEROOM,

on the walls are placed casts from sculptured and coloured bai-reliefs iir

Egypt, painted in imitation of the originals. To the right, or South side, i&

THE riRST EGYPTIAN ROOM,

in this, and in part of the next room, are placed the smaller antiquities of

Eg3rpt. Most of these have been discovered in tombs, and owe their remark-
able preservation to the peculiar dryness of the climate of the country. In
two rows in the central part of the room, are placed, the principal mummieA
and their coffins ; and in the upper part of the two central cases are placed

personal ornaments, amidets, and scarabaei, chiefly found with the mummies.
The scarabsei frequently bear the names of kings, showing probably that the

persons interred had borne oiSces under those monarchs.

The preparation for embalming the dead, was looked upon as a matter of

great importance by the Egyptians^ and large sums of money were spent

upon the sepulchral rites.
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On. the floor are specimens of the Indian Rhinoteros, with its tiiicfc hidj

in deep folds, and a single liorn on the nose ; the African Rhinoceros, th«

diifereat species of which have two horns on the nose, and smooth hide,

without plaits or folds. The Hippopotamus of the African rivers, with its

formidable mouth and frightful bulk ; the two species of Elephants—thj

African, with enormous ears, and the Indian, so easily tamed and rendered

useful to man. The bulky Nepalese Gour, and the fierce Cape Buffalo, witt

its front of hoin. In the Wall Cases of

THE MAUMALIA SALOON,

we arrar.ged the specimens of Handed, Rapacious, Glirine, and Ponched

Beasts, and over the Cases are the different kinds of Seals, Manatees, and

Porpoises ; and arranged in Table Cases are the general collection of Corala.

The Handed or Quadrumanous Beasts occupy Cases 1-20 ; the Rapacioul

Beasts, Cases 21-64< ; and the Glires, or Gnawing animals. Cases 66-81.

On the top of the Cases ani suspended on the walls, are arranged the

collection of Seals, of Porpoises and Dolphins; the Manatees of Jamaica

uid Western Africa : all the mammalia living in the sea. Some of the Seal*

are much valued for their skins and for the oil derived from their fat.

Among the Dolphin family may be noticed the curious Platanista, or long-

beaked Dolphin of the Ganges. The Wall Cases of

THE EASTERN ZOOLOeiCAL GALLEHT,

contam the general collection of Birds ; the larger Table Cases contain th«

collection of Shells of Molluscous animals ; on the top of the Wall Cases

is a series of horns of different kinds of Deer and Rhinoceros.

The Wall Cases on the west side of the room, or on the left on entering

from the Mammalia Saloon, contains (1-35) the diurnal Birds of Prey

;

!
32-36) the nocturnal Birds of Prey. Cases 36-42 contain the wide-gaped

fissirostral) Perching Birds. Cases 43-47 contain the slender-billed or

tenuirostral Birds ; Cases 48-61, the tooth-billed (dentirostral) Passerine

Birds ; Cases 62-73, the strong-billed Coniroctral Birds ; Cases 73-83, the

climbing or Scansorial Birds. These are all on the west side of the room.

On the east side of the room. Cases 84-106 contain the Gallinaceoui

Birds ; Cases 107-134, the Wading Birds ; and Cases 135-166 the Web-
footed Birds.

The Shells of Molluscous Anikals are placed in the larger Tabla
Csses across the sides of the room.

Suspended on the walls is a collection of paintings nearly all of which are

^rtraits. Unfortunately, however, they are hung at so great a height that

, fcarcely any opportunity is afforded to the visitor to examine their merit*

Ybe artists by whom many of them where executed are wholly unknown.
The Wall Cases of the first room in

THE NORTHERN ZOOtJOGICAL 8AIXERY,

contain a collection of the Nests of Birds and Insects, exhibiting the archi-

tecture of these animals. Among the more noticeable are the playing

avenues of the Australian Bower Birds, the pendulous nests ot some of the

Orioles, and the gelatinous nests of the Esculent Swallow. The Table Case*
contain Bpesiuens illustrative of the various changes of Insects, theii nesta
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uid structures ; the cocoon of the gigantic Goiiath Beetle of 'Westcni Africa,

the clay nests of virious species of White A«ts, and the various Vegetable
Galls, are shown here. The Cases contain a collection of the nests of the

different iHymenoptera ; some of the nests prepared by the wasps are formed
of clay, while others are of a kind of paper from vegetable substances.

Specimens of the various insect fabricators of these structures are attached,

when possible, to the nests. On the walls are suspended soms of the largu
ipecimens of Reptiles.

The Wall Cases of the Second Room, contain the stuffed exotic Reptihj
and BXTBACHiA ; in the Table Cases are contained the hard parts of the Ra<
DiATEu Animals, including the SEA-Eoas, Sea-Stabs, and Encsiniies.
The Third Room contains

TH£ BRITISH ZOOLOaiCAL COLLECTION.

The Wall Cases hold the Vertebrated Animals, the larger species, such as

the Whales, Sharks, Tunny, &c., are suspended on the Walls, or placed on
the top of the Cases;

The Table Cases contain the Eggs of the Birds ; a series of British

Annulose Animals, tp illustrate the arrangement of the British Insects,

Spiders and Crabs ; the Collection of the Shells and external skeletons of

British Molluscous and Radiated Animals.
The Wall Cases round the Fourth Room, contain the stuffed collection of

exotic bony Fish, at present under arrangement. The Table Cases contain

select specimens of Annulose Animals, to exhibit their systematic arrange-

ment.

The Wall Cases of the Fifth Room, contain the exotic Cartilaginous fish,

such as the voracious Sharks ; the Rays ; the Torpedo or Numb-fish, which
defend themselves by means of a galvanic-like apparatus in their bodies

;

the Sturgeons of ttit, Russian and American rivers ; the curious-snouted

Polyodon of the Mississippi. On tb* t/ips of the Cases are the saws of various

Saw-fish, and specimens of the larger Cartilaginous fish, and some of the

larger Sponges, such as Neptune's Cup. In the Table Cases are exhibited

various kinds of Sponges which belong to an extensive class of living beings,

mostly microscopic, in which the distinctive character of the Animal Oi o(

ths Vegetable is not fully developed.

THE G&UJSRY OV MINERALS AND rOSSUS,

w North Gallery, runs parallel with the Northern Zoological Gallery, and
is entered from the lobby at the north end of the Gallery of Antiquities, of

from the lobby at the corresponding end of the Bird Gallery. The rooms
into which the North Gallery is divided are numbered I. to VI., and the

numbers will be found over the doojways. The floor of the Gallery is

occupied by Table Cases, which, in the Rooms I. to IV., contain the collec-

tion of Minerals ; and, in Rooms V. and VI., are devoted to the fossi!

remains of Invertebrated Animals.

The Wall Cases throughout the' Gallery are occupied by

—

rOSSILS.

The collecdon of organic remans begin in the First Rooh, with that ol

the fossil vegetables at present deposits chiefly in the Wall Cases of tkt

South aivd West sides.
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T&e Secomd Rook contains the coUection of Fossil Fishes, arranged aftm

M. Agassiz' system, as developed in his work, "JSecherches sur les Poisaom
^siles."

The Wall Cases of the Third Room, 1-4, are set apart for the Batrachion,

th) ChelonidO, and Emydosaurian reptiles. In the Cases 4-6 are arranged

tbi order Emaligsacria, or sea lizards, of the subdivision of which the

genera Flesiosaurus and Ichthyosaurus are the principal types.

In and on the Wall Cases of the Fourth Room, are placed the largsff

specimens of the various species of Ichfbyosaurus, or the fish lizard.

The Wall Cases of the Fifth Roou are occupied by Mammalian remains.

Those to the left of th«i Entrance Doorway chiefly contain the Quadruped
remains found in the caverns of England, Germany, and France, including

a series of the Fossil species of Bears, Hysenas, &c. To the right of the

Doorway are arranged the Mammalian remains of the lower tertiary period

—they are chiefly from France. The Wall Cases near the windows at the

end of the room are devoted to the Fossil species of Hippopotamus and
Rhinoceros.

The Sixth Room is devoted chiefly to the osseous remains of the Pachy-
dermata and Edentata. At the west end is the fossil human skeleton,

embedded in|limestone, brought from Guadaloupe by Admiral Sir A. Cochrane.

In the middle of *he room is placed the skeleton of the North American
Mastodon, a skeleton of the Megatherium, and a skeleton of the Elephant-
footed Moa, a gigantic wingless bird firom New Zealand.

TSllSERAIJS.

The Table Cases containing the Minerals are numbered consecutively,

with the exception of those in the fourth room. These numbers, commence
at the east end of the Gallery, pass along its south side through the Rooms
I. II. III., and, with a slight interchange of position in the- fourth room,
return up the north side of the gallery, the sixtieth table facing that at which
the numbers commence. The order of the numbers is intended to be a'guida
to the order of classification in which the Minerals are arranged.

In the centre of the Fourth Room, placed on a round table inlaid with
various antique marbles and other mineral substances, is a sculptured tortoise

wrought out^of nephhrite or jade ; it was found on the banks of th« Jumna
near the city of Allahabad in Hindostan.

THE BOTANICAL GALLEKY,

comprises specimens of woods and other vegetable structures, unsnited to

the Herbarium, and capable of being advantageously exhibited.

Entering the First Room through the Eastern doorway the- Wall of tha

Eastern End is seen to be occupied by numerous specimens of Fern-trees ;

the Western Wall, on either side of the doorway, is chiefly occupied by
specimens of Palms.
The Wall Cases the numbering of which commences on the Eastern end

a{ the Northern side of the Room, contain specimens and sections of remark-
able Ferns, the different varieties of Palms, Grasses, and Monocotyledonoui
structures.

On the floor are sections Af the wood and bark of the Cork Ook, from tlM
Gkirden of the Company of Apothecaries.

The Table Cases are cbieflv nr?iifiied with Scotions oi Woona.
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In addition to the parts of tbe building already described, the Grenville

loom, the Manuscript Saloon and the Royal Libraiy are also open to visitors.

The table cases in which the books are exhibited, ar^ placed in the room
occupied by the magnificent collection presented by the Right Hon. Thomas
Grenville, and in the King's Library. The room on the right or east side of

tbe Hall, and opposite to the Great Staircase, contains

THE GRENVILLE LIBEAKT,

consisting of 20,240 volumes, which cost its late owner upwards of £54,000.
On a pedestal in the centre of the right side of the room stands the busJ

of Mr. Grenville, by ComoUi, the gift of the Right Hon. Sir David Dandag,

a I'rustee of the British Museum. On the left side of the room are two table

cases, wherein are laid out rare specimens of Block-Books. Although the

immediate precursors of printing, Block-Books must not be regarded as the

form in which the art first developed itself, but rather as the perfectipn of

another art, which had prevailad for many years previously—that of engraving

on wood—and perhaps of one particular form of it, that of card-malring.

On quitting the Grenville Room, the visitor enters

THE MANUSCRIPT SALOON,

where selections of Manuscripts, Chabtees, AnTOGRAPHS, Seals, and
Originai, Documents are seen, arranged on either side, in glazed frames.

On the left-hand side from the doorway are frames containing English
and FoREiON Autographs.
On the opposite side, returning to the entrance doorway, are seen a series

of interesting Documents and Autographs mcluding the Autograph of

WiLiam Shakespere.

In the centre of the Saloon is a large glazed Table-Case, containing

specimens of various Oriental Manuscripts, written in several languages, and
on various substances. '

To the south and north of the central glazed Table-Case are placed two
others ; the first containing specimens of ornamental bindings, from the

ninth to the nineteenth century ; and the other containing a selection of

Manuscripts remarkable for their antiquity or illuminations.

On the east and west sides of the room, in four upright glazed cases against

the pilasters, are exhibited some choice manuscripts.

In the glazed Table Cases, near the entrance to the LiiDrary of George III.,

IS arranged an extensive series of Original Seals, for the most part attaclieiS

*<) ancient charters.

Against the wainscot, in the north-east and north-west comers of tha

room, various Original Documents of interest are exhibited in glazed frames.

Tbe Visitor next enters

THE BOTAL LIBRARY,

built expressly to receive the noble collection of books formed by GeorM lll^

and presented to the nation by His Majesty George IV. The royal colleetios

is remarkable not only for the judicious selection of the works and the diS'

criminating choice of the, editions, but for the. bibliogi^bioa] ^culiarltieik.

«»d rarity of thi> r^cies.
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On each side of the room are six table cases, numben d respectively IIL
to XIV. The books exhibited in the cases on the left side of the room
illustrate the rise and early progress of the art of printing ; those on the

opposite side display certain peculiarities of printing, specimens of illustra-

tions, of binding, or some feature of special interest.

The Books which are displayed in the show cases for the purpose of trac-

ing the progress of the art of printing occupy Cases III. to VIII., and are

classed according to countries. This arrangement was necessary, because,

although Germany took the lead, printing rapidly spread itself into other

countries, and was carried on contemporaneously and with surprising vigour

Having shown the progress of the typographic art in the fifteenth century,

9ie next ease (No. IX.) displays specimens of sumptuous printing—t. e.

works printed upon vellum and on large paper—and also of fine printing of

more recent date. The next step in the art, as displayed in Case X., is the

Illustration of books. The Illustration of books by means of engravings

on wood or copper is shown in Case XI.
The illustrations from engravings on wood and copper are followed by two

cases (No. XII. and XIII.,) containing a miscellaneous collection of literary

curiosities and autographs, and the last (No. XIV.) comprises specimens of

bookbinding from the sixteenth century downwards.

DRAWINGS AND ENCBAVIN6S.
Four screens have been fixed on each side, of the Boyal Library, those oB

the left band (when entering from the Manuscript Department) being appro-
priated to the exhibition of Drawings ; those on the right to Engravings.
The space available fof the exhibition of these objects being necessarily

circumscribed, the purpose has been to offer such a selection as shall give to

the public an opportunity of tracing the development 61 design as shown in

the sketches and studies of the great masters of Italy, Germany, Flanders,
and Holland during the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries. Screens I. and II.

are devoted to the schools of Italy ; III. and lY. to those of Germany,
Flanders, and Holland.

The arrangement of the Engravings is such as will afford the opportunity

of comparing the contemporaneous productions of the principal masters of

the Schools of Italy, Germany, Flanders, and Holland, from the middle of

the I5th, to the end of the 16th century. These are followed by a selection

of a few of the 17th century, with specimens of Etchings by their most dis-

tinguished painters, who so enthusiastically and so successfully practised that

branch of art at the same period.

Some fine examples by the Italian workers in Niello, consisting of engraved
ilver plates, sulphur casts, and impressions on paper, are shewn in the glazed
»ses marked I. and II., and in III. and IV. are early Italian and Germas
Wood blocks, printed in Chiaroscuro.

The library has been twice counted. The first time on the 25th of JTuly,

1838, when the number of printed volumes was found to be 235,000, and
again on the 15th of December, 184.9, at which period they had increased to
434,000. They are now about 600,000, and the annual increase is not less

than 20,000 volumes.

Having passed through the King's Library, the visitor proceeds up stain
(0 the galleries containing specimens of natural Ustory and objecti «f
•ntiijiuitjr.
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ROMAN ICONOGRAPHY.

[The series of Roman portraits is arranged, cbronologicaily, on tiie north side of the gallery.

The figures within braclcets, indicate the dates wherever linown, of the birth and death cf the

person represented ; the intermediate date^in the esse of anBnperori is that of his accession.]

COMPARTMENT VII.

Draped bust of a boy. Bust of a middle aged man, with a belt crossing his

tight shoulder. Colossal terminal bust of a young person with dishevelled hair.

Male head, quite bald. Bust of a clilld undraped.
Infront of the Pilaster.—Statue of heroic size, representing a Roman person-

age draped in the toga, and wearing a pecular kind of buskin.

COMPARTMENT VIII.

Head of Julius Caesur (b c. 101 assasinated ii). Head of Augustus (b.c. 63,

Imp. A. D. 14). Head of Tiberius (B.C. 42, Emp. A.D. 14—37). Head of Nero
(A.D. 37, Imp. 54—68). Bust of Domitia, wife of the Emperor Domitianus.
Infront of the Pilaster.—Draped male figure without a head, mutilated.

COMPARTMENT IX.

Bust of Trajan, undraped (a.d. 52, Imp. 98—117). Bust of a barbarian chief-

tain. Bust of Hadrian in military costume (a.d. 76, Imp. 117—138). Head
of Antinous the favourite of Hadrian, in the character of Bacchus (died a.d.

132-3). Bust of Hadrian undraped (a.d. 76, Imp. 117—138).
Injront of the Pilaster.—Statue of Hadrian, of heroic size, in a richly orna-

mented armour, witli the paludamentum,

COMPARTMENT X.

Bust of ^lius Cesar, the adopted heir

of Hadrian, in a military costume (died

A.D. 131.) Bust of Julia Sabina, the wife

of Hadrian (died a.d. 137). Unascer-
tained female bust. Bust of a lady named
Olympias, in a rich dress. Bust of An-
toninus Pius, in military costume (a.d.

86. Imp. 136—161).

In front of the Pilaster.—Statue of the

Emperor Marcus Aurelius, in civil cos-

tume (a.d. 121, Imp. 161—180).

COMPARTMENT XI.

Bust of Marcus Aurelius, veiled, and
crowned with a wreath of corn, as on« of

the Frutres Arvales. Bust of Annia
Faustian, the younger, wife of Marcus
Aurelius (a.d. 140—176). Bust of Lucius

Verus, the colleague of Marcus Aurelius

(A.D.130, Imp. 161—169). Iiu8t of a man.
Bust of Septimius Severus wearing the

paludamentum (a.d. 145, Imp. 193—211).

In front of the Pilaster.—Statue of a

person in military costume.

COMPARTMENT XII.

Bust of Caraealla (a.d. 185, Imp. 211—217). Bust oi an unknown middle

iged man. Bust of an unknown woman. Bust of Gordianus I., (157, Imp^

238). Bust of Otacilia Severus wife of the Emperor Philippus I.
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FIRST GR^CO-ROMAN SALOON.

[This and the tvro succeeding Rooms are appropriated to statues, busts, and tAs-relieft, Oa
iheamixed class cnned GnBCO-Roman, consisting of works discovered (so far as it is knovn)
In Italy, but ow.^ag their origin and character, either directly or mediately^ to the Oreek
schools of sculpture. Some iew of these may, perhaps, be original monuments of the autono-
mous or anti-Roman period of Greece, afterwards transported by the conquerors to their own
country, but the majority were certainly executed in Italy during the Imperial times, though
generally by Greek artists, and in many instances copied, or but slightly varied, from earlier

Greek models.]

The present room contains the first portion of the mythological series, con-

risting of all the exampks of the Twelve Olympian Deities, with their several

modifications in the Greel< and Roman Pantheon. The description commences
from the northern, orright>hand side of the western door, which faces the en-

trance. The Greek names of the divinities,|aie added within brackets.

Head of Jupiter (Zeus), of the type termed iteilichios, or Mild.

Bust of Jupiter, undraped, heroic size.

Bust of Jupiter Serapis, draped ; on his head a modius.
Small statue of Jupiter, draped and enthroned, combining with his Olympian

attributes, the figure of Cerberus, a symbol of Pluto (Hadet).
Small statue of Hecate, a mystical combination of Diana, Luna, and Proserpina.

Head of Minerva, helmeted.

Statue of Ceres (DimeterJ, with'some of the attributes of Isi«.

Bust of Miner»a (Athene), with helmet and drapery restored in bronze
Colossal head of Minerva, with a close fitting helmet.

Veryfine colossal head of Minerva, in the early Greek style.

Terminus of a boy, in the character and under the tutelage of Mercury.
Terminal bust of Mercury.l

South Wall.—Votive tablet,'with a seated figure of Mercury.
Bust of Diana (Artemis).

Small statue of Diana, attended by a hound.
Fine statue of Diana, hurling a javelin.

Head of Diana,

Torso of Venus (Aphrodite).

South Wall.—Votive tablet to Apollo.

Head of Venus.
Statue of Venus preparing for the bath, in the

attitude of the Medician Venus.
Small statue of Venus.
Head of Apollo, remarkable for its beauty.

Small torso of Venus, stooping.

South WoB.^ApoUo Musagetes and Victory,

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo with hair in formally divided

ringlets.

Bust of Juno, (Hera), with the spledone.

In the Assyrian transept are temporarily

placed the following representations of human
personages. They are of two classes, generia

and individual. The following are generic

I
representations :—

Small statue of an Egyptian Tumbler, prac-

tising his art upon the back of a tame crocodile.
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Small statue of a Fisherntan, carrying a round leathern basket, suspended

ficom bis left arm. The head is covered with a mariner's bonnet.
Small statue of a Fisherman, in a rough woollen garment, htlditginhis right

hand a small fish, and in his left a basket. The action is spirited, and the gen-
eral composition as graceful as is consistent with the character of the person.

Small statue of a Comic Actor, seated, wearing a mask. Kcsembling some of

those worn by the actors in low comedy among the Romans.
Mutilated group of two boys, quarrelling over the game of astragali, or

osselets. Of one of the figures the right hand and part of the arm alone remain
The individual representations, or portraits, are as follows:

—

Terminal bust of Pericles, (B.C. 417—i29), helmeted, and inscribed with his

name.
Bust of Demosthenes (b.o. 381—322).
Terminal bust of Periander (7th Century B.C.) sage, and tyrant of Corinth.

Bust of an old man, believed to be Hippocrates, the Physician.

Bust of Diogenes, the Cynic Philosopher.

Terminal bust of Epicurus, the Philosopher (B.C. 342—270).
Terminal bust of Homer, in advanced age, wearing a tllet, or diadem.
Bust of Sophocles, the Greek Tragedian.

Statue of a Young Man, of very fine workmanship.

Bnst of Aratus, the Poet and Astronomer.

SECOND GB^CO-BOMAN BOOM.

On either side of this room is a semicirculur recess, in which are placed Ifaa

two following beautiful statues:

—

Statue of Venus, or rather of Dione, the mother of the Goddess of Beauty,
aked to the waist, and covered with drapery thecse downwards. This figure it

Is said, "was declared by Canova, to be the finest sculptured model of female
oeauty, he had seen in Emgland. • '

Statue of a Discobolus, or Quoit player, in the attitude of throwing the difcM,
ir quoit, of Pentelic marble, supposed to be ( fcpy of the celebrated Dronlt
statue of Myron.
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THIKD GR^CO-ROMAN SALOON.

[Thif Boom contains the remainder of the mythological Beriea, consiBting of the representa-
tions of divinities of inferior rank to the Olympian cycle, demigods, hsroes, and personage!
associated with religion, poetry, or mysticism, in the Greek and Boman creed. The description
commences from the north-west door, leading to the Lycian Saloon.]

Terminal statue of an Hermaph-
.'odite, feeding a bird nith grapes.

The term hermaphrodite, is coof
prised of two words, Hermes, Mer-
cury, Aphrodite, Venus.

Bust of Atys, the favourite of

^Cybele, worshipped especially in

Fhrygia, in the cap commonly
'known as the " Phrygian."

Small statue of Actxon, defend-

ing himself from his two dogs
Melampus and Ichobates, at tlie

moment when his transformation is

commencing. The horns of the stag

are represented sprouting from his

head.

Small terminal statue of the

Phcenecian goddess Venus Architii,

the Assyrian Venus mourning for

Adonis.

Small bas-relief; four men enga-
ged in cooking.

Mithraic group, representing a
<v In Phrygian attire sacrificing
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Statue of a youth, probably a priest, or attendant of Mithras, the Persiaa

deity of the sun, (wrongly restored as Paris).
,

Bas-relief; a heroic procession.

Small mithraic group. The Persian Mithras (the

sun), slaying a bull, with a dedicatory inscription.

Male bust, of heroic type, undraped.

Bust of a youth, probably Adonis, or Atys.

Bas-relief representing the Apotheosis of Homer.
At the top appears Jupiter, seated on a rock, probably

intended for Mount Olympus; below liim are the

Nine Muses, and Apollo Musagetes ; and at the bottom

the Poet is represented seated in state before a group

of figures, denoting votaries about to offer sacrifice and

pay other honours to the new deity.

Fragment of an alto relievo.

Bust of an Homeric Hero, probably Menclaus.

Bas-relief; the Centaur Nessus, carrying ofl

Dejanira.

Small statue of a Muse, seated on a rock, on which

she also rests a lyre held with her left hand. The
Greek epithet signifying Harmony or the giver of

harmony is inscribed on the plinth.

Head of a Muse.
Beautiful statue of Thalia, the Pastoral and'Cnmic

Muse, crowned with a chaplet of Ivy, the usual reward

of poetic merit. The right hand holds the pedum or pastoral stafl, tlie crook of

which rests upon the hip. It was the province of Thalia to preside over the

delineations of men and manners.
Head of a Muse crowned with laurel.

Bas-relief; two yoiithful horsemen, perhaps Castor and Pollux, the twin sons

of Jupiter and Leda.

Small statue of a Muse, seated upon a rock, and playing on a lyre.

Female bust, commonly known as Dione, the Titan, mother of Venus.
Head, believed to be that of a wounded Amazon,
Mutilated statue of Hymen, on tlie head is a wreath o f flowers.

Bust of a young and beautiful woman, commonly called Clytie
;
gracefully

terminated by the flower of the Nymphean lotus, on which it appears to rest.

Bas-relief; Castor, with a horse and dog.

Recumbent statue of Endymion, the favouiite of Diana, sleeping on a rock.

On his head is the petasus, tied under his chin. His right arm, uplifted, rests

iti hand upon his head, while the left hand is raised to the fibula by which bU
ehlamys is fastened on the shoulder.
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Statue of C]Xfid(Erot), bending his bow. An admirable work of art, sup-
posed to be one of the many imitations of the

celebrated marble of Praxi tiles.

Small but very beautiful statue of Cu/^a.
tringed, bending his bow. A lion's skin hangs
over the quiver, which serves as the support.

Small statue of Hercules (Herakles), seated

upon a rock, on which is the lion's skin. His
left hand holding the club, his right, which is

extended holds the apples of the Hesperides.
Bas-relief; Hercules seizLngjby the horns

the stag of Mount Msnalus, which according
to the legend, had 'golden horns and braien
feet, and was celebrated for its extraordinary

swiftness.|Iti3said that Hercules was'occupied
for a whole year in the pursuit of this stag, and
that at last he overcame it as it was crossing
the river Ladon.
Recumbent statue of the infant Cupid in the

character of Somnus, he sleeps npon a lion's

skin, and beside him is the club of Hercules;
two lizards are seen on the ground. His bow
and quiver is behind him.

Small bust of Hercules, in advanced life.

Colossal bust of Hercules, the most celebrated of the dimigods, or deified

heroes of antiquity.

Colossal bust bf Hercules, remarkable for the character of individuality in

the features which resemble those of Philip of Macedon,
Bust of Hercules, younger than any of the precdeding.

Terminal bust of the youthful Hercules, crowned with leaves of poplar, a
tree which was sacred to him.
Female head, wearing a turreted crown, probably Cybele (Rhea).
Bts-relief ; three rural nymphs standipg between Jupiter and Pan.
Statue of a Nymph seated on the ground, resting after the fatigues of th£

'

chase ; she is draped in the tunic,

and beside her lies the bow.
Statue of a recumbent female, half

draped; it has been restored as a
watsr-nymph, with an urn over-
turned.

Unknown female head.
Statue of Libera, the female

Bacchus, or perhaps the nymph
Ariadne crowned with ivy leaves;
in her right hand she bears a tAyraa
in her left a bunch of grapes, and
besides her is a Small panther.

Bas-relief; an old Satyr seiiing
the robe of a Nymph.
Head of Bacchus (IHimute4),

crowned with an ivy wreath.

Terminal head of the bearded or Indian Bacchus, wearing a diadem.

Statue of Baicchus as a 'boy, crowned with a wreath of ivy, and the body partly

tovered with the skin of a goat.

Head of effeminate type, bound with a diadeifi ; formerly attributed to ApoB*
but more probablj Bacchus.
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Terminal statue of the bearded Bacchus, similar to the above.

Small statue of a naked beardless Satyr, with goat's ears and horns. The form

of these statues are remarkably elegant and graceful, almost effeminate, and shon
more of that hard muscular appearance which usually characterises the Satyr.

Group of Bacchus and Ampelus, small

life-size. Bacchus crowned with an
ivy chaplet, and wealing only a leopard's

skin, leans upon Ampelus, who is repre-

sented at the moment of transformation

into a vine, offering his patron some
grapes.

Small statue of a Satyr,

Terminal bust of the bearded Bacchus,
wearing a diadem.

Unknown head, possibly Bacchus.
Terminal heads of Bacchus and Libera

joined back to back.

Terminal statue of the bearded
Bacchus, weari[ig{a diadem.

Small statue uf Pan, in his pastoral

character, playing ou a tibia or pipe.

Statue of a youthful Satyr.

Small statue of a beardless Satv
Head of a beardless Satyr, lac^ning.

Bust of a youthful Satyr.

Terminal statue of a Satyr.

Head of a Msenad, or Bacchante, the
hair tied in fantastic knots.

Bas-relief of a Bacchic procession or

dance ; a Bacchante, loosely draped, and
playing the tambourin, is fallowed by a

Satyr, blowing a double pipe.

Statue of a Satyr, or Silenua, naked.

Fine statue of a Satyr, commonly known as the

"Rondinini Faun;" entirely undraped and in a

dancing attitude.

Bas-relief of Bacchus and his attendants visiting

Icarius, king of Attica.

,

Small statue of a recumbent Pan, with goat'a legs.

Small statue of Fan, of the usual girotesque type,

holding ajudum. .

Caryatid status, heroic siie, representing a female
bearing on her bead a modiui.

Smalt'statue of Fot^une (Tuche), draped in a tunic

aDipepl<i$i on hsihead a.modius, in her right handa
rudder resting on aj globe, in her left a eoritucapi*

filled with corn and fruit of various kinds. The rud-
der resting on the globe, may be regarded as the sym-
bol of the universal domiqjon of Fortune over the
affairs of this world.

Bas-relief, probably an ex voto, symbolical of the

lites ofthegodof LaiB|iiacua; representing a terminus
of that deity, with a syrenx and pedum a funereal col-

umn, a stork (the symbol of petiy) and three geese.

Head of heroic oharaciter.' '

The adjoining staircase leads to the GRiEco-RoHAN Busemekt Rooh,
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GR^CO-ROMAN BASEMENT ROOM.

[Thia apartment is appropriated to miscellaneous monuments of tbe Grsco-Roman series,

of subordinate rank to the ideal or historical sculptures ; such as representations of animals,
architectural or decorative fragments, and articles of actual use, religious or secular. They are
arranged in classes, to illustrate their original application or employment.]

large

1 fine

I. Vases, and Fragments of Vases. At the foot of the staircase is

Vase, or Taxza, ^with handles terminating in swans ilecks. Notice,

uval vase, orjiamented with Bacchanal figures. : i

In the first window, a bowl used for libations; on the inner side isrepre-
(ented a Bacchante.

II. Labra, cisterns, or basins. Notice, a cistern of green basalt.

III. Candelabra, and fragments of Candelabra. Notice, Si finely ornamented
nndelabrum ; and the triangular base of a candelabrum,

IV. Animals. Notice, group of
two greyhounds, life-sixe, seated

and fondling each other; a Swan
in red marble ; a small Eagle ; a
head of a Goat; a bas-relief of a
Cow suckling her calf, and drink-
ing.

V. Votive Human Feet. Notice
a colossal Foot, supposed to be
from a statue of Apollo.

VI. Trapezaphora, or support!
for tripudial and other tablea.

Notice, a Trapezaphoron formed
of a lion's bead and leg.

VII. Semicircular sundial
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VIII. Domestic Fountains, Notice, a small Fountain in the form of a aquar*

basin, with an elevation in the centre, ornamented with sculptured shells and

heads of anJmals ; and a Fountain in the form of a shaft decorated with foliagCL

IX. Masks. Notice, several specimens of Comic and Trajic masks ; and a

marble panel, revolving on a pivot, sculptured on both sides with Masks, and
intended for a window or ventilator.

X. Sculptured Discs, originally suspended as architectural ornaments. Their

subjects are chiefly Bacchic.
XI. Altars. On each side of the room are altars dedicated to various divin-

ities, one being to Fortuna Redux, lor the safe return from some expedition ol

the Emperor Septimius Severus and his family.
XII. Cippi, or low square columns, erected by the Romans for variaus pur-

poses, chiefly monumental.
XIII. Marble-chair, used for the vapour bath.

XIV. Architectural Fragments and Decorations. Notice, an ornamental Con-
sole, with a small figure of Victory! and on each side of this, a small group,

representing Victory alighting on the back of a bull, which she is about to

immolate, her hair and slight draperyistill inflated with the breeze.

On the floor is placed, part of a mosaic Favement,representing the head of

Meptuoe.
In the centre of the room, is a Model of the Coliseum at Rome ; and in th»

sixth recess, a Model of the temple of Vesta, at Tivoli.

Returning to the head of the staircase the door on the left leads to tfas

Ltcian GALiBar.
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iZLpcian Eoonu

[Tli>Me valoable Sculptures, Bcarcelv inferior to those in tlie Elgin collection, were dl^
eovered in 1841, by that zealous classical archteolt^t, Sir C. Fellowea, inor near XanthuB,
the ancient capital of Lycia, one of the south-'west provinces of ^ia Minor, inhabited by
a mixed population of ^n abori^ial race, called Solymi and Termilse

;_
and by the Greeks,

who had colonised it at an early period before the epoch of the Trojan war : imd under
the direction of that gentleman they were removed from, that coimtry by two expeditions
undertaken by her Majesty's government, in the years 1842—18*G. They consist ef

sculptured remains, ranging in date from the subjugation of the coimtry by the Persians,

B. c. 545, to the period of the Byzantine Empire, and are probably three ceniturieB older
than th(»e from tiie Fartlwnon at Athens. Of great intrinsic vfdue as works of art, they
are of greater importance in enlightening much that has hitherto been obscure with
teipeot to Lyeia.]

1. Bafl-reliefe fami ihe so-called Harpy toir , vMch stood on the Acropolis
•f Xianthus, close to the Theatre. The Sculptures, as seen by the inodel placecl

tear i^ decorated the four sides of a rectangular solid shaft, about se*encBou
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fe«t high, weighing eight;^ tons, and supported a roof irith a moalding, incloiiiig

a chai5)er seven feet six inches square, entered by a small low door on the west

ride. This monument was never finished, the projection for raising the shaft

still remaining, and the shaft having been polishedTonly half-way up. Its basa

was shaken"; probably by one of mose earthquakes by which the countiy ip

fenown to have been visited, and two of the slabs on the western side thrown

on the ground. The scene on the west side [J.] has been supposed to represent

Hera or Juno seated, and holding a cup before the sacred cow of-Io and

Epaphus, Aphrodite, and the three Charities or Graces. On the east side, [a]

Tantalus bnnging to Pandarus in Lycia the golden dog stolen from Crete. On
the north side, [c] at the comers, are two Harpies flying away with two of the

daughters of Pandarus, having been sent for that purpose by Zeus, to avenge

the theft and peijury of their father ; a third daughter, Aedon, who was saved

from destruction, is represented fallen on her knees and deploring the fate ol

her sisters. On this side also is a seated divinity, conjectured to be Zeus, or

Pluto, under whose chair is an animal, either a b'ear or a hoar ; before him
stands an armed man ; they hold a helmet between them. On the south side, [rf]

at the corners, are two Harpies bearing off two of the daughters of Pandarus.

In the '/Cntre is a seated divinity, supposed to be Zeus ; ana a female offering s

dove, perhaps Aphrodite.

2-rS. Sculptured slabs, representing Satyrs ; a lion devouring a deer, pan-

ther, dog, bull, and boar. These form a kind of frieze,

9—16. Narrow frieze of cocks and hens, executed in the same style.

17—21. Frieze : a procession of two chariots, with old men and youthfdl

charioteers ; a led horse, a horseman, five figures of priests and priestesses with

wands and torches, an armed female and a youth standing at the side of a

column and chair.

21.*Fragment : apparently part of a chair.

22. Bas-relief; part of two draped females, wearing sandals.

23. Triangular fragment ; a mme and female figure seated, one on each side

sf an Ionic column, on the top of which is a Harpy.
24—27. Fragments ; apparently gable-ends of a tomb with recesses, having

en them the Sphinx, represented with the face of a female, the body or a Hon,

and the vrings of a bird, as the daughter of the Ghimsera, the indigenous

monster of Lycia.
28—30. Draped torsos of three architectural figures, ir

diploid talaric tunics.

3Ua. Fragment ; apparently of a similar figure.

31., Chest, or aoros, found on the top of one of the st^es,

or pillar tombs at Xanthus. At the end, in bas-relief, is a

lion fondling i,ts cubs ; and on one side a man standing and
stabljing vfith a sword a Hon standing on its hind paws ; at

the other side, a man on horseback, followed by another os
foot, aid a hoplite holding a large Argolic buckler.

32, Fragment ; apparently from the other end of the

sam^ or ^ similar saricopliagus ; on it a lionfss fondling two
cubs, one o^ vvhioh sbe, holds in her mouth.

33. Square block ; from the sides of which issue the fore

parts of two lions.
,

34—14(1., These sculptures and architectural members
formed part of the building at Xanthus, of which a

restored piodd, with a ground plan of the remains as they

were found in siiu, and a picture of the scene of the dis-

eovery, are placed in this room. ^The model, made under the direction of Sir 0.

Fellowes, exhibits an Ionic peristyle building, with fourteen columns running
round a solid ceSa, and the statues in the intercolumniations, placed on a baw^
which stands upon two steps.
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The object of this building has not yet been clearly ascertained ; by some it

has been considered as a trophy in memory of the conquest of Lypia by the

Persians under Harpagus, in the 3rd year of the 58th Oljtopiad, b. o. 545, and

probably erected about the 76th Olympiad, b. c. 476 ; by others the sculptures

have been placed as late as the 83rd or even 96th Olympiad, b. c. 450—395.

Another conjecture is that their subject represents the suppression, by th*

Persian satrap of Lycia, of the revolt of the CUicians against the Persians,

B. c. 387, Olympiad, 98, 2.

34—49. Sculptures of the broader frieze, supposed to have been placed roun^
the base : they represent a series of contests of warriors, armed in the Greel

manner, with nelmets, crests, and Argolic bucklers, thoraees and greaves ; and
others more lightly armed, some bemg only in tunics, or naked, and wearing
only helmets against each other; horsemen, &c. On 39 and 46 are seen

Asiatics, wearing the pointed cap called ddaris, and long tunics, fighting against

Gfreeks. On 45 is a warrior, to whose shield is attached the object used as a

protection for the legs against missiles.

50—68. The narrow frieze which ran round the upper part of the base.

50—53, The attack of the town and main gate of a city, supposed to be

Xanthus : this gate is defended by a low flanking tower with vnndows ; the

besiegers have planted a scaling ladder, which two warriors are supposed to be
holding on securely by ropes. Three hoplites, having taken off their sandals,

are seen mounting the ladder ; a fourth has already marched into the tower,

The other troops, called on by their officers, advance rapidly to the attack.

55—59. A general combat between Greeks ; some arrhed as hoplites, against

others wearing long tunics.

60—61. A walled city, with its buildings, within which are tombs and tem-
ples, and'the heads of the besieged looking over the battlements.

62. APersian satrap or monarch seated ; supposed to be Harpagus, attended

by his guards and a slave holding over his head an umbrella,—the emblem of

sovereignty,—receiving a deputation of two elders from the besieged city.

65^66. A sallyfrom the town ; the garrison appear on the walls, while the

women throw up their arms shrieking in despair.

67. The retreat of the defeated

Lycians into the city.

69. Oapping stones of the east

front of the base.

70—74. Columns and portions

I
of columns from the peristyle.

75—84. Statues which were
placed in the iatercolunmiations

:

they represent females, having at

their feet marine emblems, such
as a dolphin, crab, eel, and the

sea-bird halcyon; and passing

thiough the air rapidly, as we
Bee by the action of the drapery.

These figures are supposed to

have reference to the arrival of

Latona, vrith her children, Ar-
temis and Apollo, at Xanthus,
or to the naval victory over

Evagoras.
85—91. Fragments of similar

'"• figures.

92—94. Capitals of the two pilasters of the east front ofthe DuildinK, tnSt

a^tals of leaves and fleuroni.
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FIRST ELGIN ROOM.

[The splendid nculptures in this and the succeeding rootn, were taken in 1804, from templee
at Athens, by the Earl of Elgin, then our Ambassador to Turkey, and were purchased by
Parliament for £35,000. They comprise the chief sculptured ornaments from the Parthenon
(a peripteral Doric temple sacred to Minerva), built in the time of Pericles (b.c 4S0), from
the plans of Ictinus, and under the direction of Phidias, the greatest sculptor of ancient
times; as well as remains from the Erectheium (Joint temple of Neptune and Hinerra) and
other buildings of the citadel of ancient Athens.}

On the West side of the rdom, are the magnificent sculptures belonging to the

Eastern pediment of the Parthenon, or temple of Minerva, at Athens, and repre-

sented, when perfect, the miraculous birth of Minerva from the head of Jupiter.
"<\ Upper part of (he figure of
'''

Hyperion, or Helios, the harbinger of

the 'Sun, rising out of the sea ; his arms
stretched forward, in the act of hold-

ing the reigns of his coursers.

Head of two of the hoises belong-
ing to the car of Hyperion, or Helios,

just emerging from the waves, and
seem as if impatient to run their

I

course.

Theseds; (or Herculus), half re-

clined on a rock, with a lion's skin.

Remarkable for the easy grace of the

attitude, and for the conbination of
strength and suppleness in the form.

Colossal group of two goodesses,

Ceres and Proserpine; the latter is

iaaning on her mother's shoulder. The
attitude and beauty of proportion in

these figures are no less admirable than the arrange-
ment of the drapery.

Statue of Iris, one of
the daughters of Oceanui
and the messenger of the
celestial deities, hasten-
ing with the news of
Minerva's birth.

Torso of Victory.
Colossal group of the

Three Fates or Destinies.
The grace of the attitudes
and disposition of the
draperies, are equally
deserving of admiration.
.The neck and wrists

Kexliibit traces of orna-
3ment
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Head of one of th horses that belonged to the chariot of the Goddess Nox,
or the Night, which was
represented plunging into

the ocean on the right

angle of the east pediment.

It is of the finest possible

workmanship, and the^ur-

face has been very little

injured.

On the opposite side of

the room, are the remains

of the western pediment,

in which was represented

the contest between
Minerva and Neptune for

the honour of naming the

city of Athens.
Recumbent statue of the river-god, Illyssus, a small stream that ran south of

the plain of Athens. The whole effect of this figure is admirable. It combines
ideal beauty with the truth of nature; and even anatomically speaking, the
muscles are allowed to bejnvariably true to the attitude.

Cast of the mutilated

group Hercules and Hebie.

Male torso, supposed to

represent Cecrops, the

founder of Athens.

Upper part of the head,

and fragment of the breast
^

ot, Minerva.

Upper part of the torso

of Neptune.
Draped female torso sup-

posed to be Amphitrite.
The other sculptures in, this room are from various localities in Athens and

Attica, and belong to different periods.
At the south end, is a cast from a bas-relief, representing Minerva in her car.On each side of this is a small votive tablet, and below, a fragment of a -draped

female statue, and a cast of a male torso; on the other side of the doorway, is a
large bas-relief found in the theatre of Bacchus at Athens, representing Bacchus
between a Bacchante and two Sileni. Below this is a bas-relief of a raadriea.
or four-horsed chariot

; and in front, a, marble Sundial, from Athens.
At the north end of the room, attached, to the wall, are some sculptures from

Ihe Temple of Wingless Victory at Athens, This building, nearly contemporary
wite the Parthenon, was probably designed to commemorate some victories of the
Athenians, both over the Persians and over rival Greek states. It was of Ionic
architecture, and stood near, the Fropyh?Ba of . the Acropolis.
On the east side of the doorway, is an undraped life-size statue of a youth,

probably Cupid, of the finest workmanship. On the table adjoining is a cast from
a mutilated female head of very fine style ; a trophy, or stand of armour, found
at Marathon

; a mutilated colossal headof NemeseB,.from her temple at Rhamnug smo or three small statues; and in the Jower compartment, various fragments of
the pedimental figures of the Parthenon. In the north-east angle is a femala
statue, found in the temple of Themis, at Rhamnus.
On the west side, the lower portion of a draped female figure.
Against the western wall it is iB*«Bded to arrange tbi Greek iMcriptiSSfr.
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SECOND ELGIN ROOM.

2«

[Id this room are placed two models of the Parthenon, made hy Mr. R C. Lucas, one oi
trhich represents the building as it is believed to .have, been in its original state, the other as
It appeared in A.-D.. 1687, immediately after the bombardment of Athens by the Venetian
Odneral, Morosini, when a shell, falling into the middle of the temple, exploded- a powder-
magazine established there by the Turks, ^nd laid the adjoining portion in irains.

It win be seen from the models that the cella, or Inclosed building within the colonnade,
was decorated externally with a continuous frieze in loyr relief, vhile the ,entablature snr-
mounting the colonnade had]a;frieze formed of metopes alternating with triglyph!>, each metop«
containing a sculptured group in high relief.

1—Ig Metopes representing the battle of the Centaurs; and Athenians, who
under Theseus joined the

Lapiths (a people of

Thessajy) in this contest. In
Bome of the sculptures the

Centaurs are victorious, in

others theAthenians have the

advantage, while in others

again the victory seems
doubtful.

c In No. 14, a Centaur is

pressing to the ground an
Athenian, in a half-kneeling

position, with his right arm
thrust against the body of his

j

antagonist, as if stabbing

hi<n on the left side. .

The sculptures (17—90)
composing the e^cterior frieze

of the cella of the Parthenon, S
within the colonnades, and
continued entirely round the i i

.
.

i
'

nt-n-xnu j lujiajuumiuuiMrHn
temple, represent in very low relief the sacred procession which took place at the
grand Panathenaa, a festival celebrated every fifth year at Athens, in honour ol
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The bas-reliefs of the frieze on the principal or east front of the temple, cem-
mence on the right hand of the entrance to the Hellenic-roam, followed by those

«f the north, west, and south fronts.

17—24 Frieze of the east front. On two of the slabs are divinities and deified

heroes, seated ; Castor and Pollux, Ceres and Triptolemus, J-upiter and Juno,
iSsculapius and Hygeia. On the right and left are trains of females, (Canephora)
heading the procession with votive gifts, and among them officers (hierophaatg)^

directing the order of advance.

25

—

^6 Portion of the frieze on the north side. No. 25 is a fragement repre-

"jnting two of the Met«ci, or foreigners, who were allowed to take part in the

_^ocession. No. 26, represents a youth, victor in a chariot race, receiving the
crown as the reward of his success. Nos. S2—16, present a line of cavaliers, in

great di versity of costume and action, some with no clothing but the chlamys or
cloak, others variously accoutred ;'most of them riding in groups, others preparing
to mount their steeds; the whole executed with consummate elegance and spirit
47—61 Continuation of the groups of horsemen, which ornamented the west-

ern end of the edifice.

62^90 Frieie on the south side, representing a procession of charioteers,

horsemen, men on foot leading vis-
tims, &c. ; and very similar, in its

general character to the frieze on the
opposite or north side.

At the south side of the room
above the frieze (26) are casts of the
metope at the left angle of the west-
ern fafade of the Parthenon, repre-
senting a horseman, and (33) of the
metope of the right angle of the
north side, representing a female,
probably a divinty, seated on a rock
and another standing before her.

Between them (27—31) are casts of
the portions recently discovered.

At the North end of the room is one of the Caryatides,
and, by its side, the column which originally stood at tlie

northern angle of the eastern portico of the Erechtheum, a
temple erected on the Acropolis of Athens, towards the close
of the fifth century before Christ, and dedicated jointly to
Minerva Polias, and Pandrosus, daughter of Cecrops.

Facing the Eastern door is a colossal draped statue ol
Bacchus, Eeated, which formerly surmounted the choragic
monument of Thrasyllus, at Aihens, erected B.C. 320.

Attached to the east-

ern wall are casts of theC
sf bas-reliefs which decor-

ated the frieze of the

choragic moiiument of

Lysicrales, erected B.C.

S34. They lepresenl
Bacchus punishing the
Tyrrhenian pirates.

Near these are placed
some solid sepulchral

'

Urns, with figures in

bas-relief.

I'he door on the East side '

'

lie llET.LENir Uo:)M
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Ij^tti^alim Saloon.

fHie bcwitUtb marbios tn this apartment were fomid by Mr. Cockerell in the raSmii
m temple of Apollo, on a hUl near Phig:alia, in Arcadia, and were purchased, in 1B44,

' At Zante. TitiB temple was built by the same architect as the Parthenon, at Athens^
tad the scolptnres bear the same marks of spirited, masterly execntlo Ir. tliis

mom, also, are fine fl^nres (arranged above the last mentioned) from Ui temple of
/uintcr Fanhellenins, in iB(ina.]

1—23 Bas-reliefs, composing the frieze in the interior of the cella, oc
principal apartment of the Temple of Apollo Epicurius, (or the DeiiTeiw)
on Mount Cotylium, near the ancient town of Fbigalia in Arcadia.

1—11 The iMftle between the Centaurs and the Lapithoe.

12—23 The contests between the Atheniani and the Amaioni.

34 Part of the capital of« Dpric column, belonging; to the perist

un « ot columns on the ou'side of the temple.

S5 Fart of an Ionic capital, which belonged to one of the column

^•eoiated the cella, or interior apartment of the temple.

26, 27 Fragments ot tile* forming the upper part of the omamek
kerders ol pediments.
28—38 Vragments of Metopes, found in the porticos.

39, 40 Small tiles, used for covering the j ointi of the laiger tiles , th» on-

CDt in frnnt lormounted the comicek

a
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At the sidw af the SalooV, over the Parthenon frieze are two pedimenti^

•f piaciiely the same form and dimensions as those which decorated the

eaatern and western ends of the Temple of Jupiter Panhelleniua, in tht

idand ofiSgina, The style of these sculptures preeents a kind ot mediua
^tween the dull and formal manner of the Egyptians, and the animation,

grace, and grandeur, of the finest remains of Grecian art.

The pediment at the north side of the room is taken from the western
end of the temple; it contains ten figures, and it is supposed that there was
originally one more, who was stooping down to assist the fallen warrior, who
is wounded, at the feet of Minerva. The subject is supposed to be the

contest between the Greeks and Trojans for the body of Patroclus. Ajax,
assisted by Teucer and Diomed, endeavouring to recover the body. Hector,

Paris, and ^neas to seize it.

Of the figures in the other pediment only five now remain, the sculptures

of which are 6f a much higher charadter than those of the western. From
the few figures still spared to us, the subject of this picture seems to have
been similar to that of the other pediment.

At the ends of the room are casts of the metopes of the old temple at

Selinus, which are considered some of the earliest specimens of Greek art;

they represent^
1 Hercules and the Cercopes, or two thieves of Ephesus
6 Perseus, assisted by Pallas Athene, killing the Gorgon Medusa out of

whom leaps Pegasus.

3 A figure in a biga attended by two others on horseback.

4 A female divinity who has killed one of the giants.

Around the sides of the Room are temporarily placed, eleven bas-reliefs,

formerly part of the celebrated mausoleum at Halicarnassus, a tomb erected

in honour of Mausolus, King of Caria, by his wife Artemisia, in tlie 4th
year of the 106th Olympiad, B.C. 353. The subject of the frieze is vhs
battle of the Greeks and Amazons, and Hercules appears amcag the com-
batants.

In the middle of the Room is placed :

—

1 Bronze statue, (size of life) representing Eros Apteros : eyes inlaid

with silver, ond nipples with copper.

2 Statue of Apollo, of very early Greek work.

Several other sculptures and insriptions, all firom different parts of Grea
and the Greek colonies, are deposited round the sides of the loom
against the pilasters ; but being as yet unarranged, and likely to be
removed, they are not here particularly described.

Th* Katt side of this Room opens into the Asstriam Gauc
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NIMROUD CENTRAL SALOON.

' [There Is.'perhapi no portion of the treasures of this trul:^ national establiEhment of lucb
important intereit as the sculptures in the Assyrian Galleries. These marbles, whether we
-consider them as works of art, as engraved histories, or an eorroborations of the truth at
cripture, are everyway remarkable. The first feeling is that of astonishment at their won-
derful state of preservation,—many of them appearing as clear and sfaftrp as If they had only
Just come from the studio of the sculptor. TiK perfection of the forms—not only as displayed

in the delineation of the human figure, but in the various groupslof animals—next forces itielf

on the attention. There is also a distinctly marlced difi'erence between the style of those early

times and every other school of art : to the peculiarity of the davelopmenC of the anatomical
fbrms we would particularly direct attention. It is also singular that the supposed oldest of
theie marbles is equal, If not superior, in spirit of design and execution, ta the more modern.
When first discovered, the appearance of rich colours waii distinctly visible, on several of the
slabs ; it however, perished (with but slight exceptions) on exposure to the atmosphere.
In this room commences the series of sculptures excavated by Mr. Layard in 1847 and

18S0, In different parts of the great mound at Nimroud, (believed to be the ancient Calah of

Scripture), on the left bank of the Tigris, about twenty-five miles south of Mosul ; with which
.have recently been placed one or two sculptures since obtained by Mr Bassam from the same
Jocallty. The walls of the palace of \ Nimroud/ from which these works were taken, are ol

nnburnt brick or clay, incrusted with slabs of marble (gypsum), eight inches thick, and
seven feet wide ; the slabs' were firmly united together by plugs of brass or wood, as well as

wedge-shaped cramps, like those common in the buildings of ancient Egypt. The decorations

of these palaces seem to have been arranged in horizontal compartments^ alternately filled

with sculpture, and with the cuneiform character of the country, so that each wall presented •
.Mcord of tlifl valour and achievements of Bardanapalus> both in war and in the chase, writtea

''in the Temacular of Nineveh, and in the universal language.)

1 Goloisal winged man-headed Bull, from the portal of a door of a chambet
'Bt Nitnroud. In delicacy of execution one of the finest specimens of Asiyrian.arU

2 ColoBaal winged man-headed Lion, from the portal of a door of a chamber
«t Nimraud. Admirably designed and very carefully executed.

5, 4 Winged figures offering flowers.

6, 6 Winged figures, with offerings.
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Central Edifice

||assy«<*« oallert

IThfl bfls-reliefs on the western Bide of the room» were diflcoTorM by M<'. Layard, in tho-

tulns of tlie Central edifice at Nimroud, and are supposed to l>e intermediate in date betireeD>

the ruins of the South westem.adiflce, and thote of the gi««t edlfloa at tin Noilh west qusrte*
of the mound.]

1 FJight of an Arab mounted oh a dromedary, pursued by two Assyrian
horsemei>k

2 Head of a man-headed Bull, in bas-relief
witli double liorns, and a ricHy decorated tiara.

3 Royal Attendant with captives.

4 A man driving btfore him a flock of sheep,
and goats,

5 Evacuaiion of a captured city : two eunuch»
standing near the gates, are writing down the
amount of sjjoil of sheep and cattle ; cars drawn
S>y oxen, ^oiiiai'nirtg women, are lieaving the
city; near thi" giiies Are t*(ro batteritig-i-ams.

6 Head and Foot of a winged man-headed
Bull, from the North AVest edifice.

7 Small fall-length statue of

Sardanapalus I., attired as a high
priest, in his sacrificial robes. In his
fight hand he holds an instrument
resembling a sickle, and his left arm
partly concealed by an outer robe.

8 Ti'gllith-Pileser II. and attendant.

9 SpiHted group of four Drom-
edaries, with a female.

10 Siegeof a city with a batteriiig-

"m and moveable tower.

ill 13 Siege of a city.
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South Western Edifice.

[This group coniistB of teulptures discoTered In the South-irateni edifice of the great aoMud
•which is believed to have been constructed by EsBarbaddon, the son and successor of
>8ennBcherib, towards the beginning of the seventh century b c, with materials obtained, in k
^reat measure,from the spoliation of the palaces erected in other Iparts of Nimroud hj the

'•uUtr Anyrlan dynasty]

1 Head from a statue,

2 Assyriiin horsemen pursuing ao

enemy.
3 The siege of a city.

4 Hursemeti pursuing an enemy.

5 Evacuation of a captured city.

6 Triumplial procession of a King.

7 Colossiil head of a winged man-
headed Bull.

In THB Center of the Room.

An obelisk in black marble, found near the

•centre of tbe great mound. It is decorated with

Hve tiers of bas-reliefs, each continued round the

sides; and the unsculptured surface lis covered
with cuneiform inscriptions, which appear, from

the interpretation of Sir Henry Rawlinson and
Dr. Hincks, to contain a complete record of tha

feign of Silima Rish, who succeeded his father,

Sacdanapalus the Great, about B.C. 932. The
'bas-reliefs illustrate the presentation of offeiingt

*o the king by his numerous tributaries, and th«

inscriptions record tbe names of the donore,

amongst whom are Jehu " of the house of Omri,"
the Israelitish king, and Hacael, the contemv
porary king of Syria.

Against the two central pilasters stand two
Statues, each representing the God Nebo, and
bearing an inscription to the effect that it wai
made by a sculptor of Nimroud at the order of

Fhulukh II. (Pul), who ireigned about B.C. 770,
and of his wife Sammuramit, supposed to be

iheforiginal of the somewhat mythical Semiramis
of the Greek and Roman writers.

Beside the door into the Kouyunjik Gallery is a colossal lion, which, with a

companion figure, decorated the sides of a doorway in one of the small temples.

The head though to a certain extent conventional in form, is designed with vigour.

Tbe limbs convey the idea of strength and power, the veins and muscles are

accurately pourtrayed, and the outline is not deficient in grace and truth.
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KOUTUNJIK GALLERY.

[The collection of bas-reliefs in tiiis room was procured by Mr Layard, in 1849 and 1850»,

from the roftiains of a very extensive edifice at Kouyunjik, which appears from the Inscrip-

tions remaining on many of its sculptures, to hare been the palace of Sennacherib, who is

npposed to have commenced his reign about B.C. 7 21, It was subsequently occupied by hl»
grandson Sardanapalus III., (Ashurbanipal), who reigned towards the middle of the serenttar

century B.C., the supposed era of the destruction of Nineveh. Monuments of both these kings
are included in the collection.]

1 Sennacherib, standing in the conventional attitude of worship, with sacred

or symbolical objects above him—cast from a bas-relief out in the rock, at th»

mouth of the Nahr-el-Kelb Rjver, near Beyvont, in Syria.

2 Armed Galley with a beak, propelled by two banks of rowers.

3 Combat by a river side.

8* Fragment of a colossal Human-head,
*—8 Battle in a Marsh, with reception and registration of Prisoners and

£}>oiI.

9 Slingers discharging stones.

10 Archers behind screens.

II, 12 Warriors leading horses.

13 Part of a motilated procession.

14 Procession of Led Horses.
15—17 Return from a Battle. Procession of Prisoners with collection an£

registration of Spoil.

18, 19 Fart of a Military Procession.

20—22 Soldiers advanceing to the Siege, of a Fortified City.

23—26 Siege of a fortified city planted on a dome-shaped hill.

27—29 Triumph of the Beseigers. Warriors receiving the Prisonen and Spoi£
after the reduction of a City.

30 Archers and Slingers.

81 Horseman in Flight.

32 Horseman in Pursuit.

33 Man with Staif and Spear.

35—40 Horses led by Grooms; designed with much freedom and truth.

41—48 Servitors bearing food for a banquet. One bears in each hand a ro^
with two rows of dried bocusts, which are to this day used as food by the Arabs.
The other attendants carry wine skins, birds, pomegranates, and other fruit.

44 A monumental tablet.

45—47 Army of Sardanapalus III. in Battle with the Susians.

48—50 Triumph of Sardanapalus III. over the Susians.

51, 52 Sennacherib superintending. the movement of a Colossal man-headed
ball, and the construction of a mound.
53 Slaves constructing a mound.
54 Slaves dragging a colossal figure.

55 Movement of a colossal bull.

56 Sennacherib superintending the movement of a colosal figure.

67—59 Siege of a City on a river, and reception by Sennacherib of Prisoner^
trith cattle, and other Spoil.

60 Lion Headed Man with Dagger.
In the centre of the room are two obelisks of white calcareous stone, executed

for Sardanapalus the Great, an Assyrian King who reigned about two centuries

before Sennacherib. It is covered with small bas-reliefs representing the var*
ious exploits of the monarch.

Eeturning through the Central Saloon, the South door leads into th»
StiMRouD Gallery.
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NIMEOUD SIDE 6ALLEET.

It

tThebai'relle/i in this room, consist of the sculptured remains found hj Mr. L&yard in the
Vorth-Weslern, or most ancient edifice there discovered, and a fev from tlie smali adjacent
temple of tlie God of War. They belong altogether to the period of Sardanapalus the Qrea^
the earliest Assyrian monarch of whom any large monuments have been procuredi and who u
tellered to hare reigned about B.a. 930—902.]

1 Four Winged figure with Macep
'i King and Winged figures nith Mystic offerings beside a sacred tree. Well

designed and delicately carved ; the ornaments on the dresses and arms of the

fgurei are elegant and elaborate.

4a King hunting the snid-boll. The King, in his chariot^ having wounded
• 9%m, -ciies him by the horns, and inflicts a deadly wound.

U Return,from t-he Bull Hunt, Behind the King is an eunuch.

4a King hunting the Lion, The King in his chariot aims a deadly arrow at

the monster, whose tail is admirably indicative of rage and fury ; two attendants

prepare to dispatch the animal with daggers from behind. From the knowledge
of art displayed in the treatment and composition^ the correct and effective

delineation of the men and animals, the spirit of the grouping, and its extraor-

dinary preservation, it is piobably one of the finest specimens of Assyrian art ia

existence.
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46 Return from tfce Lion Hunt Five figure* are before the King.

5a Kijig besieging a city, with a battering-ram and moveable towar.

6b, 6h Sardanapalus I., receiving Priionen and Spoil.
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10ft, Hi, lib Capitulation of a city and reception of prisoners and ipoib of

war by Sardanapalus I. " I give tiim charge to take the spoil, and to talce tlis

prey, and to tread them down like the mire of the street."

—

baiah, e. 10,

lld^ 13a, ISa Triumphant return of the King from battle to the camp. On
«ne o( the ilabi is the interior of a castle or pavilion, in which are pemm

^•ngaged in domettie employmenti; adjoining thebuilding ia a groom,

'•ombinv a horse, and three others feeding from a trough.
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13b, 146, 16h Siege of a city by Sardanapalus I.

16a Sardanapalus I., traversing a mountain country.

16i Horsemen flying before tbe Assyrians.
' 17 Colossal winged figure, holding on his right arm a stag, and in his upraised

kft-band a branch bearing five flowers erect. Notice, the finished execution
and high preservation of this sculpture.

18 Colossal winged figure, having a chaplet of flowers or rosettes upon his
head, carrying an Ibex on his left arm ; and holding an ear of bearded wheat ia
his right-hand. Notice, the variety and elegance of the ornaments on the robes,
flirnishing not only beautiful designs, but likewise important illustrations of the
mytholgy of the Assyrians.

19 Foreigners bringing Iribule.

30 Sardanapalus I. ; his right-hand supported by a staff, and his left resting
on tbe hilt of his sword. The whole figure is in
perfect preservation, and is wonderfully finished.
The ornaments upon the drapery are most elab-
orately carved, and the workmanship of the whole
figure is admirable.

The collossal figures on this and the following
slabs, are especially deserving of notice, from the
singular delicacy of manipulation displayed by the
sculptor, and from the emblems and animals sugges-
tive of the nature of the worship and sacrifices o'
the " Kingdom of the idols, whose graven image»
did excel them of Jerusalem and of Samaria."

Isaiah, c. x. v. lOt
21—23 Sardanapalus I., enthroned between

attendants and winged figures with mystic offerings.
24 Sardanapalus I., and Winged figures with

oiferings.

25 Winged figures, with offerings, and royal
attendants.

26 Sardanapalus I., with his attendant cup-bearer. Tbe animal's head at th»
end of the handle of the fly-flap is beautifully finished.

27 Colossal figure of a priest offering flowers. Remarkable for the carelui
finish of the sculpture and elaborate nature of the ornaments.

_
28, 29 Colossal four-winged human-headed figure of a good deity havinir a

long sword suspended from his shoulders by an embossed belt, and nasDinirin
tach hand an object resembling the thunderholt of the Greek Jove which he l»
In the attitude of hurling against a demon who is turning towards him
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At the NortIi>west angle of ihe Nimroud Gallery ii a door leading into

THE ASSYRIAN SIDE-ROOM.

The principal object! in this room, which ia at pressnt in course of arrang«>

ment, are :

—

A four-sided and arch-headed itele, of limestone, having in front a bas-relie*

«f a king, determined by the inscription at the back and on the sides as

'Shamasphal, the father of the Biblical Pul.

Three earthenware coffins, covered with blue vitreous glaze, and having small

figures in low relief. They were found by Mr. Loftus at Warka, in a mound,
formed almost entirely of similar remains, but are not, perhaps, older than th*
time of the Parthian Empire.

Descending the staircase, and turning to the left, we enter

THE ASSYRIAN BASEMENT-ROOM.

KouYDNJiK Collection.

[The sculpturei In thii room belong to the time of Sardanapaliu lit., (Ashurbanlpa!), the
/fnniion of Sennacherib, B.C. 700, and were discovered in the ruins of two pelacei at
Xotiyui^ik, excavated, one by UCr. H. Rasaam, and the other by Mr, Loftufi. Dating from the
iatefit period of Assyrian art,.they exhibit greater freedom of design, particularly in tibe animal
forms, and greater delicacy of execution, than the bas-relleff from Nimroud, or even th«
earlier monuments from Kouyunjik.}

I—32 Monuments of Sennacherib. Eighth or seventh century B.C.
1—8 Assyrians collecting prisoners, trophies, and spoil, and scribes making

votes.

9 Assyrian Guard.
10, 11 Assyrian Archers.

12 Assyrian Musicians.
IS Royal Attendants with macei^
li Assyrian Musicians.
15 Assyrians Warriori.
16 Arches and Horsemen in a wood.
17, 18 Mythological or Sacerdotal figure! engaged in religioM ritef. Human

ifigures with lions heads and eagles legs.

19, 20 Assyrians collecting prisoners and trophies.

21, 22 Assyrians assaulting the walls of Lachish.
23—26 Assyrians capturing Lachish, carrying off spoil and torturing priioneri.
27—29 Sennacherib on his throne receiving prisoners bom Lachish.
30—32 Chariot and Horsemen with Fortified Camp.
33—124 Monuments of Sardanapalus(A«hurbaDipal) III. Seventh century

>B.c,

33—53 Sardanapalus III., hunting Lions. A large arena appears to have
been formed, of which the boundaries are guarded by spearmen, to prevent the
escape of the animals. The lions are let loose from cages, and assailed with
arrows by the King, and by horsemen in various directions ; one or two in dif-
ferent groups, attack the royal chariot, and aVe despatched with knives and
«pears ; the fury of the wounded, and agony of the dying beasts are delineated
with admirable spirit, though with occasional inaccuracy of anatomical detail;
four dogs, restrained by their keeper from encountering a wounded lion, ar»
'masterpieces of expression.

51—57 Sardanapalus III,, taking a city in Susiana, and receiving ptisonecl'
•nd spoil.

£8—62 Sardanapalus III., receiving ptlsaners and spoil from a captured city>
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63—67 Royal attendants returning from the chace, bearing en llieir shoulder*
dead lions. The figures are well designed though less highly finished thaa
usual.

68—74 Koyal attendants going to the chase, carrying nets for large animals.

7S Royal attendants with a Lion,

7C>i 77 Lion and Lioness in a garden.

78 Keepers with hunting dogs.

79 Mythological or Sacerdotal figures.

80, 81 Figures supposed to be Mythological or Sacerdotal.

' 82 Myiliologicul or Sacerdotal figures; one of which is a leonine centaur.

8S, Si Warriors in Foreign costume.

85, 86 Assyrians puisuing an enemy.
87 Assyrians capturing and burning a camp.
88 Assyrians storming a city and taking Negro prisoners.

89, 90 Sardanapalus UI., receiving prisoners and spoil from > captured
eiiy.

91

—

9i Foreign army passing an Assyrian city, containing temples, viaducts

&c. Tliese bas-reliefs have highly interesting representations of architecture,

military and civil ; including a large fortress, with an inner building, decorated
with columns resting on the backs of lions and winged bulls; a temple with
pilasters and columns, whose capitals resemble the Greek Ionic ; in front of this

temple, on a terrace, an arched monument and altar precisely similar to those

of Sardanapalus in the Assyrian Transept; and & bridge or viaduct resting on
piers, with openings resembling in form, though not in execution, the Gothie
pointed arch.

95 lilxecution of the King of Susiana.

96 Ruyal attendants bringing offerings.

97 Fragment of a pavement-slab.

98 Supposed Sacerdotal figures.

98—100 Fragments of Pavement-slabs.

101, 102 Pavement slabs beautifully sculptured in low-ielief, with floral and
geometrical patterns.

103 Deer shooting within a netted enclosure.

104—106 Sportsmen with attendants shooting gazelles.

107—109 Hunting Lions and disposing of the carcases,

110 Execution of captives.

111—113 HuntAnen and attendants killing wild asses.

114a.ft Attendants with Saddle-horses.

114e Catching a wild ass in nooses.

115 Attendants with dead game.
116,117 Archers stringing bows.

118a, I19a.i Sardanapalus III., shooting and taming lions. Remarkable for

the beauty of the execution.

118, 119c Sardanapalus III., at an altar pouring a libation over four dead
lions,

120a.i Assyrians destroying a city.

120c Pi isoners feeding.

121 Sardanapalus III., and his Queen feasting in agatden, under a bower'

vines.

122 Return from a lion hunt.

123 Priests and attendants.

124a.& Musicians and attendants.

124c Wild Boar in reeds.

On the floor is placed a Pavement from the palace of Sardanapalus III.

llsi urning up the staircase, and passing again through the Nimroud Gallerjr

Ae visitor reachei the AssxaiAift Tcansbft.
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ASSYRIAN TRANSEPT.

'The western compartment contains tbe remainder of the monuments of Sardonapalus iim
«M at of which the principal part has Iwen described in the ^imroud Gallerr.]

1,'2 CoIoBsal winged man-headed and triple-horned lions, from tke portal of

the door of a chamber, of the North-west Palace. " The first was like a lion

and had eagle's wings."^/>a)iiel, vii. 4. In the first style of Assyrian work-
imanship ; the body and limbs are admirably portrayed, and the muscles and
bones through strongly developed show a cornet knowledge of the anatomy of

'the animal.

3 Royal monument and altar. Colossal figure of the King in high relief,

carved on a solid block of limestone, into the shape of an arched frame. The
.monarch wears his sacrificial robes, and carries the sacred mace in his left-hand.

'Round his neck are hung tbe tour sacred signs, the crescent, the star oir sun, the
trident, and the cross. His waist is encircled by the knotted cord, and in his

girdle are three daggers. Above his head are the symbols of Assyrian worship,
tke wiiiged globe, the crescent, the star, the rrident, and the horned cap. On
the sides and back is an invocation to the Assyrian Gods, and a chronicle of ibf
Kings conquests. In front is placed a triangular altar, supported on lion's fec(,

vierv much resembling in shapes the tiipod of the Greeks.

^ K.HORSABAD CoMPARTUENT.

[On the oast side is tbe Khorsabad Oompartmeut, containing monamenis ftom the palace it
'fiargina, the founder of ila later Assyrian' dynasty, about B.C. 747.]

Twa eolossai winged man-headed Bulls, form the portals of a dcor
Khorsabad ; and beside these two. colossal wiiiged figures with ofieringi.
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King and Chief in oomferenee, with a Royal attendant.

Male head
Heads of two Royal atten»

dants.

Priests with Pomegranates.
Heads of three foreigners.

Heads of two Royal atten-

dants.

Head of a Forei^er.
Heads ot two Royal atten-

dants.

Foreigner conducting two
horses, richly caparisoned,

rtsmen in a wood.

Jletdi et three chariot horses.

I'ragment from a procession.

Assyrian Archers.

. Tributary with wine-skin.
In the centre of the recess is a sitting headleu

<tatue, in basalt, from Kalah Sherghat, suppoiied
to be the lite of Ashur, the primitive capital of
Assyria. The square atobi, or block on which
the figure aits, is covered on the three sides with
Buneiform inscriptions. Although it has unfor.
innately suffered greatly firom exposure, it is of
considerable interest.

Thr North side of the Assyrian Transept, opens into the EavrtiAH Gallekt
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dSSISPtim ^alDDit.

Cnic monnmenta In this room hare been brought chiefly from TiMiii* 0!u prtuirtr

Caniaft, ttum; jrr.) and Memphis, the capitals of Upper and Low«r Egypt respec-
tively : and they deiire an increased interest from the fact, that the tmt ages of Egyp-
tian art were between the times of Thothmes III. and Rameses II. (i. e. between ths
Tears n.c. U9S and 1340) at least flre centuries prior to the dawning of Grecian eiTili>

action, and as early as the time of the Judges in Israel.]

1 Iiion coachant, dedicated by Amenophis III. (Memnon.)
2 SCummy-shaped sarcophagus of Fetenesi, a bard with hieroglyphick

down the front ; the face has been gilt.

3 Sai-cophagns of Sa-atu, a scribe and priest of the temples of the acro-
polis of Memphis ; covered with inscriptions and figures of various dirinitiav

who address the deceased.

4, 6. Colossal heads wearing the tethr,* or possibly the pachent.
5 Granite group, the monarch Har>em-hebi (Horns) of the 18th dynuty^

standing under the protection of Amen-ra.
7 Colossal ram's head from a Sphinx, emblem of the divinity Amen-ra, in

his form as Chuumis.
8 Statue of the god HapimoDU, or the Nile, bearing an altar of libationi,

from which hang down water-fowl and plants.

9 Colossal fist from a Statue.

10 Large oblong sarcophagos of the monarch Har-nech-t-hebi (Amyrtaus),
of the 28th dynasty, (b.c. 414.) The sun, attended by various divinities

pacing through the hours of the day, is represented on the exterior, while
inside are various usual sepulchral deities.

Under 10 is>a sandstone altar, on which are two cows, emblems of the god-
dess Athor (Venus), walking among the papyrus and lotus plants.
11 and 13 Hawk-headed gryphons, or sphinx, the emblem of the divinity

Munt-ra,
12 Monument from the ruins of Camak; on each of the broad sides is the

monarch Thothmes III., of the 18th dynasty, standing, .and holding with,
one hand the deity Munt-ra, and with the other the goddess Athor (Venus)-
14 Fractured colossus of the monarch Amenophis III.

The following is an explanation of the chief technical terms tor articles of Eeyn.
tian dress:—
Claft.—Head-dress with long lappets pendent on the shoulders and neck: as is

(31) Statue of Amenophis III.

OoM.—Sort of sceptre, terminating In the head of an animal called the koueoupha.
See fresco painting (176).
Asaa.—Semicircular collar or tippet worn round the neck. See (19) bust o>

Rameses III.

Otf.—Crown of Osiris and other deities, composed of» conical cap, flanked by twe
ostrich feathers, with a disk in front, placed on the horns of a goat.
PscHxHT.—Cap or crown worn by deities and kings, composed of the shaa and

*shr,—commonly fronted by an «ir«ti», or curled snake, the symbol of royalty.
Shaa.—Conical cap, upper portion of the ptchmt, called also ouobth, or white. See

61 ) statue of Menephtah II.
Sbknti.—8hort garment worn round the loins. See (81) statue ofAmenophis III.
TksHK.—The • red ' cap, (lower portion of the f\ cylindrical, with tall iaaUne<

Mak behind, and spiral ornament in fnufs

tOsa—Iloi>> '"i'l'-Vv cap.
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15 Colossal head of a king wearing the pachent, or crown, found with the

Arm (55), detached from a colossus lying in the sand in the Carnak quartet

of Thebei ; the features resemble those of Thuthmes III.

If) Lo\ier part of a colossal figure of the goddess Fasht, or Bubastis (Diana),

seated, bearing the names and titles of Am^nophis III.

1

7

Mummy-shaped coffin of Sabaksi, Priest of Phtah.

18 Mummy-shaped coffin of Paneterhent a standard-bearfr, on which art

figures of of Netpe, Nephthys, and Isis, with hieroglyphics.

19 Fine coLO!>SAd.headof Barneses II. or III., Great (who lived B.C. 1355),

wearing a cylindrical diadem of uraei, of fine execution ; traces of colour stUl

remain on this bust.

iO and 22 Intercolumnar Plinths covered with hieroglyphics. On one thb

monarch Psammeticbus II. (B.C. 600), is represented kneeling and offering

cakes of bread to a serpent, cow-headed, and another divinity, all seated on
cubes. On the other, the name of Nectanebo, the last'bf the Pharaohs
(B.C. 337).

21 Beautijitl colossal statue of Amenophis III. (Memnon), monarch of

the 18th dynasty ; the same king who is represented by the vocal statue,

seated on a throne.

23 Large sarcophagus of Hapimen, High officer of state ; on the exterior

are the four genii of the Amenti, Anubis, symbolic eyes of the sun, Isisj and
Nephthys.
24 RosETTA. STONE

—

'Dfrrce in honour of Ptolemy V., in hieroglyphic

Enchoral and Greek characters, of the High Priests, when they were assem-
bled at Memphis (b.c. 193), for the purpose of investing him with the royal

'prerogative. This atone, found near Rosetta, has been mainly instrumental

in enabling Dr. Young, M. ChampolUon, and other scholars, to decypher the

hieroglyphic characters. 1

25 Mutilated statue of an officer of state, kneeling on a square plinth.

26 Seti Menephta II., monarch of the 19th dynasty, seated on a throne,

holding a ram's head, placed on a small altar, by both hands on his knees.

27 Mutilated statue of Rameses III. (Sesostris), kneeling, and holding a

shrine, on which is a scarabaui,

28 Circular bason, dedicated to Athor-Thoueris.

29 Ir-nefer, functionary, and his wife A-pu, seated on a throne.

30 Colossal bead of a king, much mutilated.

31 Groupof Atu, a sacerdotal functionary seated on a throne or chair b'
the side of Han-ur his sister, a priestess of Amen-ra ;i holdinga nosegay of

lotus flowers ; between them, of smaller proportions, is his son Neferhebf,
second priest of the monarch Amenophis II., of the 18th dynasty,

32 Fine Sarcofhaous (with cover), bas-relief of the goddess Athor; in

the interior is the sun and the heaven represented as a female, and at the
bottom the enddess Athor.
33 Sarco^ nagus of a female named Anch, in the form of a mummy, origi-

nally intended to hold a male figure i on it are the four genii of the Amenti,
and a prayer for the deceased.

'

. ^

34 Lion couchant, companion of (1).

35 Headless s.atue of a divinity or king, painted red.
S6 An oiBcer o." state of the 18th dynasty, seated on a chair by the side of
lady of his family

37 Statue of Pabfit, lion-headed, seated on a throne, holding the emblem
of life ; in the front of the throne are the name and titles of Amenophis III.,
who is said to be beloved of this goddess.

38, 40 Statues of seated lynocephalus (Babouas) ; animals sacred to thr
gDds Thoth and Chuns as the moon.
39 Painted sarcophagus in shape of a mummy.
4 1 Statue of Pasht (Bubastis), standing, aai holding i lotus sc*ptr».

Gallern qf Antiquities. 19 q
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42 Lower part of a statue of Eameses III. (Seaostris), kn -eliug on a plinth,

and holding an altar before him.

43 Statue of the Queen Mautemua, \rife of Thothmes IV., and moth»r of

Amenophia III. (Memnon), monarch of the 18th dynasty, aeated on a thrnne,.

overshadowed by a vulture in a boat, whose prow terminates in the head of

Athor.

Beneath, a casing-stone from the Great Pyramid at Gizeh.

44 Upper part of the statue of a king (Nectanebo).

45, 49, and 60 Statue of Paaht (Bubastis), standing, and holding a lotus

sceptre.

46 Statue of Pi-aai, a sacred scribe, seated upon the ground, and resting

lis arms upon his knees, holding an ear of com in his left hand, and in his right

a symbol of life. ,

47 Sarcophagus in the shape of a mummy.
48 Statue of Ba-nofre, a military chief, holding several posts, son of Thoth-

hai and Thothsi, enveloped in drapery, seated upon a pedestal.

60 and 52 Bust of a seated statue of Pasht, wearing the disk of the sun.

51 Statue of Anebt his sister, a prince, holding many off ees ; dedica-

ted to Amen-ra and Anubis. The joint gift of the queen-regent. Ami-n-nuin-t,

Ha-asu, and the monarch Thothmes III., of the 18th dynasty, in whose reign

occurred the Exodus of the Israelites.

Statue of Panehsi, a royal scribe of the treasury, kneeling and holding a
shrine, containing the figures of Osiris, Isis, and Horua.

Statue of Shamaruaa, officer attached to the bringing the libttions of the

god Amen-ra, kneeling and holding before him a tablet, on which is a repre-

sentation of Ka, and a prayer to him.

63 Upper part of a standing figure of Pasht (like 41).

64 Feet from the statue of a god or king.

65 Colossal arm, belonging to the same statue as the head (16).

Underneath, casing stones from the great pyramid at Gizeh.

58 Blank.

57 Statue of Pasht (Bubas is), seated on a throne.

58 Fragment of the plaited beard of the Great Sphinx.

69 Fragment of a porphyry column ; on it a colossal hawk, a bird sacred

to the sun.

60 Statue of Pasht (Bubastis), seated on a throne.

61 Statue of Menephtah II., wearing the shaa, inscribed with his own name
and that of his father, Eameses III. (Sesostria.)

62, 63, and 65 Seated atatues Amenophis'III. of Pasht (Bubastis.)

64 Column, in four pieces, with the names of Menephtah II., and Setnecht
Behind is the entrance to a tomb.

66 Fragment of a large sarcophagus of Pepernaa.

67 Upper part of a statue of Kamesis III. (Sesostris.)

68 Seated figure of Bubastis, with the name of Amenoph III. (Memnon.)
69, 71 Upper half of an erect statue of Bubastis. Behind is a fragment of

a king seated.

70 Seated statue, of a divinity, holding a small standing figure of Har-nech^
t-heli (Amyrtseus). On one side, a statue of Bet-mes seated, holding in his

left hand a hoe, or pickaxe. On the other, a statue of Pioeri, prince of
Ethiopia, holding an altar, having on it a ram's head.'

72 and 76 Standing figures of Pasht, or Bubastis, similar to 41.
73 and 77 Busts from statues of Pasht, or Bubastis.

74 Colossal Egyptian scarabseus, sacred to the deity Tore.

75 Fragment of a statue of Har-em-habi (Horus), of the 18th dynasty.
78 liid of a sarcophagus of Seta-an, a prince of Ethiopia,

' Fragment of a colossal head.

79 Bust from a sitting statue of Pasht. ('Bubastis.)

tiallerii nf Anl'^'ii'lJfs. 20
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80 Erect statue of Paaht (Bubastis), similar to 41,

81 Figure of Rui, a priest of Amen-ra, sitting on tlie ground, and resting

his arms upon bis knees. An ear of com is held in the left band, and

in front of the figure is the bead of Athor, which has formed the top of

Bceptre.

82 Mutilated statue of a Sphinx, of Roman work.

83 Fragment of a kneeling statue of Pefaa-net, holding tl shrine containing

a figure of Osiris.

84 Erect statue of Pasht (Bubastis,) similar to 41.
'

85 Bust from a seated statue of Pasht (Bubastis.)

86 Sarcophagus, of Ha-nata, a priest surnamed Ra-nem-ha-t-men.
Underneath is placed a lion in sandstone.

87 Bust from a seated figure of Pasht (Bubastis.)

88 Seated statue of Pasht (Bubastis,) like 37.

89, 91 Fragment of legs, broken from an erect statue of Bubastis.

90 Slab from a sarcophagus bas-relief of a figure, a close garment enclos-

ing the body down to the feet, excepting the right shoulder and arm.
92 Statue of Chons-at-anch. Priest of the god Chons, holding a small

shrine.

93 Head of a queen, from a colossal statue.

94 An altar of libation, dedicated to Osiris, by Amasis II.

95 Lower part of an erect statue of Pasht (Bubastis.)

96 Upper part of a statue of Rameses III. or Great, holding a tablet with

offerings, under which is a vase.

97 Very fine head of a sphinx, of Roman work.
98 Fragment of a statue of a man.
99 Altar dedicated to the great god Sarapis at Canopus.
100 Fragment of a statue of Munt-naa, Iligh-officer of the 12th dynasty.

101 Sepulchral tablet tablet of Neb-pu-user-te-sen, a functionary.

102 Fragment of a statue of a king, seated on a plinth.

104 Fragment with hieroglyphics.

105 Torso, from the statue of an Egyptian monument.
106 Colossal fist, from a statue..

107 Statue of Merau, Royal Scribe, and Military Commander, holding a

shrine of Usiris.

lOS Small rectangular oason, dedicated to Amen-ra and Phtah.
109 Fragment of a statue of an Egyptian monarch, seated.

1 10 Fragment of two seated statues.

111 Colossal seated statue of Uaah-ra-ha-ti-ra (Apries) High Military

Officer of the 26th dynasty, bearing shrine of Osiris.

112 Tablet of Pepi-set-het, an officer under the 6th dynasty.

113 Group of Bas-nefer, a chief of the south, and Sent-nai, a royal name,
seated side by side : at the side of the seat is his daughter Neferari.

114 Head of Phtab,.from a statue,

lid Sphinx, of coarse workmanship.
116 Head of an Egyptian monarch, in the nemms or cleft.

117—lis Tablet of Abydos, containing the succession of the Egyptian
monarchy. In the second horizontal line are the cartouches of the kings a<

the 87th and 18th dynasty.

118 Feet from a status of Pasht (Bubastis.)

119 Fragment of a colossal head, of a divinity or king.

] 20 Head of a person of rank, from a statue.

121 Torso of a statue of one of the later dynasties.

122 Upper statue of an officer of rank, holding a standard.

123 Torso of a statue, kneeling and holding a tablet.

124 Upper part of a seated male figure, from a group.
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125 Bast of an Egyptian monarch, in the nemms or cleft.

126 Upper part of a figure, from a group.

127 Head of a female, from a sepulchral group.

128, 129 Very ancient sepulchral tablets, dedicated to Osiris.

130 Fragment of bas-relief, from the sides of a tomb of Afa.

131, 132 Sepulchral tablets, dedicated to Osiris.

133 Rectangular plinth, hollowed in the centre as if to hold a statue.

134 Small statue, representing Hanata, surnamed Ra nem-hat-men, a«

officer in the palace of the monarch Apries, of the 26th dynasty, kneeling,

and holding before him a small nave containing the figure of Neith (Minerva^

135 Small altar of libations j the centre in shape of a tank or reservoir.

135* Large slab, on which are recorded the distribution of certain paint-

ings made in the temple of Phtha, by the monarch Nepercheres.

136 Square pilaster, on which is placed the capital of a coiumn.

137 Mutilated statue of Am^n-mes, a royal scribe, kneeling.

138 Tablet, with an inscription in the hieratical character.

139 Sepulchral tablet of Rames, priest of the king Meneptah, of the 19th

dynnsty, adoring Osiris, Horus, and Isis.

.40 Head, from the cover of a mummy-shaped sarcophagus.

14

1

Sepulchral tablet, dedicated to Osiris Un-nefer.
142 Tablet containing an inscription relative to Amen-mes, a governor ol

the RamesseiuQ) ; in the 18th or 19th dynasty.'

143 Sepulchral tablet of Nechta, a military chief, seated on a chair before

a table of offerings; 12th dynasty.

144 Sepulchral tablet of Kaha, a judge, adoring Osiris and Anubis.
145 Fragment ; on It are part of the names and titles of one of the

monarchs named Sebek-heb-t, who are supposed to bcve reigned after the

12th dynasty ; and the god Atum giving l^e to the king.

146 Sepidchral tablet of Rnma, commander of the troops of the palace of

Seti-Meneptah I. (Sethos I.) in the centre of Abydos.
147 Sepulchral tablet, dedicated to Osiris, Socharis, Hapi-Osiris, Isis,

Kephthys, Horus, Anubis, and the gods of Rusetta for Tahem-hept, a femiale.

148 Sepulchral Tablet of Neferha, a superintendent of the carriers or

builders of the palaces of Thothmes IV., in Abydos, dedicated to Osiris.

149 Sepulchral tablet of Ba-en-naa, scribe of the royal quarries, dedicated

to Osiris, Isis, and Nephthys.
150 Sepulchral tablet of Nefer-abo, a Theban judge, who adores the god-

dess Merisekar.

151 Tablet, much destroyed, representing a judge adoring Osiris.

152 Sepulchral tablet, dedicated to Osiris.

153 Tablet, having upon it Amenophis I., standing, and adoring Amen-ra,
ram-headed, Num, Sate, and Anubis; and Thothmes III., offering to Amen-
ra, Muth, Chons, and Athor.

154 Sepulchral tablet of Un-nefer, a royal usher, who stands adoring
Osiris, Isii, and Horus, and various members of his family.

155 Tablet, dedicated to Ra, Osiris, and Fhtha Socharis.

156 Sepulchral tablet, dedicated to Osiris, Isis, Horus, and Anubis ; a tame
cynocephalus is seated under one of the chairs.

157 The representation of the entrance of a tomb ; on it, Teta (an officer

In the service of the king, Chafra, or Kephra, builder of the second pyramid^
and his wife, Tebt, are seated over a table of viands, or attended by their

Kumerous family.

157* Kntrance to a tomb, or false door, amilar to the preceding. On it

Teta, a high officer of State during the reign of Chef-ra or Kephren, monarch
of the 4;i Memphite ivnasty, is represented with his wife Tebt and
dm

Memphian jud^e, adoring Osiiijs
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m THE VESTIBULE OF THE EGYFTIA.N ROOM.

[*Fhe plaster casts in frames placed on the walls of the Vestibule were made in Mcfjfi
by Mr. Bonomi, under the direction of Robert Hay, Esq. , and appropriately colonnri
•her the originals.]

On the northern wall

—

1 Seti-menephtah I, vanquishing the Tahennu, one of the most northern
eemies of Egypt. Plaster cast, in carvo-relievo, from the north wall of the

« great edifice of Karnak : 18th dynasty.

On the left side of the door—
2 Setl-menephtah I., holding a crook and whip, introduced by the god Har

into the presence of Osiris, seated on his throne,, Behind Osiris is the god-
dess Athor, " the land of the west, the abode of blessed souls." Plaster cast
from the Biban el Mplqok, or valley of the tombs of the Jungs, at Thebes
13th dynasty.

. On the right aide of the door

—

3i Menephtah in a transparent garment, and wearing on his head the Atl,

adoring the god Ra, who grants him life, endurance, and the crown of the

Bun. Cast from the Biban el Molook, the tombs of the kings, at Thebes.

On the southern wall, In a frame work, are the following casts :

—

1 Amen-nem-ha-asu, crowned by Amen-ra, who addresses her. Cast of

the Apex of the fallen obelisk at Karnak.
2 The queen-regent Amen-nem.ha-asu, and Amen-ra. Cast from another

another part of the obelisk at Karnak.
3^1 An inferior divinity called Fetrmiit-f: two cnsts from the Biban el

IVIolook.

5 Seti-Menephtah II., wearing the tall plumes, ursei serpent, solar disk,

and goats' horns, and draped in a transparent garment with a royal apron
nifering two vases of wine to some divinity, probably Ra,, but. the hand and
kukufa sceptre of the god is only visible. Cast from the Biban el Molook.

6 Seti-nienephtah II., monarch of the 18th dynasty, ofleriug oil to the god
Amen-ra. Cast from the side of the same obelisk.

7 Thothn'es II. standing, wearing the teshr, and holding a sceptre in hii

left hand, and in his right a mace, an emblem of life. Behind is a symbo-
lical figure, having on its head the standard of the king : above the head oi

the king soars a vulture, emblem of victory. Cast from a monument at

El-Assasif.

8 The queen-regent Amen-nem-ha-asu offering to .\men-rB. Cast from tlu

tame obelisk.

9 Thotmes III., offering to Amen-ra.
Oallerv of Antiauitiea.
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Ofs'pptian iRoom,

fThe contents of thia room, (either purchased from Messrs. Salt and Sams, Off

presented by Sir G. Wilkinson and otl^er travellers, are extremely curious, ancj

deserve a lengthened inspection from the visitor, as illustrating: the most minute par-

ticulars in the domestic history of the ancient Egyptians;—andtheinterest is notaUttle
beightened by a knowledge of the fact, that many of these specimens of art and
manufactures belong to a period as far back as the Exodus of the Israelites, about four

centuries before the Trojan war. Thev are principally from Thebes and other sepul'

ehral excavations In Upper Egypt.]

Cases 1—5 These cases are Blled with various figures of deities belonging

to the Egyptian pantheon ;—and it maybe here observed, that these gods may
be classed as primary and subordinate—as follows :

—

1. Eight great gods,—comprising, Neph (the creating intelligence)—a man ram-
headed; Amen-ra (Jupiter)—man with head-dress sunnounted by feathers; Pthah
Vulcan)—a mummy with plain close cap; Khem (Pan;— Se/d fJuno; —a female with
a cap having two horns; Maut Nature—a female wearing the psehent on an orna-
mented cap, sometimes with a lion*s head ; Pasht or Bubastis (Diana)—a female lion-

faced, wearing a disk fronted b> the luaeus; Neith (Minerva)—a female crowned,
bearing a hooked staff, and sometimes a bow and arrows.

2. The principal secondary gods are Ra (the Sun) a man with a hawk's head sm
mounted by a disk of the sun ; Seh (Saturn or Kronos)—a man with a goose on his
head; Netpe (Rhea)—a female with a vase upon her head: Osiris (Pluto)—man green,
coloured, clad in white, and wearing the cap decked with ostrich-feathers, in his
bands Mie crook and flagellum ;—also worshipped under the form of Apis, and then
represented as buU-headed j Isia (Ceres or Proserpine)—a female with a throne on her
head, occasionally with the head of a cat, and otherwise; Athor (Venus)—a female
with a head-dress surmounted with long horns and a solar disk,—often with a hawk
perched on the head,—sometimes cow-heaaed ; Horus (Apollo)—son of Isis and Osiria,

a man hawk-headed, crowned with the psehent,—besides whom there is another Horuf
Harpocratea represented as an infant with his hand in his mouth, or nursed by Isia

Ehoou (the day;—a youth sitting on a lotus ; Hat and Om&o—good and evil genii
Tgpho emblemed by the hippopotamus aud crocodile ; Anubist black with a golden face;
Thoth (Mercury or the Moon) a man ibis-headed, holding a tablet and pen,—sometima
]pith ft crescent moon on the head; Khonsot mummy-shaped, holding the flagellum

. and emblems of life and stability,—also, a man hawk-headed; Anouk (Vesta) wearing
a singular crown surmounted by a circle ef feathers; Thonei (Thernis)—figure wear-
ing two ostrich feathers; Buto (another character of Pasht) cat-headed ; Hapi.moo<,
(the Nile) a fat man of blue colour, with water-plants growing round his head, and
flowers in his hands ; the four genii of Amenti, (demi-gods of hell,) viz., Au^set, Hapi,
Smof, and Kcbhusof, with heads respectively, of a man, dog-headed ape, jackal, and
hawk. iSir O. Witkinaon'a Sgj/ptJ}

All or most of tbese gods are represented by the idols in these cases,

respecting which it is to be observed, that those of wood are found in the
tombs, those of bronze being objects of domestic worship, and the porcelaiii

or stone figures found fastened round the necks of mummies.
Notice particularly (in 1) a beautiful silver statue of Amen-ra, wearing the

,j»hr and plume, inlaid with gold ;—a small naos of Amen-ra, with the god
seated within : a bronze figure of Neith weanng the teshr;—one of Athor,
surmounted by vultures—a curious dwarf figure of Pthah-Soohari in porcelain,
with bowed legs ;—-also figures of Thruce, the lion-headed Horus, and Har-
pocrates. In 3—a figure of Nelpe, or Isis, standing, with wings ; Isis seated,

wckling Osiris ; several figures of Bubastis, Typho, &c., and (in 5) several
Gallery of AiUigw(i*'9
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figures representing the four genii of Amenti, Respecting many of the fignm,
however, the learned are as yet by no means agreed on their signification.

6 Mummy-shaped wooden coffin of Penamen, prophet priest of Amen-ra, at

Thebes; round the neck an oskh,—on it are Netpe, Isis, Nepthys, Osiris

the four genii of the Amenti; &c. The outer coffin will be seen over 2-3.

Two stands for offerings—one with inscription,

7—11 Figures of sacred animals, which were of two orders—either deities,

or emblems of deities. The following are the principal, with their attached

deities ; ape and monkey, sacred to Thoth ; dog, wolf, fox, and jackal, to

Anubis ; ahrew mouse, to Buto ; cat. to Bubastis ; ass, to Typho ; cow, to

\thor ; bull Apis, to Osiris ; falcon, to Ra and other gods ; ibis, to Thoth
^oose, to Seb ; crocodile, to gavak ; asp, to Neph, and horned-snake, to

A men-ra :—many of these animals are found embalmed in the tombs ; an^
mummies of them are to be seen in cases 52—58. The figures are in wood,
bronze, silver, porcelain, and terracotta, of various sizes, and some beauti-

fully wrought.
12—13 Small statues, chiefly in wood and stone,—some few of bronze

and porcelain, representing kings, priests, state-officers, &c., in honour ot

whom they were made.
14—19 Chairs, stools, a painted thre« legged table, vases, and other

IHPLEMBHTS ov DOMESTIC USE AND FURNITURE. Notice, also, in case 16,

two curious models,—a small one in stone, of a square house with two doors

and six windows, surrounded by a balustrade, the other, in wood, of a

granary and court-yard, the door to the latter opening inward, and provided

with a sliding bolt, the granary being flat- roofed, and comprising three rooms
opening to the yard by sliding hatches :—the female in the yard is kneading
bread. In case 17, also, is a wig of blackish human hair, such as may be

seen on the figures of the frescos above the cases. Sec, from Thebes.

20, 21 Abticlbs of dress and implements of the toilet. Cap of net-

work ; workman's leather apron with pocket ; Egyptian tunic ; sandals of

various forms in leather ; palm leaves, papyrus, and wood ; red and green

leather lace-boots, See. ;
paint cases for stibium, and paint used for the com-

plexion ; bronze mirrors with handles mostly in the form of the lotus-sceptre.

22—35 Contain vases, cups, bowls, buckets, lamps, &c. The vases appear

from their inscriptions to have been appropriated each to its particular

substance—as waK, wine, eatables, &c. ; the smaller and more elegant per-

fumes,—others to varnish, &c. ; the materials being basalt, serpentine, ala-

baster, vitrified porcelains, and terracotta, either painted oi glazed, in red,

blue, and green.

22, 23 Two large vases of arragonlte, inscribed with the names of kings ;

two smaller ditto ; also others of porcelain and pottery ; circular table of

nrragonite, bearing eight vessels, inscribed to Atkai ; rectangular slab of

limestone, with cavities for vases and other objects unknown ; long-necked

vnoiifting vases of blue and grey glass, &c.

24, 25 Four-handled blue vase, of a variegated wavy pattern, in porce.

Iain ; smqjl bright blue distaf of porcelain ; terracotta vase of libations, with

spout like a bird's beak, and an oval hole in the centre of the body, the out'

side painted with eyes ; flowers and other symbolic figures, &c.

26 Vases continued :—some few of grotesque shape resembliug human
females, animals, gourds, pine-cong, &c. Lamps of different kinds, chiefly

Sreek and Roman.
27 Inner coffin (cedar) of Har-sen-t-atf, prophet-priest of Amen-ra, at

Thebes :—face guilt and dressed in a blue clafi and richly ornamented oskh,

—on the neck a pectoral plate representing the deceased worshipping Horus,

sis, and Nephthys. The mummy belonging to it is in case 69.

figure of Osiris wearing the oskh. a pectonl plate, and a scaraoseus all

•-ered with invocations of the above-mentioDed priest ; also a iypocept

3alJery of Antiquitiei.
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^longing to the same, representing the boat of the supreme god KnepI^
Ad the four-fronted ram-headed type of Amen-ra.

28) 29 Patera or bowls, some in feldspar and porcelain, of great beautjr,

with others of pottery ; and on the top shelf, two stands for vases.

30—32 Vases, in pottery, of Greek manufacture, with figures of birds,

tnimals, &c.
33—35 Three large buckets, of Bronze, with engraved figures of god*

«nd priests offering libations j—others similar, but smaller {-^crUclble-shaped

/ase, and other vessels of. different kinds ;—also an oblong table with handles,

'tearing vases, bowls, &c. in Div. 3 are grapes, seeds, &c. In Div. 4 are

1 sickle blade, hoe, pickaxe, od other farming implements.

36, 37 Warlikr wsAPOKts ot various kinds : daggers, bows, javelins,

Srrow-heads, knives, clubs, war-axe, &c. ;—heads of the sceptres called

gonis,' Also, fragments from tombs, with figures of kings, &c.
'38 Mummy-shaped coffin ot Atineb, a foreigner;—the face green,

dressed in'the claft and oskh ; -on the breast, Netpe, between Isis and
Nephthys, kneeling ; beneath, tae judgment-scene of the Amenti, &c. ; at

the feet, two jackids, and prayers to Osiris and Anubis, &c. It is of s

iate era.

3.9 Instruments for writino and fainting.—Pallets with grooves

for holding writing reeds and wells for colours ; wooden coloui box ; frag-

ments of colour; porcelain stands for colours; slabs (with mulIers)'foi

grinding colours ; cylindrical ink-pot in bronze ; wax tablets (jmgiUaret)

with styli; culling instruments andipliers, Sus., Notice, also, a curious ana
finely executed portrait of an Esyptian Ladt on a very thin panel of

cedar-wood.

40, 41 Flat square boxes of palm leaves, probably used in agriculture

;

one of ivory, with figures, inlaid with colour, of Venis, Cupid, and several

birds ; also, of spoons, chiefly engraved with figures. On the bottom shelf

are bricks! engraved with the cartouches of different Egyptian monarchs.
42, 43 Baskets of palm-leaves; mallet, ad^e, axes, chisels, bradawls,

and other tools ; Moulds fot naking clay figures ; smoothing tools,; colouriug
brushes, &c.

44, 45 Oval and circular baskets of palm-leaves. MrsiGAi; instku*
UENTs, comprising curious bronze sistra, highly ornamented, from Karnak,
with harps (17 strings), cimbals, and flutes. Toys of different kinds, in-
cluding draughtsmen used for some game. Notice, also, specimens of linea
fabrics, thread, needles, &c.
46—51 Mummies, Coffins, &c.—Several are partly unrolled, to show

the method of wrapping : also coffins of children ; one containing the mummy
•*»«red with linen, p.ainfed to represent the child's facei In 48, notice^—
fragments of the body of a king, found in third pyramid ; fingers of mum-
mies encased in silver; hair-tresses bandaged, &c. In 46, noHce-~
iiner coffin of Men-ka-re, builder of the third pyramid ; mummy-shaped <»ffin
of Anehsennefer, with head-dress of vulture-pliimes ; on the tpp pictures of
Osiris, the genii of Amenti, and other deities, with the embalming, scene 4—

.

61, inner coffin of an officer of the king's palace, with the face red and bearded.
52—58 Animal-mutnmies ; dogs, jackals, bulls, and other sacred animals,
59 Mummy-shaped coffin of Iri-ui, son of Selsol,—similarly adorned to

the Coffin in 38,—which see.

Figures of Osiris in wood, having on the head a solar disk, and two tall

plumes placed on goats' horns.

60 Mummies of Snakes, bandaged in shape of oval cakes.

n, 62 Bricks from the Pyramids of lllahoon, Dustoun, and Howvia.
63, 64 Fragment from mummy cases.

6t 1. Mummy of Pafaachnns, auditor of the royal palace, in its fine
ase, lue paint«ul ni, head x^ a' claft, croimed with a scarabmai; on tk
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chest an oslcli, and at the sides pendent ursei with the shaa :—fignres o!

Osiris, Isis, Neith, &c., on the top, and jackals at the feet.—2. Mammy oi

Penamen, priest of Amen-ra, in its salmon-coloured w.-apper, with oskh, pec-

toral plate, &c.—3. Mummy of Penamen, chief doorkeeper of the temple of

the Sun.
66 Inner coffin of Tatshpabem, daughter to > porter of the temple o*

A.men-ra ; face flesh-coloured, bead in a Tulture-claft -.—figures of deiti^e^

with the embalment-scene, &c. 2. Mummy of the above female in sal-

non-coloured bandages, with network of bugles, and a scarabsus worked w
beads,

I 67 1. Mummy of Katb-t, priestess of Amen-ra, wrapped in buff linen, with

maroon bandages ; face gilt, hair black and plaited with lotus-flowers on the

forehead ;—remains ofa neck-fiUet of blue beads ; arms modelled in wood, and
crossed on the breast; pectoral plate representing Netpe kneeling, the

sepulcral scarabnus, &c. ; also, a capper model of the mummy. 2. Coffin

of the aboye ; represented as partly bandaged, and the hands holding lotus-

flowers ;—the groundwork buff, with maroon bands, showing the mode of

bandaging. Pictures, hieroglyphics, &c., as before.

68 Coffin and mummy of Har, incense-bearer of the Temple of Num

:

the mummy is placed between the lid and chest, neatly bandaged in blue

striped linen, with transTCrse bandages of yellow, pink, and brown.
69 I. Mummy of Hai-sen-t-atf,Theban priest of Amen-ra in Thebes (from

cpffin in 27) ; upper part in a blue linen coYering, embossed and gilded with

figures, as usual ; on the body the boats of Ra and Neph, the embalment-
scene, &c., and on the soles of the sandals two captive bearded Asiatics. 2.

Coffin containing the mummy of Fachrut-har-naa-ubsh, incense-bearer in the

temple of Chons, having a pectoral plate with an ibis, ostrich feather and
Em^ll chest : other paintipgs much as usual.

70 1. Mummy of Har-em-hbai, son of Petamon, in a linen covering ol

open work ; bead ip a claft, face gilt, and on the crown of the 'head a

scarabieus displayed : other paintings as usual. 2, Inner coffin of Enantef,

orEaiatef, a king of one of the earlier dynasties ;—lid ouee richly gilt, with the

figure of a hawk and the eye of bronze ; at the feet, Isis and Nephthys kneeling.

71 1 Mummy of Iriui, in its bandages, with figures, bead work, jtc. 2.

. Mummy in its bandages, the mask gilt. 3. Mummyof Ataineb, onitapifCe
of painted linen, representing the embalment scene.

72 1 . Mummy of Tenamen in light-bruwn bandages, covered above with

a layer of pitch. 2. Ftnely-preserved coffin of Tenamen, inoence-bearer o(

the abode X)r vTemple of Amen-ra ; face of dark polished wood, head in a rich

elaft representing the wings and bodyof a bird,-^rouad' the neck an oskh with

a pectoral plate, hands crossed on the breast, holding a roll of papyrus. Be-
sides the usual figures of Osiris, Isis, &c.,-i-no<>ee a small Pharaonic figure

kneeling, and offering the left eye ; the deceased adoring Phtah-Sochariyundei
the forms of Ra and Tor; a mother goddess in a < vulture-claft, adoring tbt

pipd bull of " Phtah-Sochari-Osiris, lord of the West ;" the same deity ador-

ing the pied cow of Isis in a similar scene,; round.the sides of the chest, a

cat grasping a snake ; the mummy on its bier placed in a sledge drawn by tht

cow of Athor, &o.

73 1 Mummy of a Grieco-Egyptian in its bandages.—2, 3. Coffin and

m,ammy of Khonsauonkh, functionary of the temple of the goddess Mant

;

face gilt : Pharaonic figure in yellow on a black ground ; deceased offering to

Amenoph, deified as Osiris, &c.
74 L Mummy o( a Grseco-Egyptian youth, with portrait of the eased

on cedar-wood over the face. 2,3. Coffin and mummy of Onkh-' pe, a sacred

Bard ; the coffin consisting of a flat botu Jid a vaulted cover, with four square

pillars at the comers.

75 I. Mummy of'a GrBco-Bgyr>-Vji, with the omter covering p:i3tedto

Uallery of Antiqvtti's,
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represent the deceased in a toga with purple bands, one hand on the breast,

the other holding flowers, &o. 2. Coffin of Tphons, daughter of Heracliu*

Soter and Sarapous, similar to that in 74.

76 1 Mummy of Mautemmen, priestess of Amen-ra, swathed in such a

manner as to exhibit the whole of the form—broad ornamented bands cross

the body, arms, and legs, a pink garment covers the loins, a lotus-flower is

traced on each knee, and the nipples are indicated by gilt wax.—2. Grseco.

Egyptian mummy of the Roman era in its bandages.— 3 Mummy of Cleo-

patra, of the family of Soter.

In the centre of the room

—

77 Coffin of Cleopatra, of the family of Soter, oblong shape, with t

Taulted cover. On the arched cover are the judgment- scenes before Ra and

Osiris ; the sacred boats and the mummy of the deceased brougbt by Anubit

to Osiris and Ra. At the ends are the emblems of the soul, &c. In tht

interior is an astronomical projection.

78—80 Sepulchral tablets.

81 Objects of attire, amulets, and aepulchral ornaments, gold and silver

ear-rings and pendents ; rings and signets of carnelian, jasper, &c. ;—some
with royal cartouches.

82 Necklaces, bracelets, beads, &c. (See Gen. xli. 42.)

83 Finger-rings, some in open work, of porcelain, ivory, &c.

S4~~S6 Sepulchral tablets.

87 Pectoral plates (hung round the necks of mummies, and commonly
searing the name of the deceased,) in arragonite, basalt, porcelain,^ &c.

88 Beads, amulets, scarabsei, &c., of various materials.

89 Sepulchral amulets in the form of two figures of the human heart, and
carabaei.

90 Coffin of Soter, an Archon of Thebes—with the usual embellishments of

the infernal deities, sacred boats, astronomical projection, &c.,—the whole
ixecutedin Graeco-Egyptian style in salmon-coloured work on a black ground.
')I—93 Sepulchral tablets.

i4 Various specimens of Egyptian glass.

)5 Amulets, sepulchral monuments, and objects of attention ; amulets of

amethyst, carnelian, porcelain, &c., from necklaces, rings, &c.,—mostly in

the shape of the scarabseus, &c. ; many inscribed with cartouches of kings.

96 iscarabsei, completely carved.

97—99 Sepulchral tablets.

100 Sepulchral scarabsei, engraved with prayers, found between the folds

tf the inner bandages and on the chest of the mummies. Notice one of

green jasper set in gold, from the coffin of king Enentif.

101 Bandlets, sepulchral sandals, and other ornaments, from mummies
102 Gilt ornaments of wood or linen, representing deities ; also, fragments

of garlands, from mummies.
The great coloured frescos let into the walls above the Cases are

—

Over Cases 8—25. The conquests of Rameses II. over the people of
Ethiopia, and the tribute brought by those people to the monarch. Casts of
sculptures from the entrance of the temple of Beit-oually, near Kalabshe in

Nubia,
Over Cases 40—57. The conquests of Rameses II. over the peoole of Asia,

captives brought to the monarch, &c. Casts of the sculpture from the en-
trance of the same temple.

Over the other Cases are coffins, &c., and several figures of Osiria, Imine<
diately over the entrance is an embossed gilt cross on leather, from ha
vestment of a Copt priest, not later than a.d. 640.

In the centre of the room

—

Vodel of the great obelisk of Karnak.

6alle*^ ^ Ant>';uttttM.
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THE ETRUSCAN ROOMS,

There are, perhaps, but few relics of antiquity which deServe, and indeed
attract, greater notice tlian these venerable remains of ancient art. They are

curious objects of research, if considered only in relation to the fabulous ot

the real early history of Greece, but beyond this they ar» subjects well

worth the study of the artist, from the masterly style in ffhich the legends
are depicted.

To attempt to give an explanation of the different subjects displayed on
them would require a very great amount of classical knowledge ; the greater
pait seem related to the legends and rites of Bacchus, as the figures and
attributes, nine out of ten, are connected with his worship; many of the
ubjects are taken from the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer, or from the real

or a fabulous history of ancient Qieece ; some in the collection represent
gymnastic games, and we are told that th£ reward of a victor was often but
the presentation of a simple earthen vase. The circumstance cf the designs
being better and more accurately executed on some of them on one side

thau the other, seems to denote that they were placed in some sacred depos-
itory, and iot intended to be moved, as vases in common use ; some have no
bottom, and such are always of a long and narrow shape.

Many of the designs on these vases would appear to have been executed
when the grand style of art existed, and the natural grace 13 the actions and
tnovemonts of the (igures.ii admirafc^:.
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FIRST VASE BOOM.
The present collection is arranged chronologically and according to the locaU

ities in which they were found. Cases 1

—

5 are vases ofheavy black ware, some
with figures upon th .m \a bas-relief, the wark ot the ancient Etruscans, and
principally found at Vulci and Cervetri or C sere, the aucient Agylla.

1—5 Vases of early style, called Nolan-Egyptian or Phoenician, with pale

backgrounds and figures in a ^deep reddish maroon colour, chiefly of harpies,

sphinxes, griiiins, &c.
6—29 Vases in the Greek style.—the figures black, on an orange ground

—

quaint, stiff, and peculiar, although exquisitely finished, and generally mytho-
logical,, epresenting processions, groups of gods, &c. The great vases (12—19)
are good examples of this sty^e.

30 Brown vases mt\\ black figures, but painted with a sketchy and flowing

ease, on vases of inferior material and execution in designs not native but imita-

tive.

SI—i9 Vases of Finished Greek style

—

black vases with redfigures, belongin,;

to the best age of the art, and representing stories of gods and heroes, with
occasional incidents of domestic bfe,—the formi of all being elegant, ipirited,

and true to nature. Chiefly from Vulci and Canino,
50—69 Vases of Ancient style, from Athens, Greece proper, and the Archi-

p-lago.

61—72 Vases ofthe Greek style, with representations on both sides,

SECOND VASE ROOM.
The Painted Vases in this Room, Ca.^es 1—4^3, are of a later style of Goeek

art (about 360—209 B.C.), chiefly found in Apulia and Lncania and the

province of the Basilicata, to the south of Rome. They are ornamented with
led figures on a black ground. The latter is dull and often lead-coloure.l.

the ornaments are florid, and the forms of the vases lest simple than those

.Itherto described. The subjects represented mostly relate to the Dyonesi
^tivals, Eros, Venus, and futieral offerings.

The other side of the room is occupied, with- the collection of Greek and
Roman terracottas. Cases 44—4:9, contain smnll Statues, and other ai tides, as

models of masks, heads, hands, and feet; some of which are interesting, u
exhibiting specimens of Roman head dresses. Cases 68—'72, contain Romwi
Lamps, in terra-cotta, displaying a vist diversity of fanciful forms.
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iBronje laoom.

In this room are placed figures of divinities, furniture, Tases, armour, personal
viiaments, &c., chiefly made of bronze.

On the central shelf, in Cases 1—30, are

arranged the statues of Greek and Roman .

divinities and other personages, classified acconl-
ing to the subjects they represent.

' Cases 1—11. The twelve Olympinn Gods.
Ndtice, in Case 10, a fine statue uf Hermes or

Merciiry, in which the god is furnished with his

cadnceus, anJ other symbolic ornaments.
12—19. ' The minor Gods.
Nbtiii, over 19, a Statue of Hercules, in which

he is exhibited at the moment of his having per.

formed one of the arduous tasks called " the

twelve Labours of Hercujes." Behind the hero

is a tree, from which hangs a dead serpent, sup-

posed to be meant for the Dragon that guarded
the golden fruit of the Hesperide.°, which Her-
cules holds in his hand, having seized it in com-
pliance with the injunction of Eurystheus, to

whose orders fate had decreed that he should foi

a time be compelled to yeild obedience.'

20—22, Early Italian and Foreign Divinities
23—26. Heroes.

27

—

do. ; Miscellaneous personages.

On the upper and lower shelves ai e placed vases and furniture of various

Kinds. ^oWcc, some bronie lamps of great beauty one of which is ornamented

»iili figures, and having a chain by which it was suspended.
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38n'lts6 i^oom.

This Room cotainns the Antiquities found in Great Britain and Ireland, ana
extending frum the earliest period to the Norman Conqixst, and Mediieval
objects, both English and Foreign,

BRITISH COLLECTION.

The British Antiquities are arranged according to their Periods, under whieh
they are grouped in the order of the materials of which they are composed.

In Cases 1—33 are arranged- the various remains belonging to the ages
previous to the Roman Invasion, enbracing the Stone and the Bronze Periods
of the Northern Antiquaries

i including celts, knives, arrow-heads, swords, and
daggers. Notice, models of the stone croiiJechi or sepulchres of the ancient
Celtic tribes.

The following Cases 36—75, contain antiquities belnging to the period of the
Roman occupation of Britain,

76—81. Horse trappings and other ornaments of bronze,

82, 83. Saxon brooches, an iron sword, and othei weapons.
84, 85. Wooden bucket bound with bronze, and ot'.2:r object'

MEDIEVAL COLLECT[ON.

This collection is generally arranged with regard to the material and work,
manship of the objects.

Cases 88—93. Personal ornaments, weapons, and other objects, of the tenth,
eleventh and, twelvth centuries.

94, 95. Chess and Draughtsmen made of walrus tusk,

96, 97. Carvings in various materials. Notice, two busts in brown coal, oj

Henry VIII., and Queen Mary.
98—101. Paintings from St Stephen's CbapeL
103. Crystal ball and wax cakes, used by Dr. Dee
104, 105. Cups of crystal, and bloodstone.

106, 107. Ivoryc arviugs. Notice, a dead Christ,

remarkalby fine.

108, 109. Byzantine church lamp, Irish crozier,

and reliquary of St. Eustace.

110, 111. Purse-stretchers, keys, &c,
112, 113. Tenure and state swords.

114, 115. Various pieces of armour, spurs, &c.
Notice, a fine bronze figure, of an unknown female.

116. Monumental brass.

117, 118, Cistern and two ewers of brass, inlaid

with silver.

119^121. Limoges enamels, from the ]2th t«

the 14th centuries.

122. 123 Limoges enamels of the 16th century.
124, 125. Venetian glass.

126, 127. Specimens of early pottery
128—134. Italian earthenware dishis.

135. Dutch bricks, with ornaments in relieC

136, Porcelain bowl, made at Bow.
138 139 Porcelain vases, made at C elseb
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aBt6uograp]E)iraI asoom.

ISo coiled from tthnot, a Greek word, signifying nsfion oitribe; and iuthis jepartmen
national manners and custom!); arts and implements, are illustrated by the specinven
deposited in'thls room, arranged according to the several nations. The contents of whicb
are'exceedingly interesting, and bare been greatly enriched by valuable presents froiB

her Majesty, the Earl Dudley, Mr Tradescant Lay, &cO

In the centre of the Room are placed :

—

Model of the Thugs, made by a native artist at Madras.

Model of a moveable temple called in the Carnatic, Therup, or Rhudum.
Chin ?se bell, from a Buddhist temple near Ningpo. The upper part orna-

mented ;vith the Imperial dragon, the national emblem of China, crouching an
forminp the handle.

Model in cork, of the Temple of the Sybyl at TivoJi.

Plaster cast ot the shield of Achilles. Modelled bv Flaxman.
Against the pilasters are placed :

—

Inlaid Indian cabinet.

Colossal figure ot the Burmese Idol, Oaudma, in gi2t wood.

Statue of Fattinee Dewa.
Idol fountain from the Rohilla country.

Cases 1—5. Objects iroia

China; including varioui

figures of Chinese divinities

and ascetics of the different

sects, animals, &c.

6, 7. Figures of Buddha,
and his attendants, from Bir-

mah. ' Notice, a figure of

%.amala, or Lakshmi, the con-

sort of Vishnu, tearing the

lotus flower iu her hand.

8, 9 Hindu divinities.

10, 11 Baskets, water-

horn, and shield from Nubia,
and Abyssinia.

12,13. Specimens of
cloth mostly of native fabric,

parchased at Kgga, by ths

Niger expedition.

14, 15. EsquimaixdresS'
es, &c., from North America

16, 17. Clubs, kniveq

tomahawks, and other arti-

cles, from the N. W. Cwsl
of Anierica.

18, 19. S pecimens of

sculpture, and other article^

firom Nor
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20,21 Various specimens of basket work, from the north coaat

Amtrica.
22. Seal-skin dies*,

dog harness for a sledgsj

and throwing stick> from

Labrador.

23. 24. Objects from-

Mexico :—various terra-

cotta figures of divinities

and chi^s, &c., from lie

ombs of Anahuac.
25, 26. Large Vases,

with figuies in flront, in

bas-relief"! tlie work of

the Aztec ' inhabitants,

previous to the Spahish

invasiou.

27 3Q_ Vaaes of various styles, manT coloured with ornamental designs ;

the work of the Aztecs.

31, 32. Objects firom

British and French Gui^
nea.

33, 34, Blow-pipes for

shooting poi&oned arrows,

bows and arrows, from
British Guiana.

35. Mummy of a fe-

male from New Granada,

and of a child, from AricOi

in Peru.

36, 37, Vessels, of red

and hl^ck ware, displaying

great diversity ofform ; ai

the bottle with the singu-

larly distorted figure of a dwarf attatched to it, and the quadruple vessel, with

^ the ilwaff figure belonging to it These were taken
-'•-*>^,^ from the tombs of the ancient inhabitants of Peiu,

the subjects of the Incas, or princes who ruled over

that coutry before it was conquered by the Spaniards.

38. 39. Objects from Patagonia.

40.- Inlaid box or basket from the Pelew Islands.

41, 42. Bows and arrows, spears and javelins,

an.'l other articles, from Errooe or Darnley Island.

44—48 Bows, a rows, spears, and fishing spears,

from New Guinea.

49, 50. C/vbs and fishing baskets, from the Figi

Islands.

51, 52. Idols, feather omoments, dresses and
other articles, from Polynesia.

53, 64 Sun fans, specimens of basket Work, &c.,

froTii the Marquesas and Sandwich Islands,

55, 56. Grotesque heads of red feathers, atd
snells worshipped as idols, from the Sandwich Isles.

57. War-ilress, of featliers pearl &c., from Tahiti
58—61. Baskets, fishing nets, tattooing instru-

ments, ai.d other aiticles, ffm Tiiliiti,

<r__
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At the top of the grand staircase commence the suite of rooms appropriiiti

o Natural History) the arrangements of which are now nearly compieta.

Tiese galleries occupy, on the upper flbor, the eastern portion of the soutfa

front, and the whole of the eastern and northern sides of the quadrangle, and
are divided into five distinct parts, all of which, except the first (stUl incom-
plete), are now open to the public.

1. Teb Botanical Mnssuu.
2. The Mammalia Gallbry.
3. The Eastern ZooLoarcAL Oallibt.
i. The Northern Ditto.

5. The Northern or Mineral Oaiuebt,

The collection of animals has been greatly mcreased within the last feir

-years, at a vast annual expense ; and, being admirably arranged under the
«upeHntendence of its indefatigable . curators, Messrs. Konig and Gray, may
now, both for extent and beauty of exhibition, vie with the first Museums at

Continental Europe.
To render the contents and classification of these galleries more iuteUigibla

to the ordinary visitor, whose pursuits have not led him to make Natural
History a separate study, a few general, remarks on the distinguishing pecu-
liarities of the different classes of animals are prefixed (in a smaller type than
that of the mere description) to each subdivision of the Zoological and Mineral
gtlleriea.

The Animal Kingdom is usually classed bymodem naturoliats under ibur great diTisions;

•^VerUbrata, or animals having a apinal column ; Artieviatar or animals without an inter*

aal skeleton ; JifoUuscctf "soft^bodied" animals, mostly inclosed in shells; and RadiaUt,
the lowest myision, in which the digestive organs occupy the ceiitt^e of the body, from
which the otnei organs radiate. At present, we have only to' do -with the VsiuixBaATJBil

* Akiuals ; which hare tn internal bony skeleton, one portion of which contains, the great
nervous centre of animal life (the brain and spinal chord) ; locomotive members, never
exceeding four ; red blood, five senses, generally active, and a higher intelligence tluM
otlier animals. They are subdivided into four well-marked claised ; Mtxmtnatia't- or VivU
parous animals (suckling their young, which they bring forth alive); Birds, SepUU't, and
Fithet, all Oviparous,—their young being produced, except hi a few instances, from egg*.

Wife IHammalia ffialUcg.

The collection of animals is contained in three galleries, and, fur the oonve-

lience of exhibition, is arranged in two series. The beasts, birdu, reptiles, and
Ash are exhibited in the "Krall-cases. The hard parts of the radiated, molluaca,

md annulose animals, as shells, corals, seareggs, star-fish, crustacee,, andinseeta,

«nd the eggs of birds, are arranged in a series in the table-caaes of tlie several

toonu.
Cka«n( if NvimvH Sittarn. 1.

H
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The MMnmaiia Gallery deriyes its name from the ciremnBtanoe ol it. con.

taining a large and weU-aeaorted collection of the mammal ammals.

wd foet,-oiromiBtino« giving a "^eyjioth to their food ana tne^n^^^^^

iJTidwl into the following orders :—

1. QnADKDMAKA (fouT-liaBded) : monkeys, andlemuis.

2. Cabsama (flesh eating): lion, tiger, dog, bat, seal, »c
3 Marbdpiama (pouched): kangaroo, oppossum.

i. RODMTiA (gnawing): squirrel, mouse, hare.

S, Edkjiata (toothless) : mole, armadillo.

6 MoKOTMttATA (with one excretory cavity) :
ormthorhynchm.

1. Paohidbrmata (thick-skinned): elephant, hog. Ha.

g. SoUPBDis (solid-liodfed): horse, ass, lebra.

9. R»lllNABHA (cud-chewing): cow, sheep, giraffe, deer.

10. CjTAOiiA (whales): porpoise, dolphin, dugong, Sc.

Central Saloon.

In the centre of the room is placed

THE GORIIX&,

m native of equatorial Africa, and the largest species of Ape known. Tlii*

extraordinary animal was shot by P. B. Du Chaillu, Esq., and was purchased by
the trustees, from that gentleman, with some other specimens, for the sum of

£500. The Gorilla is of the average height of man, five feet eight inches; hie

tnrain case is low and narrow, the fore part of the skull is high, and there is a
very prominent ridge above the eyes, the top of the head being perfectly flat.

The neck is short, the head pokes forward. The relative proportions of the borty

nd limbs are nearer those of man, yet they are of more ungainly aspect than

in any other of the brute kind. Long, shapeless arms, thick and muscular with

scarcely any diminution of sixe deserving the name of wrist (for at the smallest

they are fourteen inches round, while a strong man's wrist is not above eight);

a wide, thick hand, the palm long, the fingers short, swollen and gouty-looking;

capacious chest, broad shoulders ; legs also thick and shapeless, destitute of calf

and very mnscular, yet short ; a hand-like foot with a thumb to it, of huge
dimensions and portentous power of grasp,

A tree is the gorillas sleeping place by night, bis pleasant abode by day, and
his castle of defence. If surprised as he waddles along, instantly he betakes

him to all-fours applying the back part of the bent knuckles of the fore-hand?

to the ground, and makes his way rapidly, with an oblique, swinging kind of

gallop to the nearest tree, from which he awaits his foe, should the latter ha
hardy, or foolhardy, enough, to pursue. No full-grown gorilla has ever been
taken alive. Young ones occasionally have been snatched from the female's

arms, after she herself has been mortaly wounded ; but the young animals hav»
invariably died.

On the floor are placed two very fine specimens of the Girafi'e or Camel>le»pard,
»ne of the Ruminaatia, and the tallest of animals, a species confined to th«

iesert regions of Africa, and feeding on shrubs and leaves, which itsgreat height
enables it to pluck from the loftiest trees; also specimens of the African
Efainoceros, the Manilla Buffalo, and the Morse, or Walrus from the North Sea.

Cases 1—20, Comprise the Ruhinanti/i. The members are marked chiefly

by cutting teeth only in the lower jaw, and a considerable interval between the

finding and cutting teeth. The hoof is divided, and they chew the cud. Thf
raminants are of all animals, the most useful to man.

1—S;. The Conine, or ox tribe, ingluding gnus, antelopeij chamois, &c. Most
i* fbN^ank Q«tivei of Africa w Alia; ob« only—the ^mois—of Eurofc
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12—20. Gazellei, antelopes, Sc.
Ifetiee the different degrees of vigour,

of size, and of strength, in animal*
brought bom diSEerent countries.

21—24, The collection of Bati,

comprising the family Cheiroptera

(hand'winged) of the Cabnaria.
Their chief distinction is the posses*

ion of wings formed by an extension
sf membrane over the greatly-elong-

ated fingers of the fore, and from
thaie to the hinder, extremity, by
which the animal is capable of true

Qight. They inhabit both hemis-
pheres, and thirteen species are said

to be natives of Great Britain. One
group only lives partially an vegetable

food; this family abounds in Jnva,

and the Eastern Archipelago, where one species measures five feet acvnss

the wings. NoUce{23), the vampire, from South America, said to suck the

blood, of its prey, which it fans meanwhile with its wings:—(24) the

DicUiureB, from Brazil, conspicouous for their white downy bodies.

Over the wall cases, are ranged a series of horns of the Rnminantia,
aipMigst which are fine specimens of the bufialo, gour, ox, yak, musk ox, &c,

Lteving the Central Saloon, the visitor enters the

On the floor on each side of this room are placed specimens of the one and

two-horned rhinoceros, a small specimen of the Indian elephant, a young

African elephnat, a young, half-grown, and an adult Hippotamns, from

South Africa, the American tapir, and the kuda or tennu from Sumatra, all

belonging. to the.PucHYDERMATA, the chief characters of which are large

incisor teeth, which, in the elephant become tusks ; no true canine teeth i

feet hoofed or enveloped in a horny skin , skin of body callous or hairy j

kearts beneath fahest. They are mostly inhabitants of warm climates, an*

ate allied to the whales, through the walrus and the dugong.
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1,2. The CsmW tribe, iaeltifl»c

the Llamas of South Amerit^i,

used by the FeruTians as beasts' of

burden. Some of them will <atl!i)r

the weiffht of from 150 to 200
pounds, travelling fiiteeu miles «
day. over the roughest roads.

Like the Musk-deier tribe, they
have no horns—a distinction from
all other Ruminantia. tfotic*, a
black fwan.

3—16. The Bovitit or ojt tribi.

Notice in (4) white Scotch bull

(5) Polish bull> a younc buffalo.

(8) Lithuanian bison. (9) Ameri-
can bison. (11, 12) Fine speci-

men of the impoophoo or eland.

3—8. The tribe of P^>j includ-
ing the boar, the babirouaa, and the
Ethiopian hog of the old world,
and the peccary of America.

9—16. Comprise the Edentata, a class without front teeth, having claws,

!ike the Caruaria, and stomach of four sacs, like the Ruminants, divided into

two genera one consisting of insect-eating animals, covered with hard platei
or coarse hair, as the armadillo and mania ; the other, the Tardigraia, com-
prising sloth9,remarkabIe for their slow movements. Notia (16), theptcuKar
formation of some of the latter. Most of the members of this class ar«
American,

9. Tribe of Jl/a»>«s; they have no teeth, live on ants, and walk on the
outer sides of
their feet, with
claws turned, in
as the scaly
glutton.

10. The tribe

of ATtnaHilloa,

from South
America.

11, 12. The
tribe of Orye-
tera;r(,contined

to Africa, feet

on ants, and sit

on their haun-
ches near ant-
nests.

18, 14. The tribe of ant-eaters, confined to South America.
15. Contains thie Monotrehata, natives of Australia. These peculiar

•nimals have, like birds, only one opening for all excretions (whence their
name), with bills like those of ducks. There are but two known genera or
species ; echidna, a burrowing animal covered with spines ; and the vrritlur-

ynchm or duck-billed platypus, covered with a downy skin, having webbad
feet, and long considered oviparous (and which is by some classed with •

Mtus). The presence of nipples and the fact that it btings forth its yooi^
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live, are placed beyond doubt. Notice specimens of both the platypus and

10. The family of Sloths ; they live on trees, eating leaves, and are coik
fatd to America. Notice, the Yellow faced sloth.

IT—fi& The Deer tribe. Jiotice (17) red deer, (18) a fine axis, or cheetah
(19) the vrapitis, from
North America, remark-
able for the amplitude
of their horns, (22) th*
fallow-deer, (24) rein
deer, (2«) a fine elk.

2r—30. The Mutk-
deer tribe. These are
the smallest ofthe rumi-
nant animals; they in-,

habit Asia and the East-
ern Archipelago. The
Moscbus mosehiferaf a na-
tive of the high table-

land of Central Asia,
yields mush, which is

secreted in a pouch under
the abdomen.
27—29. The members

of the SoLiFEDEs, an
order formerly included

under the Pachydebmata, and consisting of but one genus, that of the
horse, asa,&c.—animals having six cutting and six griading teeth in each
law -, in the male, two additional canine teeth, with a vacant interval (as in

the Ruminants)^
between these nad
the grinders. Hoof
complete: stomach
single ; no chewing
the cud (in all these

particulars differ-

ing from ruminant
animals). Notice (21)
some zebrfis, and
their ypung, native!

of Western Africa. <

31—32. The tribe

otCameh, including

the Vicunas, from
South America.
Notice a very fine'

ipecimen.

Over ^he Wall-cases, are ranged a series of the hons of different special

sf ABtel^pes, Notice those of the water bock, and serpent eater.
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JEammalta Saloon.

In the wall-cases are arranged the specimens of handed aad rapacious beastc^

and'in the table-cases the general collection of corals.

1—20. Contain the QuADEtTMANons, or four-handed Mammaioa. They have
distinct and well-defined cutting, canine, and grinding teeth, in a regular

vminterruptedseries. The front, and most generally the hinder extremities,

are in the shape of a hand, haTing the thumb placed I'-wer down than the rest

of the fingers, so that it enables the animalB to grasp bodies with great secn-

Jty,

—

a, matter oi great importance in climbing animals. Teits placed on the

chest ; and brain much more dereloped than in most other beasts. They
are divided intO' three families,—apes, American monkeys, and lemurs.

1—11. Apes (Simiadnce), having the same number of teeth as man, and the

fore extremities longer than the hmdcr. Except one species, naturalized at Gib-

ralter, they are confined to the warm regions of Asia and Africa. The true

apes are marked by having no tail, which member the baboons, and other fi^

jnilies of monkeys, posses. Notice (1) the Chimp3i\zee, a native of equatorial

AMca, vary closely approaching the human foi-m; and (2) the urang-utang

(wild man of the woods), a native of Borneo and other islands of the East

Archipelago ; (1—3) several siamangs from tropical Asia, and skeleton of tha
siamang and orang-outang ; near which is judiciously placed a human skull,

•mibling the observer to notice the superior development of its frontal region,

ftc, over that of the ekuUs of inferior animals.

4. The Capped Apes {Preabytinia), natives of Asia, having tails which, how-
ever, are not prehensile. Unlike the Chimpanzee, &c,, they usually go on tha
foiir hands. Notice (1) the Hoonuman, a gray-coloured species from Bombay,
considered sacred in India, where it figures as one of the Hindoo gods

; (4) a
\oung Vervet, from the Cape of Good Hope; the African CaUithrix; (6) tha
•earded monkey from Fernando Fo (two fine specimens); the red sand monkey,

5—9. Sfonkeys of t'<,e Old World have cheek-pouches, calloBities on the
buttocks, and the fore extremities shorter than the hinder. They, live in
societies, and jii'^cipally on vegetable food. Notice (5) the Colobus Guerezsi, k
noble specimen from Abyssinia, and of the skin of which the ii.i' ivBs of that
eoimtry make shields

; (11) the Wandaroo from India.

10—12. Sabooni, confined to Africa, their muzzle is more protuberant than
that of apes and monkeys, and they have generally little or no tail. They have a
large bag connected with the organ of voice, by which the power of the latter

is greatly increased. Notice (12) the Mandrill, or Ribbed Nose Baboon from
(Jmnea, the cheeks of which are blue, while the nose is red.

13—18. Monkeys of the New World, distinguished from those of the eastern
hemisphsre by having four more teeth, nostrils opening at the sides of the
•ose; no cheek pouches, or callosities, and a long prehensile tail, which com-
pensates for an imperfection of the thumbs. They live together in vast num-
bers in the woods of South America, living chiefly on vegetable food. Notiet
(18) the striped Marmoset (Jacchia). The genus Ovatitia, to which it belongs^
differs from all others of tms Order in having the fore-thumb so slightly sepa-
rated from the other fingers as scarcely to form a hand.

19, 20. Lvmmts, mostly confined to Madagascar, where thirteen species are
known. They have the muzzle prolonged, and the teeth suited eminently for
(nimal food. The true Lemurs have long and ornamental tails. Notice (19)
4ie Rufied Lemur; (19) Ring-tailed Maoauco, and skeleton of the same;" (20)
little Calago ; and the Colugos, or Flying Lemurs (Gfalteopitheeida), natirei

OaUerj) of Natvral History. 4.
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of tlie East Archipelago, and forming a link between monkeys and bats, by
having their limbs connected together with an extension of the skin, being in-

sectiTorous. and stispending themselves in a similar manner, when preparing
to sleep.

21—29. Comprise the Carnaeia, or beasts of prey, which are marked by
weU-defined oiitting, canine, and grinding teeth, feet clawed, without an op.

.posable thumb on fore-feet; orbE continuous with the depression of the
temples; smell very acute; intestines comparatively short. This order i(

separated into, the classes Chiropterous, Imectiv(rr<yae, and Amphibious diT><

sions, and numerous species or tribes.

21—^29. The Felme or cat tribe, including the lion, tiger, leopard, panther,
ocelot, lynx, &c., most of them inhabiting hot coimtries, as India, Africa, South
America &c. The lynx and wild cat are, however, natives of Europe. Notice

{caae 21) fine spedmens of the African lion ; the (27) wagati, leopa/rdMS viver-

pedes; and ocelot (2S) ; a noble Bengal tiger, and (27) some fine leopards.

30, 31. The Hyena tribe— chiefly from Airica and Southern Asia. Notice
the Striped Hyena from the Cape, and the Tiger-Wolf from South Africa, &c.

32—36. The Civet tribe. These animals all yield the secretion that has long
been esteemed by some as a scent. Notice (32) some well-preserved Gfeneta.

^36) The Zenick, Faguma, and Musang.
37—i2. The Ocmine or Dog tribe, including dogs, wolves, and foxes. Notice

{40) a very fine and well-preserved fox.

43—45. The Weasd tribe, including weasel, ferret, marten, polecat, glutton,

skimk, badger, otter, &c. Notice, in 44 and 45, badgers and otters very finely

preserved.
46—50. The Beaa- tribe (the teeth of which adapt them to a partially vege-

table diet), comprising the ooati, racoon (confined to America), wah, living is

the snowy region of the Himalaya, and having the soles of'its feet hairy. Th»
bears here are not numerous. Notice (46) Brown Bear from Sweden.

51, 52. The Mole tribe, including hedgehogs. The visitor will be surprised

to observe the number ofvarieties of this (as of the weasel) tribe. Notice the
chrysochloris or Qdlden Hole, an Asiatic variety, and the only quadruped knovm
ko present any approach to the splendid colouring adorning the lower animal s.

63—64. Comprises the Mabsttpialia, remarkable (like the Monotremala) fat

-the premature production of their young. The members ot this order vary
greatly as ti) their teeth; but mostly agree in their hind being much long«*

than their fore legs. Two peculiar bones attached to the pelvis support a
pouch, in which the imperfect young are retained. The Oppossums are na-

tives 01 America; but all the other members of the group belong to Australia

•nd the neighbouing islands ; where, with il[ie Monotremaia, they form almost

the only native quadrupeds.
53—56. The Phalangers, including specimens of the Hepoomas from New-

Holland and Van Diemen's Land. Notice (63) The Sugar Squirrel.
_

66—64. The Kangaroo tribe with some of the wombais. Notice (56) th«

keleton af a small I^garoo, and a specimen of a flying-kangaroo ; kajigaroo

(66) with young in the pouch; the wombat (62) a burrowing animal differing

in several important respects from the other mawsupialia; also the Taamanian
Wolf and the Taismauian Devil. Some of the small animals (in 62) are well-

preserved.

65. The Oppoasmns. These have a thumb on each extremity like the quaA-

Tumana. Notice a small animal of this kind with many yoimg on its back.

65. The Setd tribe. Notice the Australian Eared Seal, the West-Indi««

Hooded Seal, and the Sea Bear from the Cape.
66—68. The Rodektia, or gnawing animals, and doubtless the mostnumeroa*

•f tSi. mammalia ; iiicluding the' rat, mouse, beaver, marmot, procupine, hM%.
Qallery (ff A'atwal History. 5.

'

'
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to, They liare two strong cutting t^oth in each jaw, generally coi(Bid«red to

be the inciaors, but by some said to be the canines—^the true incisors being

bseut, which are separated by a long interval from the grinders. They are

generally leaping animals, approaching the Marsupialia in the formation of

their extremities. The inferiority of this to most of the other orders of quad-

rupeds is very percepttble; the bones of tie fore-arm are often united, eyea

directed side-ways, and the brain, like that of birds, is nearly destitute of

conTolutious.

66—68. Mice: a good collection. Notice the vast variety of species ; among
others (67) the Pouched Eats {Soceomywa), and a well-preserved specimen of the

mall water-rat.

69. Zibets and Beavers. Notice, also, the ground pig and spiny rats, which

link this family to that of the agoutis and porcupine.

70—72. Agoutis and Oavies. Notice, on the upper shelf, two good specimens-

of the porcupine, a native of Italy, Sicily, and Spain, and nearly the largest ol

the Bodentia. Notice also the urson of North America ; the sooty paca : seme

well-preserved Guinea pigs, and the Capybaru of Tropical America.

73—75. Sares, most of which inhabit northern countries, and one specie*

in this country as well as in Arctic regions, changes white in winter. The
hare chews the cud, though without the complex stomach of the Euminan-

tia. Notice fine specimens of the Polar, Irish, and Altaic hares; and domestic

rabbits on the upper shelf.

76. Gerloas, Dormice, &c. Notice the peculiar conformation of these animals;

and (76) the chinchilla, inhabiting the Andes, and valuable for its fur. The-

dormice are remarkable for having no coecum (blind intestine).

77—81. Squirrels, Mole-Sats, &c Notice the Plying Squirrel; (77) several

good specimens (78) of the common English and Siberian Squirrel. In 79 some
handsome striated species,

THE CORALS

The Tablb-cases are occupied by the collection of Coi^s.

1—^32. Contain the Corah belonging to the Polypifbra or Zoophttm
(animal plants). These have often been erroneously considered as either vege-

table, or merely productions formed»?by insects for their habitation ; but in
iact they are the skeletons of the aniTnalg themselves. In some of the Pol}:-

ipltea, "tLe outer sMn is hardened into a Bbeath for the protection of the oon-

tnwUl* body of the .animal ; while, in others, the body of tlie aaimal iiselt v
tUUirgt/IfiUnindSiitory, 9.
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tt enlarges in size, is gradually tnuufonued into a hard and stony coral, by the
•ontinual deposition of earthy particles into the older part of its substance."
—Mr. Qray.

& " Numeaous species are compound—that is, a multitude of individuals are
linked together in one common body, and nourished in common; so that what
is eaten by one goes to the nourishment, more or less, of the whole group."—Ovnier.

Some Polypes are so large and powerful that their suckers can grasp and
destroy animals of considerable size ; and instances are upon record of moi
haTinjgtlost their lives in this way, while bathing in warm climates. The corals
re divided into three orders.

»1—20. Comprise the order Zoanthoma (Animal Mowers). Notice (2) the
curious turbinoUa, in which the aninuds are
solitary

; (2) The sandy corticifera, the sea-

mushroom; (C, upright case) fine tree-shap-

ed coral; (7) The clove coral of the Medi-
terranean; (10) the bradnstone formed by a
number of individual polypes crowded to-

gether in an hemispherical mass; (F) beauti-

ful species ; (Q) very large and plate-shaped

coral; (IS H) the Ught and elegant madre-
pores

;
(J) tubular and poriferous species,

the latter apparently allied to the sponges;

(18) some delicately-coloured species
; (JK)

very fine corals.

20. MiUepora, which form the coral reefs that aboimd in the Pacific : their

growth is most rapid ; and they expand themselves with facility over aU the
different objects that come in their way; thus we have them covering shells,.

bottles, homy corals, and assuming the shape of all the things they cover.

Notice a shell and a piece of bottie wholly covered with their skeletons.
21—^28. Order Zoophytai-ia. Notice (21) some curiously-variegated and

knotted specimens; the brightly-coloured Isis; andMelitoa; and the TvMpora
or organ corals, which have their skeletons outside.

29, 30. Order PoVypiaria, to which the hydra, or fresh-water polype belongs.

The marine kinds have the outer skin homy, forming a sheath for the sto-

aiach, &c,, and into which the head, tentacles, and other parts, can be with
4nwn.

31, 32. Polyzoa, somewhat similar to the last order, but more complex,
having a regular digestive canal, and the fresh-water kinds being unisexual

Over the wall cases are arranged the different kinds of seals, porpoises, and'

dolphins. These belong to the order Camaria. Notice the searleopard, th<

southern sesrlion, and the crested seaL Over the cases are also several species-

of Cetaoiia,—rniimals having the general aspect of fishes; but the tail extend-

ing horizontally, not vertically, as in fishes': no scales, and wann blood;

—

number of teeth not unifbrm; peculiar and distinctive nostrils (blowers), jawi^

and (head ; arms and legs covered by membrane converting them into fins.

Notice the dugong, a native of the eastern seas, which (or a similar species) i>

apposed to have given the ancients their idea of the mermaid.
from the lyfamrnalia Saloon the vi/iMv enters the SUstbbh ZooMOiCAft

Oalubt.

OiMtiy <^Natwal ffiitorj/. 1,
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eastern Xoolojjical <®alUrg.

This splendid apartment, which runs nearly the whole]length of the eastern

tring, is devoted to the reception of the Birds, and the shells of Molluscous
animals. The collection of the former is most splendid, comprising not only the

Slaani.in specimens, but those of Colonel Montague, General Hardwicke, a great

number from Holland, and a great variety obtained during the last ten years,

both by purchase and bequest
*»* The visitos is requested, in examining the contents of thm

gallery, to go down the left, and return along the right side,

inspecting the shell-cases on the second passage through thi
ROOM

BIRDS.
Birds are warm-blooded animals, covered witli feathers, and their bones almost nnlTenaK?

full of cells communicating with the lungs, in order to facilitate their means of flight. Tm^
are divided, chiefly by the formation of the beak and feet, into the following orders:—

1. Baptoreb (birds of prey): condor, esgle, falcon, owl.
2. F^fiSBBEB (perchers) ; swallow, crow, humming-bird.
3. ScANSORXS (climbers) ; cuckoo, parrot, woodpecker.
4. GaliiXnacb2 (fowls) ; peacock, pheasant, grouse.
5. 6nAi.LAioBEs (waders) ; ostrich, crane,^ridl.
6- AiTSEHSB (geese) ; swan, diver, pelican.

Cases 1—35. (beginning on the left-hand side) containing Raftores (birds
4>fprey), marked by strong hooked bills, and lu-ge sharp talons,—female
'Usually , larger than male. They are divided into two families ; those who pur-
sue their depredations by day : and those which wait till night cloaks dteii

^proceedings. It is almost possible to read the special inttincts of the two
'femilies in their formation, and expression.

1—30. Diurnal birds of prey.

]. The Bearded Vulture, or lammergeyer, of the Alps and Himayiayaa
Mountains. They live chiefly on carrion.
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Cases 36—S3. Fxisercs, ^perching birds,) in which the foot is eqieciillf
fitted for grasping by the hinder toe, being invariably on the same level with
those in front. This order, however, comprises many birds greatly nnlike in
other points, and which are divided into four groups, according to the form o£
their bills) as the Fiuirostres, (broad-beaked) including the goat-sucker
swallow, king-fisher, &c. j Tenuirostres, (slender-beaked,) humming birdi^
wrens, &o. ; Coniroatret, (conical-beaked,) crow, lark, finch, bird of Paradise
Oentirostret, (with the bill notched, as in birds of prey,) shrike, thrush,
flycatcher, &c.

36, 37. Goatsuckers (absurdly so termed), nocturnal birds, living on
moths, and laying their eggs on the bare ground, ifotice the tails of some
species presenting two long quills feathered only at the end. Some todies (39)
have a similar conformation.

38. Swallows, not very numerous. Notice a cream-coloured specimen of
the chimney swallow, a white-winged swallow from South America, and the

' ^arge Procne purpurea of North America.
*** In the Table-case adjacent, containing eggs, &o., is a specimen of the

small swallow of the Eastern Archipelago, which builds the esculent nests
so mucli prized by the Chinese, and on one of which the swallow in question
is seen sitting.

39. Todies ; chiefly natives of America ; but including the Rollers, peonliat-

to the eastern hemisphere.
40. Trogons ; a beautifully-colaured tribe from tropical America and Asia.

Notice three resplendent Trogons.
41. 42, King-fishers,—mostly of a brilliant blue or green colour, inhabiting

the banks of rivers. Among them is (42) the English king-fisher, about the
'8176 of a lark, with blueish-green wings, and a reddish-brown throat and chest.

42. Bee-eaters ; confined to the eastern hemisphere.
43. Hoopoes and Sun-birds, natives of warm climates ; one species of

{loopoe, however, annually visits Europe, and has occasionally been seen in
England.

44. Humming-birds . a fine collection rendered highly attractive to every
vbserver by the extraordinary beauty of their plumage ; peculiar to America,
(chiefly South America,) and the West India islands. They live mostly on
insects, and one genus almost wholly on spiders ; are very courageous and
pugnacious. They are the most diminutive birds known : the smallest speciee,

when plucked, being less than a humble bee !
" They are of a lively and

active disposition, almost constantly on the wing, and performing all their
jnotions with great rapidity ; their flight is in darts ; and it is at this time, in a
brilliant sun, that the variations of their plumage are displayed with the
greatest advantage.

"Each rapid movement gives a different dye;
Like scales of burnisll*d gold tliey dazzling show.
Now sink to shade—now like a furnace glow.'*

45. Honey-suders
; peculiar to Australia and its neighbourhood.

46. 47. Creepers, feeding mostly on insects and caterpillars. They include

(47) the nuthatch and wren.
48, 50. Warblers ; including (48) the tailor-birds, so remarkable for their

ingenious method of sewing together leaves, &c., to form their nests,—th»
wheatears, (50) &c. Notice (48) the Menura Superia from Australia, a fine

'Oird with a tail shaped somewhat like an ancient lyre.

51, 52. TTari/ers, Titmice &c. ; most of the former from North America.
52. Wagtails ; inhabitants of river banks, &c.
S3—55. Thrushes; comprising most of the birds famous as songsters;—

found in all parts of tlie globe. Notice the golden Oriole, a migratory Kuigit&.

Gallery of Natural Hition/. 3.
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56, 57. Fij/-catchari ; principally natives of South America. Notiu aomf

handsome species \rith long and forked tails, and (57) tMto elegant crested

specimens.

58, 59. Chatteren—natives of Asia, Australia, and South America,—soma

with brilliant plumagei Notice (58) the Crimson Chatterer, and the Rock and

Peruvian Manakins.

61, 63. Butcher-bird iami\j, feeding on insects, young frogs, and small

birds, which they impale on thorns, to tear in pieces at leisure. The Bush-

•hrikes (61) come from the continents south of the equator.

62—64. Crowe; including the raven, jay, chough, &c. Notice (62^

nnely-prescrved Raven, (the largest of perching birds) and the Blue Magpie

of Mexico.
64. Birds ofParadise natives of Papua and other aastem parts of the

Malay Archipelago. This beautiful family of birds was once absurdly supposed

to live entirely on the wing, (whence probably their name,) in consequence of

the specimens obtained from the Papuans having been invariably destitute o(

legs ! The specimens are not numerous ; but one is exceedingly fine.

65—67. Starlings ; mostly from the large continents. Many species from

America (67) have a beautiful plumage. Notice (65) the Beef-eaters {Buphagina.'^

" They inhabit Africa, and live on the larvse of a parasitical insect, which they

compress out of the skin of the rhinoceros by means of their bill."—[Jir. Gray.]

68—71. Finches, including the sparrow, linnet, larK, and other small birds

eommon in England ;—marked by short conical bills, broad at the base,—^food

^iefly small grain. The Weavers (68) are from India and Africa, where some
search for parasitical insects in the hide of the wild buffalo. The Tanageri,

(68) some very beautiful, are peculiar to Aoierica. The true Finches

(69, 70) feed generally in small flocks, either on grain or insects. Some are

pleasing songsters. In (70) are Buntings ; (71) Larks, Cross-beaks, &c.

71. Coliea and Plantain-Eaters, mostly natives of Africa. Notice the

Touraco, and the Violet ditto, a bird of rich plumage, both from the soatb

part of that continent.

72, 73. Hombills—BL family peculiar to the warm parts of Asia and

Africa ; feeding on fruits, mice, small birds, and reptiles. Like the Toucans^

they swallow their food whole, throwing it in the air, and catching it, to

facilitate their swallowing it. AU are birds of remarkable appearaucs.

Notice Leadbeater's hornbill.'

74—89. The Scansorbs or Climbers, an order distinguished from the

rest by the disposition of the toes, all four being placed nearly on the

same level; but two directed backwards, in a position affording great

facility for climbing, but an impediment to walking. The bills and wings

vary greatly in shape; the food varying in different species.

74—76. The Parrot family, found in both hemispheres, and divided into

nmnerous genera and species,—living chiefly on fruits, and building in hollow

trees ;—beak like the falcons. The Ground Parroquets (74) are mostly

natives of Australia ; the Maccaws (74) of America ; the Lories (75) of the

Indian Islands. The true Parrots and the Cockatoos are 75, 76. Notice—
above, an army of Black Parrots, Leadbeater's Cockatoo, with variegated

nest, a native of Australia.

77. Toucans, confined to tropical America, and prominently marked by
their large beaks, sometimes as long as the body, and serving often as

efioient means of defence against much more powerful animals.

78—80. Woodpeektri, distributed over most parts of the world, except

Australia,—^having an extensible tongne vith which to draw insects and larrs

But of the trunks of trees. The tail feathers bib firm enough to Msist thtm
ju climbing.

OMllerjf qf Natural Hittory.
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ei—83. The Cueioo Family, moitly nifrttoiy, (13) inhibiting the wimer
parti of both hemispheres, Uyitag their eggs in the nests of other birds, with
the yonng of which their own are reared. Soma of this family, like tha
Woodpeckers, hare a beaatifal plumage.
84—88. The Pigeon Family (uniting the Semuorei with the edllinaeeie,)

preadoTer all parts of the world, living invariably in pairs;—crop dilated on
dther side ; their young fed with grain disgorged and intermixed with a peculiar
aeretion. NoHte (88) the Crowned Pigeon from China (very fine) ; and
tiie Nicobar Pigeon.

89—106 comprise a part of the GKtA.rsKt.ts.—the order most useful to
fltan, and moat eaaily domesticated—having mostly long legs, short wings,
large crop, and very muscular gizzard, and blunt claws ; bill arched, but never
lotched ; food almost wholly vegetable. Most are polygamous ; and in such
liases the cock (which is often crested,) has a richer plumage than the hen.

89, 90. Curatmws, peculiar to tropical America, the plain colours of
which offer a remarkable contrast to the brilliant plumage of the Asiatio
laces in the same latitudes. They build in trees : and their flesh is deliciaug.
Notice (90) the Crested Curassow, from South America.
91—99. PAeatantt, wliich doubtless con(pli«e the most gorgeous and

elegant species of all the feathered creation. Except the Turkeys, they art
peculiar to the eastern hemisphere, being natives of the warmer parts of Asia
whence some have been brought and naturalized vrith us. The Peacocks (two
Ane specimens, 91, 92), abound wild in the forests of India, where they even
surpass the domestic species in brilliancy. The common pheasant {Phtuiamu
Cftbhicut) came from the banks of the river Fhasis in Colchis. Notice (94)
fine specimens of this bird; l[91) the Crested Peacock from India

; (93) two
splenjdid Argus Pheasants from Singapore ;—(95) Reeves and Fainted
Pheasants from China; and Lady Amhurst's Pheasant from Nepaul;—(97

\

Fire-backed Pheasant from China;—(99) black-headed pheasant, &c. In
96—99 are varieties of the common .fowl, supposed originally to have coma
from Java or Sumatra. Notice (198) well-preserved specimens of game-
cock and bantam.

100. Impeyan pheasantt, from the northern districts of India. The rich
plumage of the pheasant tribe is well known : these are beautifully marked, and
admirably preserved. Notice also, at bottom of case, fine specimens of the Ame.
fican and domestic turkeys.

101—103. Francolius, partridges. Sec. &c., allin excellent preservation.

104, 105. Oroute, distinguished from partridges by feathers covering their

legs and toes. Notice (104) two noble specimens of the Black Code or
eapercailzie.

106. Shesthbill, Tinamous, &c. families, tlie last-named peculiar to South
America, and linking partridges with bustards. The Alectura lays its eggs in
decaying vegetable matter, that its fermentation may help to hatch them.

107—134 comprise the Grallatorbb; (Wading Bird's) birds with long Blen-
der legs, and often partially webbed feet. The ostriches and cassowaries, luving
only short wings, are incapable of rising in the air ; but most birds of this order
V^ve long wings, and many are migratory.

107—109. Odrichet, to which, like the swans, &e., capacious cases have Iieec

Appropriated. They approximate in many of their habits to ruminant mammala,
Iving'ln flocks, subsisting on grain, fruits, and herbage, and running rapidly,

though, from the shortness of their wings, unable to fly;—the natives of the
iesert region of Africa, in the sands of which they lay their eggs (which see close

fay) to.be hatched by the sun. Here (107) is a good specimen, with young beside

it. Notice also (108) the curious Apteryx, pectdiar to New Zealand, a nocturnal
binl, feeding on insects and worms ; and (109) tha etnu. In ClOS) are t>>« foot^

Qallay of WiUwal Halmm. ».
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« plaster-cast of the head, and a painting ol the Dodo, formerly a native of the

Eastern seas, but which has recently become extinct. " The bird represented in

the painting, in the shortness of the wings and colour has much analogy to the
ostrich, but its foot greatly resembles that of the common fowl, and the head,

from the position and form of its nostrils, is nearly allied to the vultures ; so th

if these remains really belonged io the species here represented, its true place 19

the series of birds is not as yet satisfactorily determined."

—

[Mr. Grajf.^

110, 111. Bustards. Notice as fine specimens, (110) the great bustard;^
(HI) Kori bustard, a native of South Africa ; and ruffled bustard, from Egjpti

112. Thick-Jcnee; and Coursers, also of the bustard family.

113. Plovers, less aquatic than others of this order; several species found oq
dandy shores, and open commons in England.

114. Turnstones and oyster-Batchers, living mostly on the sea-shore.

115—117. The (7ran« family, widely distributed over the world,—many fin*

"pecimens. Notice (117) the Balearic crane, or crowned ieron of South Africa.

117—123. Heron*', distinguished from cranes by being carnivorous, &c.
Notice as fins specimens (117) the Indian crane and wattled heron; (119) the

common heron, native st once of England, Egypt, and China ; (122) Lineated

and Tiger Bitterns from South America ; (123) Roseate Spoonbill, also from
South America.

124, 125. Storks. These birds commonly build on houses and towers ; and in

Holland, particularly, the white stork is held in high ponular respect, from its

able performance of the duties of a scavenger. Notice (125) the Senegal jabiru,

a noble bird, and a very large specimen of the gigantic crane.

126, 127. Ibises, inhabiting inundated places in warm climates. Notice on top
shelf the Egyptian ibis, sacred among the ancient Egyptians, and frequently

found embalmed in the tombs ; the scarlet ibis, with a most richly-coloured plu-
mage; and fine specimens of the black-faced ibis from the Strait of
Magelhaens.

128, 129. Curlews, godwits, avocets, &c., most of which are very well preser-
ved. Notice, in the lower part of 129, the ruffs and sandpipers, with erectile

feathers round the neck.
130. Snipes. Notice a fine specimen of the common woodcock.
131, 132. Rails, having long toes ; fast runners, but clumsy in flight.

133, 134. Coots, moorhens, &c., partially web-footed, swimming and diving
easily. Notice the peculiar bony shield extending from the bill up the forehead,
and which is distinctive of this family.

135—166 contain Ansbrbs, marked by webbed feet, down-covered body, d
weaker circulation than other orders, being the only birds whose neck is lo get
than their feet ; and their bones are not generally hollow and communicating with
the lungs, but filled with oily matter.

_
135. The Flamingoes, natives of Australia and the eastern seas. These bird.!

cat astride on their nests while hatching, the great length of their legs precluJini
^eir placing themselves otherwise.

136, 140. Geese, including (136) the spur-winged geese, natives of Austr la.

Africa, and Asia; Notice (140) a well-preserved wild goose, native of Greai
IDritaiu.

141—143. Swans. These noble birds have been judiciously placed in capacious
cases. Notice (141) a very large swan, and (143) a ieautiful specimen of that
rara avis of the ancients, the "black swan, a native of Australia.

144—151. Ducks. These are distinguished from geese by their bills beinp
broader at the extremity than the root, the legs shorter and placed further back.
The specimens are generally very well preserved. Notice, as fine, (144) tha
aheldrake ;—(146) the maUard ;—(148) Muscovy duck;—(149) Hyrocu duck.

152, 153. Divers. Notice (152) a fine specimen of the Nortiern Diver ; ani
tbc difference of plumage in the male and female bL'da standins kofctber

Ga«ery ofNatural Hittorj/. IC,
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154, 155. Auks or Penguins, Inhabitants of Polar regions.

156—161. Gttlla, petrils, terns, &c. Notice (157) the great AlbaS:rOss, th*
largest of aquatic birds, very voracious, and a native of the South Atlantic.

162—166. Pelicans, birds having the hind toe united to the rest by a con-
tinuous web, and nearly the only Anseres able to perch on trees ; natives of moat
warm regions. All the specimens here are excellent.

*^* Throughout the Eastern Zoological Gallery, in the angles of the diSerest

compartments, are cases of birds' eggs, mostly ticketed, and above the side-caM*

a a large collection of stag and other horns.

The Shells op Molluscous Animals.

The COLLECTION 07 SHELLS iu this room is not yet entirely arranged ; but
from the beautiful specimens (a large number of which were purchased from Mr.
Broderip,) that are already exhibited, we may infer that it will be very complete.

These shells are the habitations or external skeletons of Molluscous animals.

Molluscous Ahihalb compose the link between Fishes and Radiata. Ttieir orgaasaro
•nclosed in an elastic slcin, furnished with muscular fibres, and jtermed the mantle. Soma
the (TuNlcATA) are naked ; but in most, the mantle secretes earthy matter, forming thf
Ihell. "nieir digestive and reproductive organs are highly developed; but not so those Eor

lansation and motion. The moUusca are divide d into the following orders.—
1. CsFHALOPODA [wlth feet around head) : cuttle-fish, ioligo,

2. Ftxrofoda (with fins flanking head) : clio.

3. Gastbropoda (walking on the belly): whelk, snail, periwinkle.

4. CoHCHiFKRA (clothed with a.double shell) : oyster, cockle.

t. TUNicATA (covered with a tunic only) : ascidia.

"the two latter orders are destitute of perceptible head or organs of sense, both of wki^
are possessed by the three former.

Wonderful are the change! of form and colour which not a few of the

molluscous animals display in their shell, at diiferent stages of growth, the

iqtpMrance being so dissimilar in some instances, as to have led conchologists

M imagine they'pertained to diflerent species. Such variations freqeuntly arise

fron the fact of the young mollusc forming its shell by sBccessive layers of

kighly vitrified enamel, till a superbjarch of many strata, varying in colour and
tieiign, is built up.

Table Cases 1—26, Univalve Shells, belonging to belly-walking, ox

Gasteiopodous^Mollusca. Among suchasar»
remarkable for their size, figure, or oth*r

peculiarities, may be specified the Strambui,

or Screw Shell (1) j with it are some of the

pink pearls, which are formed by the animal

;

they are extremely rare, and therefore valu-

able when of a good shape ; the Pterocera,

Devil's Claws (2) : the Caltrop, or RoclL

Shell, Sturex turrispinous, so called from its

turret-like spinous process, (S) ; the Ducal Murex, supposed to have some re-

semblance to a ducal coronet (4)

;

the Murex trunculis (4), which is

thought to have yielded the fa-

mous purple, or Tyrian dye of the
ancients; thf Trumpet Shell (9),

often used as a trumpet by the

natives of the Pacific Islands

;

the Cone, Coni (10), having much
the shape of pine cones, but vary-

ing considerably in size, and some

thco^ured bauds; as the Lettered Cone, the Spidei^
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web Cone, the Wack-dMted Cone, and th«

Hebrew Coue, distinguished by the spot;

and tracings on their respective surfaces

;

Fusus Proboieidifirmis, and Ftaut Cohint

(4); Tiirhinelbu, FaaciolariaiDi Ctmcellaria,

(5, 6), among which is a specimen of the re-

versed Chank Shell, reckoned very valuable

by the Chinese. Here also are Castis Cornuta and Cassit Madagascarieruit (6),

fiaecinum, the Whelk (10) ; Terehra, the Borer, of which there is a specimea

with the shell partly cut away to show its interior construction (12) ; Cowries,

•Cyfrea, little shells, used by some African and oriental nations, instead of small

oin, in buying and selling (14). Somewhat resembling the last mentioned'

but less beautitiil, are the OvuUi{lS); these shells are called Porcettaine; and
are.Eupposed to have been the cause of china being called by that name ; they

are followed by the volutes, Vobttee, several of which are tastefully and elegantly

. marked, and some have the superior part

of the whorl serrat^ (12, 13); the Impe-
rial Tuirbo, or Wireath (15), internally

coated with mother of pearl ; the Crown-
formed Imperator (15) ; Haliotis, the Sea-
ear or Ear Shell, of a brilliant green colour

^— ''^.'jZ'-t^i.'Air^fSBmKI^^ (17); the Staircase Sholl, Solarium, s»
called on account of the ridge round the
cavity in the axis or umbilicus resembling
a well staircase (19); the Turritella (21) ;

the Worm-shell, Fermetut, which is like

the tubes of serpaia ; Dmfalium, the Tusk Shell (22), considered till lately as
the production of a worm, and to be ranked with tl^e coral tribes, but it is now
acknowledged to be th^ shell of a Mollusc ; the Carrier (22), which has th c

peculiarity of attracting to the outer surface of its shell, as it enlarges in sizt,

stones, fragments of other shells, coral, and other marine substances, so that it

•has been called respectively the " Conchologist," and the " Mineralogsit," as
shell or mineral prepouderated ; the Argonauta, Glassy Sailor, and the
Caranaria, or Keeled Shells; called Paper Sailors, exhibit variety and beaiity

(23) !
the Aplysia, and others of the same family, have been termed Sea Hares,

from their appearance when seated on the rocks ; the Umbrella likewise derives
its nmaeifrom its general figure. The Qiitones, Sea Woodlice (24), of which
there are severol species, have a row of scaly valves, instead of a single shell

Table Cases 24—SOfcpontain specimen-: of the Shells of the last -division of
Gasteropodous Molluscs, which differ frbiii the preceding in being furnished
with respiratory organs, and breathing atriiospheric air Most of them are land
animals, as the different kinds of House Snails ; but some live in the water,
and come up to the surface occasionally, for air, like Wales and Amphibia.
Table Cases 31—i9. Bivalve Shells. Here may be xHoiiceA Chione Dione asA

C.Lupinaria (31), remarKable for the spines
on their sulcated shells; Fenus antiqaa,
from Arica, on the coast of South America,
fill.

I others of the same genus (32\ thne
denominated from their peal or imaginary
beauty ; the Chatnce (36, 37), distinguished
by theii deeply indented rough surfaces j

the Scarlet-tinted Shell of the Spontyist
^jnertconus (46), remarkable for the lami-
nated processes on its exterior sirfac^ ana
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»ther Spoiulylet exliib.t similar appearances; the reclines, Scallop Shells (46)
some of them of a red colour; the Placwi

placeiUa, in texture and appearance reseir.

bles Talc or Mica j the specimen of Dipsat

plicata (48), exiiibits pearly concretions

attached to the inside of the shell ; Vvia

muUiplicatus one of the perliferous shells,

as are the various species of Myiili, some oi

which are extremely large.

LIST OF PORTRAITS,

Brsi-zNDEi am the walls op the easteun zoological galleky.

FIRST COMPARTMENT,

Beginning on Uie Left from the Mammalia Saloon,

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Kmo James I.

Kmo Henry VIII.
OuvER Cromwell, the Protector.

Mary, Queen of Scots,

—

Jansen.

King Edward III.

Kino George I.

Henrietta Maria, Queen of

Charles I.

Kino Henry VI.
Oliver Cromwell.— Walker.

King James I.

Mary, Queen of Scots. -

Kino William III.

William, Duke of Cumberland.

—

Morier.

14. James, Duke of Monmouth.
15. King Richard II.

16. Queen Elizabeth.—Zucehert.

17. Mary, Queen of Scots.

18. Kino George II. full length.*"

Shackleion.

19. Queen Elizabeth.
20. Margaret, Countess of Kicb*

mond.
21. Kino Charles II.

—

Sir F. Leh/,

22. King Henry V.

23. King Edward VI.

24. Caroline, Queen of George IL

—

Jarvis.

SECOND COMPARTMENT

25. Dr. Andrew Gifford.—Sassel.

26. Rev. Dr. Thomas Birch
27. James, First Duke of ChandoB.

28. Humphrey Wanley, Librarian

to the Earl of Oxford.

29. Claudius James Rich, Esij.

30. Joseph Planta, Esq., Pnncipal
Librarian to the British Museum
from 1799 to 1827.—T. Phillips.

Sii- Hans Slcvne, half length,

Founder of the British Mu-
seum.

—

S. Slaughter.

Sir Hans Sloane, whole length,

seated,

33. Dr. John Ward, of Grcsham Col.

34, Dr, Matthew Matt.— Bupan.

HI

32

35. Major-General Hardwicks.—
Sawkins.

36. Sir HAKg Sloane.—Mwrray.
37. Dr. F. -I^ORNER, Bishop of Ely.

38. Robert, Earl of Oxford.—«»
Godfrey Kneller.

39. Sir Robert CdrroN.
40. Sir John Cotton.
41. Right Hon. Arthur Onslow^

Speaker of the House of Com-
mons, fuU length.

42. Sir Thomas Cotton.
43. Sir Robert Cotton.
44. Edward, Earl of Oxford.—i)(rAt

45. Humphrey Wanley.
46. Rev. Dr. Thomas Birch.

THIRD, OR CENTRAL COMPARTMENT.

17. Peter I., Emperor of Russia.

—

after Klingstad.

16. Pedigi-ee of the Cornelia Family.

19. Stanislajs August';'' ^lUi of

50. Charles XII., King of Swedes
51. A Hunting Piece.— Wttnix.

52. Louis XIV., King of Fraseo.

F
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FOURTH COMPAETMENx.
53. LoBD CuANLELLOR BaCON.
54. An unknown Head, in ruff& baud.
65, John, Duke of Mailborougli.

66. WttLiAM CouitTEN, Esq.

57. Andrew Marvel.
68. Admiral Lord Anson.
69. Archbishop Usher.
60. Dr. TuoHAS Burnet,
61. Hbnry SiEBBmo, D.D.

—

]fo»eph

Sighnmre.

62. Sir HsiiraY Speluan.
63. An unknown Head.
34. Sir WiixiAH DuoDAi^E.

William Cecil, Lord Burohixt.
Matthew Prior.—Kudson.
An unknown Head.
William Camden.
Sir Isaac Newton, the celebrated

Philosopher and Astronomer.
Key. John Bay.
John Sfeed, the celebrated His-

torian.

Archbishop Cranmek.—Gerlach
Flicke.

William Shakesfere.
Geoboe Buchanan.

FIFTH COMPARTMENT.

To

91.

82.

83.

SI.

85,

Voltaire, the celebrated French
Author.

?6. An unknown Head.
77. Vesalius.—Sir Antonio More.

78. An unknown Portrait.

79. Charles I., when young.

80. Anna Maria Schurman.—John
Zievens.

Sir Francis Drake.
Pope Clement 2.
Sir Antonio More.
Cosmo De M'etici, and his Secre-

tary, Bariolomo CoNcmi.
MAi, tiy I'UTH'^,

86. Mary . , ftueen of England.
87. George, the last Earl Marisohal

of Scotland.

—

Plaeido Costami.

88. Jean Eousseau, who painted the

walls and ceilings of Montague
House.

Capt, Wm. Damfier.—Murray.
Cardinal Sfobza Palavioini.
Ulysses Aldrovandus.— Gior-

gione.

An unknown Portrait.

Isabella, Infanta of Spain,

Saint Evremond.
Sir Peter Pacl Eubens.
A Landscape.— Wilson.

John Guttenbero, the inventor

of the art of Printing with
moveable types.

Prince of98. Henry Frederick,
Orange,

99. John Locke,
100. Governor Herbert.—Devis.

101. James Parsons, M.D.-
min Wilson.

102. John "Wallis, D.D., the Mathe-
matician.

103. Mary Davis, aged 74; out of

her head grew two horns, one
of which the pro^e represents

104. S'_ 'OHN DODERIDQE.
105. Dr. GoTviN Knight, the first

principal Librarian to the Bri
tish Museum.

—

Bmj. Wilsmt.
106. JJ'RANK of Borsalia, Earl of Oa -

tervant.

107. Algernon Sidney.
108. Alexander Pofe.
109. Unkno>vn.
liO. Philip Dormer, Earl of Ches

terfield.

—

liamsay.

111. Richard Baxter, the Noncon
formist.

112. Sir Henry Vane, Jun.
113. LoDO^VI0K MuGGiETON, founder

of the sect called Muggktonians.
114. Thomas Britton, the musical

smaU-coal-man.
115. George Vertue, the engraver,
116. Robert Cecil, the first Earl ol

Sa'isbury.

At the north end of this Gallery, -by the sides of the door, are two paintings,
»ne of the (Jromlech at I'ias Nwydd, Anglesea ; the other tk Stonehenge.

FanoEg out of the Eastern Zoological Gallery, and turning to the left, th,
visit«r sees on the left hand several noble specimens of Corals (Radiata), as the
Muricated Madripore, Grooved Brainstone, &o. ; and on the right some petrified

trunks of trees, and other foBiili. He then enters the Northern Zoological
SaUery.
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TSat^txn Zoological ©allerg-

JFitsst Kootn.

This room may be considered as an appendage to the two foregoing.

The Wall-caaes (beginning at the left baud) contain the collection of ]

1—8. i?ais, oomprisiagfthe femily Clieiropterce (hand-winged) of the Cabwa.
lUA. Their chief distinction is the possession of wings formed by an extension
of membrane over the greatly-elongated fingers of the fore, and from these to
the hinder, extremity, by which the animal ia capable of true flight. They in-

habit both hemispheres, and thirteen species are said to be natives of Grert
Uritain. One group only lives partially on vegetable food;—this family abounds
in Java and the East Archipelago, where one species measures five feet across
the wings. Notice (3) the Vampire from South America, said to suck the blood
of its prey, which it fans meanwhile with its wings;—(7) the Dialidurce, from
Brazil, conspicuous for their white downy bodies.

On the right side of the room

—

9—12. Wasps' uests, and a specimen in imitation, to show their internal
arrangement.

13. Wood penetrated by destructive ants.

13—16. Various birds' nests. Notice (13) the peculiar avenues built by
the two species of Bower-bird; one ornamented with fresh-water shells and
bones, and the other with feathers, land shells, &c.

The Table-cases, 1—8, contain the tubes of Annulose Animals, the casts of
the interior cavities of shells, and various specimens of shells illustrative of the
diseases and malfoi'matioi) of those animals.

1, 2 contain the temporary shells of the Serpula and other Annulose Animals.

3, 4. Specimens showing the differance produced in the form of some shells

by the growth and age of the animal; and others also exhibit the mode of re-

pairing injuries adopted by the Mollusca. Notice (3) the irregularity of th«

shells when thus repaired ; and (3, 4,) the curious imbedding of shelled ani-

mals in hard substances.

5, 6. Plaster-casts of' the interior of the different shells of living Mollusca,
similar to the fossil species, found in the Portland stone and other geological

formations.

7, 8. ' Models, on an enlarged scale, of some shelly animals formerly called

Nautili, but now formed into a group under the name of Foraminifera.
In one of the cases are shells used for cutting cameos, shoH-ing the places

where they are cut from.

Over the Wall-Cases, are Eock-Snakes from Natal, and several large speci-

mone of Indian Tortoises.

StconB 3Rofltn.

The Wall-Cases found the sides ofthis room are appropriated to Reptiltis and Batrachiah
Akimals, the third cIiusb of vertebrated animals; which, like fishes, are cold-blooded,—their
blood l)eing but imperfectly altered by e-Kpoaure to air in the lungs. They are, if not naked
(aa the Batrachiaus), covered with scales or hard plates ; their heart has only one ventriclet
but two auricles, .unlike that offish, which haa but one. Reptiles (including the Batrachuii
which, however 'some have marie a separate class,] ai*e devided into four orderB :

—

CnELO.NiA<tortoiBCd): tortoise, turtle, amphisbGBpa.
Saukia (lizards): crocodile, g^uana, chameleon.
OPHiDiA (serpents): rattlesnake, boa, viper.

Batkaciiia (frogs) : ft-og, toad, aalamander, sires, fr

QaUei'-ji of Natural History. 18.
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The upright cases round the room contain the soUection of REPriLls and
Batbaohian Animals, preserved dry and in spii'its; and the Table-oasea the

hard part of Radiated AKiMAia, including the Ses Eggs, Sea Stars, and Eu-

crimtes.

Uases 1—10. Lizards (SaWrian Reptiles), having sometimea only tvro, but
generally four, legs, and the body covered with armour or scales; toes usually

nailed ; lungs very large in some species, which, especially chameleons, can
in consequence change colour at pleasure.

1 —5 Monitors, natives of the torrid parts of the Eastern hemisphere, and
OOiiied trom being supposed, by hissing, to give warning of the approach of
"I'ocodiles. Notice [2] a remarkable spotted species.

5. Ileliodermidw from Mexico; a family yet little known.
6. Safeguards from America, on the upper shelves ; below, the true Lizards,

marked by small head, thick neck, five toes, saparate and unequal, and long
forked tongues. Notice the Molochtis horridits [Zonuridse], a native ofAustralia.

7. Skinks,- including blindworms, having rudiments of legs beneath the
skin ; and several other families of lizards.

8, 9. Geckos and Guanas, the former slow, heavy animala, natives of warm
countries in both hemispheres, making a peculiar sound, and useful in clearing

houses of mosquitoes and spiders. " The under side of^heir toes is generally
furnished with variously-shaped overlapping scales, or folds of the skin, which
enables the animal to crawl up glass, and even to run vrith facility, back down-
wards, on the ceiling of a room, like a fly."

—

Mr. Gray.
The guanas are confined to America, where some ai'e esteemed delicate food,

Hey are marked by a deWlap under the throat, and are a family comprising
many widely different forms. *

10. Agamce. Notice the Dragon, a native of tropical Asia and Africa, the six
first ribs of which support a movable membrane formed by extending the
skin round the neck. The membrane "can be folded up or extended at the
will of the animal, but cannot be made to strike the air, and to elevate the
animal like a bird or bat. It serves rather as a kind of parachute, on which
tliis little dragon flutters from branch to branch, in search of its insect prey."
In the same case are the Chameleons, confined to the warm parts of the Eastern
Aemisphere. These remarkable reptiles have a prehensile taU, and five toes to
each foot, arranged for climbing, much as in Scansorial birds, two toes being
turned backwards ; eyes large, but nearly covered by skin ; and moving,
though slowly, independently of each other. The movements of 'the tongue are
very rapid in entrapping the insects on which it feeds. The Chameleon bears
long confinement mthout food,—whence, probably, the fable of its living on
air.

11—17. Snakes or Serpents (Ophidla), without legs, and with nearly all
their organs in an elongated form. They differ from the Lizards in always
BwJlowing their food entire. jst species can swim.

11. /'oMonoas Jwpenfa, consisting ol Rattlesnakes and Vipers. These "have
their nppur jaw furnished with large, moveable fangs, having a small groove
on tVie outer convex edge, foi conveying the poison, secreted by a large gland
planed -mder the eye, into tlie wound occasioned by the bite of the reptile."
Mr. Gray. Notice [11] two specimens of the Cobra-de-Capello, or Spectacle
make of India.

1
1
— 1 >. Nm-venomms Serpents. Notice [14] some fincly-variegated species

;

[lOj a most beautifully-preserved skeleton of one ol these reptiles
j [IS] the

Boa fitinily, one, in particular, richly coloured,

* The extinct megalosaurus, geosainis, Iguanodon (supposed to have reached levectr (M
\a length), pterodactylus, te., are conjectured, to have belonged to thit family.
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18—83. Tortoises and Turtles (Chelonia), the soft parts of wMoli are en-
tloaed within two plates, that of the back fonned by what are the ribs in other
vertebrated animals, and that covering the belly composed of the sternum or
breast-oone;—four extremities, nailed, and serving for feet in the laud species,
but in the turtles converted into fins ;—no teeth, but generally a homy bill.

18, 19. Land Tortoises, living in Southern Europe, and most warm and tem-
perate regions. They are used for food.

20—22. Freshwater Tortoises, or Terrcjpins, having a depresswl shell; their
feet expanded and webbed between the toes, and the latter furnished with
sharp claws ;—divided into three families. Notice (20) the eggs of these aui
mals, and the skeleton of a tortoise at bottom of case; [22J a small species,
with a long serpentine neck.

23. Marine Tortoises or Twrtles, Cheloniadse, found exclusively in tropical
ilimates.' Notice the edible turtle, Testvdo, or Chaloma Midas; and the Hawk a-

MU turtle. Oh. imhricata, which yields the finest tortoise-shell.

24—26. Loricated Reptiles—^the Alligator, &c., usually classed with Sawrians,
but difiering from' them in some important particulars. "The Alligators are
peculiar to America, and are distinguished from the Crocodiles, which are
found both in the Old and New World, by their feet having the toes free,

—

that is, unconnected by webs, and by the canine teeth of the lower jaw being
received in pits in the upper; whereas, in the crocodiles, they are received Ie
a notch on its margin. The Oavials agree with the Crocodiles in regard to
their teeth, but differ by the muzzle being very long and slender. Specimens
of all the three genera are in the collection."

—

Mr. Gray.
In the same case are some Awphisbcenian reptiles, double-headed snakes,

apparently linking the Saurians with the Serpents.

26. Batrachia, or Amphibia,— toads, frogs, and efts, found in colder cli

mates than most other reptiles, and without plates or scales—resembling fish^

in their heart having but one auricle and ventricle, their eggs not being fecun-

dated till after expulsion, &c. ; and in their first or tadpole state being actually

fishes, breathing with gills, which the frog and toad lose during their meta-
morphosis, but the Proteus, Siren, &o., retain throughout life.

Toads are distinguished from frogs by a bulky body covered on the back
with warty excrescences, an utter want of teeth, shortness of hind fee^, and in-

ability to take long leaps. Hiotice [26] some variegated specimens, and at bot
torn of case a wax model of the Siren of Carouna, wliioh looks like an eel with
front legs.

The Table-cases in this compartment contain a part of the Radiata, the
division occupying the lowest station in the Animal ICingdom, aal including
the connecting links between Animals and Vegetables.

Radiata, a very larg;e and heterogeneous collection of aquatic geneni and families, whicb
are grouped into the following orders :

—

1. BceiNODERMATA (homy skinned) : sea-urchin, star-fish.

2. AoALBPH^ (sting^g) ; jelly-fish, sea-nettle.

3. PoLYPlFEEA (many-footed^: corals, madrepores, &c.
4. PoLTGASTRicA (many-hellied) ; monad, iuf\isoria.

5. PORinSRA (porous-bodied)i: sponges.

1—24. Contaia the Eohinodbemata, in which the radiated forra of the or-

ganization ia the most conspicuous. They have a large central intestinal tube,

voluminous reproductive organs, and distinct traces of a nei-vous system.

1—9 Sea-Eqqs, Echini, covered with a hard case, formed of forty perpen-

dicular bands of square or six-sided pieces, sunk in the substance of the skit,

and fiumishud externally with numerous spines. "They are all marine, and

live on animal food. The free kinds move about with their mouths beneath,

and the attached ones-- are affixed by their backa with their mouth above, t<-

Q<ji3Xery oj Natwal History. 20.
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enable their limbs to bring the food witliin its reach.'

—

Mr. Gi juy. Notice [1]
specimen,

,
mutilated, but with very long spines ; (i) one of a bright violet

Hue , (7) one cut asunder, and its interior showing the cavities iuto which the
echini are internally divided; (10) a hairy species; and the Holothurida, Sea
Cucumbers one kind of which is much esteemed as a delicacy for the table by
Si6 Chinese.

11—18. Stm'-fiah, Asteroida. These have the arms or rays of the same
structure with the centre of the body. Most

a^'^&is^ii^^NiSiS have five rays; and the power of reprodnction

in the animal is so great, that if only the cea
tral part be left alive, all the rays which may
have been destroyed grow again. Notice (12)

the A, KathanncB, with regularly ciu-ved rays;

[13, 14] some large and inafginated species

(15) nodulated and thick bodied asteriae ; and
(17) an anomalous specmien, with only four

rays.

19—24. Lizard-tailed Star-fish, Ophiuridffi, having long and flexible, and

often branched arms. Many deserve notice for their peculiar conformation

being enabled to cast off every portion of their body, except the small central

abdomen.
Over the wall-cases in this room, are placed several large Egyptian an.iAme

rican Crocodiles, and specimens of the striated lace-lizard.

SCfjitU JElaom.

BRITISH ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTION.

The Wall-Cases are occupied with the collection of British Vertebrsted
Animals ; the larger species being suspended on the walls or placed on ths
tops of the cases. The Table-Casks contain the eggs of the birds; a series of

British Annulose Animals, to illustrate the arrangement of the British Insects

;

spiders and crabs ; the collection ot tne shells and external skeletons of Britisli

MoUusous and Radiated Animals.
Case 1—9. British Mammalia (1—5), the carnivorous beasts, !^ the cats,

foxes, martins, stoats, and seals (5). Insectivorous beasts, as the shrew-mice,
mole, and hedgehog. (5, 6) Glirine beasts, as the rats, mice, squirrels, rabbits,

and hares. (7—9) Ungul^ted beasts, as the stag, roebtiok, and fallow deer.

10—30. British Birds. (10—13) Raptorial birds, as the eagle, t he hawks,
and bwlii The owls are chiefly remarkable for the radiated circles of feathers

luiroundingthe eye.'f, and for their large ear.', which, as Ibey chiefly hunt in tbs

21.
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dark, may enable them to discover their prey by the sense of nearing, when
not within the range of their imperfect vision. (14—16) Perching birds, as

Ihe goat-suckers, swallows, rollers, kingfishers, bee-eaters, warblers, wagtails,

thrudhes, fly-catchers, chatterers, and shrikes, or butcher-birds, so named from
the habit displayed by the larger species of spiking or impaling on a thorn,
small birds which they catch, for the convenience of tearing them in pieces
to /"Bad o;: them. The smaller species feed on insects. (17, 18) Gallinaceoui
jiirds, as pigeons, peacocks, pheasants, fowls, turkeys, Guinea fowls, partridges,

iud quails. (19—22) Wading birds, as the courser herons, night herons,
storks, sand-pipers, snipes, and woodcocks. (23— 30) Web-footed birds, as

ducks, swans, sea-ducks, Meganser grebes, divers, auks, guillemots, petrels,

gulls, terns, gauets, cormorants.
31. Bkitish Reptiles and Amphibia, as lizards, snakes, toads, irogs, iind

efts.

31- -43. EniTisH Fish (31). Gurnards and perches (32), weavers, bull-

leads and breams (33), majUs, John Dorys, and wolf-fish (34), anglers, rook-

fish or labri (35), carps and barbels (36), pikes and salmons (37), salmon
trout (38), cod, haddock, and Ung (39), turbot, plaice, flounders, soles, lump-
fish, and pipe-fish (40), sturgeons and sharics (41—43), rays, thombacks, and
'ampreys. >

Tableau 1. Birds' Eqgs, arranged in the same order as the birds and the
ivall-cases. •

2—4. British Annulosb Inseotb (1), Coleoptera, as earwigs, cockroaches,
crickets, and grasshoppers. Orthoptera, as dragou-tties, caddis-flies. Newrop-
tera, as ichneamers, ants, bees, and wasps. (3) Homoptera— insects with
proboscis, as the bug. Hermitera, as butterflies, hawkmoths, and moths.
Lepidoptera, flies with two wings. Diptera, as gnats, crane flies, &c. (4)

British spiders, centipedes, and Crustacea, as crabs, lobsters, shrimps, ai<A

wood-liae.
5—7. Shells of British Mollusoa, aa snails— Qasteropode!i— oysto ,

cockles, mussels, &c.—Conchifera, MoUusca or Birabres.

8. Hard parts op Radiated Animals, including sea eggs and star-fish, and
holothai'ias ; also corals, corallines, gorgonias, and sea-pens. Considered by
Linneaus and others, from the structure of their envelope, as belonging to the

vegetable king(f om of nature ; but demonstrated by our countryman, Mr. Ellis,

to be real animals, or, at least. Zoophytes.
Over the wall-cases in this room are specimens of the Pike Whale, the Grey-

Seal, and several large Dolphins.

JFouttij 1&,aam,

Tub Wall-Cases are appropriated to Fishes, the last and lowest, and no doubt the most
numerous, class of vertebrated anunaJs- Their heart ha^ only one auricle and ventricle,

and they breathe by ^Us, the or^^ns which serve for respiration in the higher vertebrat«;

the lungB bein^ in them represented by their ewimming bladder. They have fins, both
representing tne extremities of higher animals, and supplementary ; but their progressifHi

Is mostly effected by the tail. They are subdivided chiefly according to the form and ais-

position of their firs and gill covnrs(opereula); but the two grand divisions into which they
ire separated, are A ^^aMhopterygians, in which the front port of the eorsal Cind anal, ana
the first ray of the ventral nns are hard and spiucos ; and Malacopterygians, in which all

the rays of the fins are soCt, articulated, and usually divided into branches at the end, ex-

cept the first ray of the dorsal fin.

The objects in the following cases are neither permanently arranged in their

places, nor are the names affixed to more than a small proportion of specimens,

on which account a very brief and hasty notice of the Fishes will perhaps bt

excused.
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1—13. Acanthopterygii, or spiny rayed fish, comprising successively the Perch,

Gurnard, Bull-head, Hog-fish, Mullet, Labrus, Chsetodon, Bream, Tunny and

Mackerel Blepny, Goby, Remora, Angler, &c., families. Notice (1) the Basse and

others of the Perches ; (3) the Flying Scorpion, a remarkable striated fish, native of

China ; (7) the Angel fish, a native of Brazil : and the Sword-fish, a native o<

the Mediterranean, where it gives rise to an important fishery. Another and

larger specimen is placed over the case. Notice also (9) the Angler-fish, {LopJiiua

aisctttoritta.) " This animal, according to Bloch, conceals itself among marine

plants, or behind hillocks of sand, rocks and stones, when it opens its greal

mouth, and attracts the fish as they swim by, by wriggling the long filaments on
its head, which they mistake for worms, and, attempting to seize them, faJ au

nasy prey tc their voracious and subtle enemy." [Mr. Grat/.]

14—26. Malaeoptetygii, or cartilaginous fishes, fill the remaining cases oe the

right-hand side of the room, (U—^e,) comprising the Cyprinidtp, (Carp, Tench,

Barbel, Gold-fish, &c.,) Pike, Salmon, Herring, Cod, Flat-fish, Eel, Moon-fish,

Sturgeon, Shark, Ray, Lamprey, and several other families. Notice (20) several

specimens of the sea-horse, a small fish, which contracts after death, so as to form

!n the upper half of the body, a resemblance to a horse's head and neck ; the

diodon, around spinous fish, which sometimes dilates itself with air, and floats along

onrthe surface of the water. (23) Several species of sharks, and the eggs and dried

jaws of some of those fish ;
(25)several species of torpedos, including the electric

''ay, known by its fiddle shaf>e.

Over the cases, on both sides, are many specimens of the larger kinds offish,

as large shad with a long dorsal ray, from Mexico ; a sword-fish, from Margate ; a

flying sword-fish, from the Indian Ocean, with two other pikes ; and belonging

to the same kind of fish, one which has been forced through tlie oak timber of

a ship. These fish swim so rapidly, that if they come against a sliip they pierce

it. A conger, an angel fish, a short-nosed bony pike from North America

;

sharks ; the nose of various large saw-fishes ; a piraruca, from British Guiana.

[The Table-cases are occupied by Articulated animals.']

The Articulata have no internal skeleton } but the surface of their bodies is often hard
and horny. Their powers of motion are much greater, while their digestive and nutritive
functiot]S are less vigorous, than those of the MoUuaea. The body is divided into segments
or rings, whence these animals are termed Annulose. This character appears to be gives
them by the peculiar distribution of their nervous system ; the latter consisting of a series
Df knots or ganglia of nervous matter, (usually a pair to each segment.) united by a pair of
lateral and parrallel oords, at the summit of which the higher articulated classes possess a
small brain. This class is divided into the following orders :- -

1 CauSTACBA (hard-shelled) ' crab, lobster, shrimp, barnacle.
2 Arachmda (spiders) : scorpion, spider, mile.
3 Insecta (cleft- bodied) ; butterfly, bee, locust, gnat.
4 Myriapoda (many-footed); centipede, millipedu, sea- mouse.
5 RoTlFEKA (wheel-shaped) ; Cyclops, &c.
6 Annelida (ringed) : red-blooded worms, leech, ear^h-worm.
7 Entozoa (living within animals) : tape.worm, hydatid, &c.

Cases 1—10. Insects, or winged articulata. These undergo two metamor
phoses ; the first being from a caterpillar or worm into a chrysalis or grub, an'

the second, from the grub into the perfect insect. In the last state, the body ii,

divided into three parts,—head, chest, and abdomen, and consists usually of

thirteen segments
i there are six legs, and commonly four wings. Insects are

subdivided into seven orders, chiefly marked by the nature or number of their

wings.
1—3 comprise the order Coleoptera, or Beetles, generally having two mem-

branous wings, and two horny eases covering these. Many members of this

\ribe are large and formidable. Notice (1) the Elephant-beetle, (^Dynaatet

Herculet,) a native of Brazil, which sometimes grows to fire inches in length ; the
&sritueus ; and the Lucanus curvua, or stag-beetle, one of the largest of Uritisb
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Insects. (2) Aerocinus longimanun, and several other remarkably long-bame<i
species ; the burnished Euchroma gigantea i the Chrysochroa, an elegant green
apecies ; the Julodis, dark-coloured^ with white spots.

3, 4. Orthoptera i insects with the upper wings less solid than those of the

foregoing order, and folding over each other at the inner edge. They include

species differing greatly in outward shape, as the Cockroach, Cricket, Locust.
Walking-sticks, I^Mantia,) &c. Some of the latter kind are most peculiar in

appearance. Notice (3) the Mantis religiosa, the direction of whose fore-legs

gives it the t^pect of prayinjr,—whence it is held in veneration by the Turks

,

the Blephuria Mendica, or Walking-leaf, from the Cape of Good Hope ; th«

most curious Achrophyllas chronas, from Australia, the wings of which arf

widely separated, &c. Some of the egg-cases formed by a Mantis from Chiu^
are also to be seen. Notice, the Locusts, conspicuous from their bright colours.

4. Specimens of the orders Nuroptera (dra on-flies, &c., with two pairs of

membranous wings, interlaced with numerous veins ;) and Hymenopiera, (insects

living in peculiarly-regulated communities, as the bee, wasp, ant, &c.) Notice
;urious clay-nests built by the Felopteus, a native of Brazil.

5—9. Lepidoptera, including all kinds of butterflies and moths. The great

beaaty of the insects of this order naturally attracts every observer ; but among
the rest the following may be pointed out as particularly deserving notice.

(5) Spec. Helenus, JEoIus, Machaon, Thoas, Apollo, Berenice, Bquicole, Ana-
eardia, Orion, &c. Most of these species are natives of Brazil.

7. The whole genus Morphia is magnificent. Notice particularly the delicate

Feronia and Ferentina, natives of Brazil.

8, 9. The Sphinxes or Moths. Notice the S'. Satumii, the cocoons as spun
by the silk-worm,^ the moth of this worm immediately above these, the Pavonia
Cecropii, chrysalis of the Comics, the Atropos, a large British insect ; (9) the

great Erelius, &c.
10. Diptera (the two-winged order,) comprising the house-fly, &c. Hemiptera,

some of which have the lower half of the upper wing hard, while the other half is

membranous ; while in others, as various bugs, the wings are partially or wholly
undeveloped. Notice the Lantern fly riith a proboscis, sometimes phospho-
rescent; the Selostoma, Cicada, SiC.

11, 12. The Arachnida, which differ from insects in the head and chest

being united into a single mass, and in having eight legs and no wings. They
are divided into Pulmonaria and Aearidce • the former, consisting of the scor-

pions and true spiders, have pulmonary sacs, which fulfil the functions of lungs,

with a heart, very distinct vessels, and six or eight simple eyes. The other

Arachnida respire by tracheoe, or air tubes, which traverse their body, as is tho

case with insects in general. They include the mites, and some species

approaching the Crustacea. Notice (11) the curious nest of an enormous earth-

spider, the Mygale lonica ; and the Thelyphonus reniformis, with legs of an
extraordinary length.

12 comprises also the Myriapoda, the bodies of which consist of a succession

of mostly equal segments, furnished with articulated feet, the number of both
increasing with age. The specimens here are few. Notice, however, an lulus,

or gally-worm.
13—22 comprise the Crustacea, aquatic antmals, covered with hard shelle,

respiring by gills, but having feet, and capable of 'iving for a ]ieriod out of water.

They are separated into orders chiefly by the aamber and disposition »{ their

feet.

Notice (13) some large species of crabs, with spiny shells, caught near ths

British shores : (14) the singular genus Parthenope, and some individnals covered
with parasitic oysters

; (18) the genus Grapsus; (19) the spinous crab; (20) •
fine specimen of Burgus latro, said to live on the nuts of palm trees; ^2C^ tha
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Plated Lobster, (Ga/aMeo,) and the Crab Lobster, (Porcellaitie.) which, from the

hortness of their tails, generally resemble crabs in appearance; (21) the

Scorpion Lobster, {Thalassina,) which lives a great part of its life on land, and

destroys the new-made roads in India iy the excavations it forms under them:
the Limulna, or l^ing-crab, with a sword- like prolongation, and fine specimens o)

.be Craw-iish ; (22) some small and transparent Crustacea from tlie Atlantic.

23—24. In one of these cases are some small Cirrhopoda, (curl-footed

animals,) belonging to a class which has long held a doubtful station between the

Articulata and Molluaca. Like the latter, they have a mantle, and secrete a

calcareous shell ; but in their nervous system, &c., they more nearly approach

the Articulata ; and among those they are classed in the Museum. The Bar-

nacle and Sea-acorn are examples ; the former, which has a footstalk, often

attaches itself, in great numbers, to ships' bottoms, and greatly impedes their

sailing. Notice (23) a small specimen of a Barnacle.*

* A large mass of these animals is preserved elsewhere ; only a portion of the Articulated
animals being kept in the above room.
" The general coUection of Insects and Crustacea is preserved in cabinets. They may

be seen by persons who wish to consult them for the purposes of study, (by application to
the Keeper of the Zoological Collection,} every Tuesday and Thursday. To prevent dia-

appointment, it is requested that persons wishing to see those collections, will apply two
days previous to their intended visit." \_Museum Synopsis^"}

dTttti^ 3a00m.

The Wall-cases are appropriated chiefly to bottles containing the soft parts of
the Molltteca, the shells of which are in the table-cases of the Eastern Zoological
Gallery. They present, generally, but little to interest the casual observer ; who
may, however, notice (4) several specimens of Cephalopoda, (cuttle-fish, Nau-
tilus, &c. ;) and (S) a Paper Nautilus in the shell, (respecting which oceupation,
see a short dissertation, page 28.)
Over the Wall-cases is a very large wasp's nest from India ; and some Neptune's

cups, a kind of sponge, from Singapore.
The Table-oases are occupied with the Sponges or Pobifera, the link between

the Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms ; though they are properly classed in the
former. The sponge is the soft skeleton of the animal of which it is a part, and
which consists of " a thin gelatinous substance, very like the white of an egg,"
which clothes this fibrous network within and without; the reproduction of
sponges being gemmiparous, like that of Cryptogamia among plants. The Poriferi
«re all aquatic and marine animals ; except one species, which inhabits fresh
water.

ueaving this room, the visitor enters the rooms on the North-side of the Nort>.
Hillg appropriated to the coUection of Fossils and Minerals, and denominated

THE NORTH GALLERY.

^Mlery of Natural Hiitary, K,
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Boitb igallerp.

This Gallery, forming the northern half of the North Side in the new buildinn, U »ppro
priated to Fossil. Rkmains and Minerals, of both which the Museum comprises a
splendid collection,—the former comparatively recent, obtained ch.'efly by purchase from
Messrs. Hawkins and Man^-ll j the latter consisting of Col. Greville and Mr. Hatchet's
rollections, greatly increased by presents, especially one by George IV. of minerals from
the Hartz,—formerly in Richmond observatory.

We BhM first describe the Fossils, divided, according to the rooms in which
tbey are pUced,—premising that the casual visitor may also observe the more
Intertsting specimens in the table-cases of minerals,—such as the native metals,
»he diamonds, the fluates, topazes, and bituminous substances in Room I. ;—the
finely-coloured ores of copper, mercury, and arsenir, in Room II. ; the sapphire,
/«iy, and other precious corundites ; the splendid groups of quartz and calcedony,
specimens of tourmeline, ^o;)a«e», emeralds, Sec, in Room III. ; and the jaspera
and opals, with numerous silicates, also well worthy of inspection.

FOSSILS.

Fossil or organic asMAms are the relics of vegetables which have been concerned in
the formation of coal-beds, &c., of animals now wholly extinct, and which existed alive
only at periods of the Earth's history so remote, as to be beyond the reach of all traditiOD.

Room I.—The cases round the walls contain the Fossil Vegetables.

Notice (6) some pine-nuts from Norfolk, which like a walnut {juglana) on a
lower shelf, have retained their figure in a most remarkable manner ; and on the
lower shelves of 3, 4, and j, an extensive series of cut and polished specimens o(

fossil wood, most of them from the red sandstone formations of Saxony and Bo
hernia.

Beneath the windows at the end of the room are cases containing specimens oJ

wood opal (fossilized wood) from Van Diemen's Land, now called Tasmania
Nottce a very fine milk-white specimeti ; and some beautiful specimens of nati

silver over the first case. Above the second are two busts in brown coal,

Henry VIII., and Queen Mary.
Other objects in this and the succeeding rooms, which may not be spe

aere, are labelled so as to be understood, or sufficiently explain themnlTCi.
Room II. contalnii the collection of Fossil Fishes, arranged after

Agassiz's system, as developed in his work, Recherches sur les Poissons foss
They are divided into four Orders, namely, the Placoids, the Ganoids, the Cteno
and the Cycloids. The first of these orders comprehends individuals mostly

considerable dimensions, whose skeletons, by reason of their soft, cartilagino

nature, are less enduring ; their fossil remains therefore generally occur as smaf
detached portions only o'' the whole body, such as teeth, palates, and dorsal fins,

some of which, as smaller objects, are under arrangement in the table-cases (1

to 4). The remaining three orders of this class, demanding ampler space, are

?laced in, and on the top of, the upright wall-cases on the south side of the room,

'he red figures on the labels of the genera refer to the larger suspended boards

bearing the names of the orders and families ; while the names of the species are

mitten on labels variously tinted, in accordance with the colour tablets within the

cases, indlcBting the geological formations to whit!! the specimens respectively

iwloii£.
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MINERAL COLLECTION.

This splendid Collection has for some years been arranged according to the

jjTitem of Berzelius, founded on the Electro-Chemical Theory, and the chemica!

doctrine of Definite Proportions, which the curious reader will find well described,

(together with all its disadvantages,) in Dr. Broolte's Essay on Mineralogy in the

Encye. Metropolitana.

in Room I., (the E.) the first series of Table-cases begins, and the second

terminates; it contains cases (1—6) and (55—60.) Room II. contains cases

(7—13,) and (48—54,1 Room III; contains cases (U—23,) and (38—47 ;) and
Roort. IV. cases (24—30,) and (31—37.)

Cases (1—3) contain the electro-positive native metalt : iron, copper, bismuth,

lead, silver, murcury, palladium, platinum, osmium, and gold.

1. Native iron, found both in insulated masses, and meteoric stones ; the latter

tonsisting of numerous specimens j—two small polished pieces of the mass (2J
*wt.) found in Southern 'Africa ;—specimens from Oturapa, in South America,*
large piece detached from the mass of Siberian iron (15 cwt.) discovered by

Pallas on a hill near the yenisei;—a mass of iron from Bolivia, containing within

ts cells an olivine-lilte substance ;—others from Mexico ; also an Esquimaux
Knife and harpoon of meteoric iron, &c., from Davis's Straits. Of meteoric

tfones of native iron, (alloyed with nicltel) notice the fragment of the stone (2f
':wt.) which fell at Ensisheim, in Alsace, (1492,) when the Emperor Maximilian was
on tlie point of engaging with the French army ;—others from Bohemia, Gascony,

&c., and the meteoric stone (56 lb.) which fell in Yorkshire (1795.)

Fine specimens of native copper, of various structure, including one from
Hudson's Bay, and another from the north of Norway.

—

Native lead, in lava,

with a meual cast in the lead, ejected by Vesuvius in 1631.

—

Native bismuth,
with curious specimens exhibiting its artificial crystallization, produced by sud-
denly cooling the melted inetal ;—also a specimen of artificially- produced
iitanium, crystallized in cubes, from Merthyr Tydvil, South Wales.

2. Native silver, of many varieties ;

—

Notice its occurence in dense plates and
masses, as well as in tree-like ramifications.— Native murcury, and hydrargurei

«fsilver or native amalgam ; the former chiefly as globules, disseminated in cin.

nabar, sparry limestone, &c. ; the latter crystallized, &o., with a figure ieauti-
f'llly modelled in amalgam by the miners of Mexico.

—

Native platinum, massive
and as grains, from the Ural, Siberia.

—

Palladium and osmiridium, in a wrought
state.

3. Native gold, pure and alloyed ; the former in detatched crystals and aj

grains, also in iron-stone, quartz, &c., from Siberia; alloyed gold (from Tran-
sylvania) variously crystallized ; also, specimens of the alloys called auriferout
silver and electr^tin.

3—12 contain the electro-negative metallic substances, (metalloids,) and theS.

flon-ox'dized combinations. 3. Tellvnum and telktrets! the scarce native
t'liunum, which (like sulpher and selenium) has the property of mineralizing
several .>ietal8, viz., bismuth (molybdena-silver) from Bastnaes ; silver, from th&
Altai, Siouria j

—

lead (nagyag ore ;)

—

silver and lead (white tellurium ;)

—

silver
mid pold, (graphic tellurium,) all from Transylvania.—Also fine specimens of
native antimony and aniimoniate or stibiuret of silver. ,

4. Native arsenic, from Andreasberg, &o. ; and its chemical combinations with
rAciel, (commonly called copper-nickel ;)

—

with cobalt, comprising the grev
tobalts ;—with bismuth {kerstenite.)

* The enormous mass of iron placed against the wall under the window in Room I., sent
ftom Buenos Ayres, by Sir Woodbine Parish, weight 1400 pounds, is supposed to be part oi
that of Otumpa. and of meteoric origin, or in other words, to have dropped from the cloudai
Gut ef the truth "''this. Sir W. P. nimself expresses some d- uDt

Gtt2lery qf Natural History. 26.
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This case also contains the substances belonging to ihe confined csders o(
Carbon and of Selenitim,—the imamokd, anthracite, and graphite, with the
lelenium metals. T'lxb diarmmd* con.. <ise the primitive octahedron ; rhombic
dodecahedron; the_>T'>!ded and tetr.ioedral forms; cubes with truncated faces,

diamond-sparks, &c. In this case aiso are interesting models of large diamonds,
nz. the great Mogul (289 carats of 3 l-5th grs. each ;) the Russian, purchased
by Catherine II. (193 car. ;) the Austrian ; the Pitt or Regent, (136 car.) &c.

:

ut we do not recognise any fac-similes of twc^ large diamonds belonging to
ortugal and Brazil, one weighing 215 ind the other 1,680 carats ! The princi'

1 diamond mines are in the Serro do Vrio of Brazil, near Bundelkund in Upper
dla, and on the banks of the Klatnah, in the Carnatic.

Varieties of anthracite, (Kilkenny coal,) from various places, containing about
per cent, of pure carbon ;

—

graphite (absurdly called black-lead ;)

—

Seleniureit

t{ lead ;—copper and lead ;—murcury and lead, from the Hartz ;—cobalt and
lead ;—copper ;-^copper and silver {eukairite,) from Sweden ;—also, magnificent
specimens of sulphur, incrusted by orange-red particles of selenium, from Vul-
cano, one of the Lipari islands.

Cases 5—12 are filled with specimens of sulphur and different sulphurets.

5. Very fine specimens of su(pAur from Sicily and Spain, crystallized, massive,

&c. The mines of Sicily are exceedingly productive ; and the exports of sulphur

to England alone, average about 35,000 tons annually ! Sulphuret of manganese
(manganese-blende,) from Transylvania and Peru,

—

numeroui varieties of tul-

fhuret of zinc, (zinc- blende;) the fibrous blende containing cadmium, the

variety called achaalenblende, containing lead and iron

6. Sulphurets of iron, or iron pyrites ;

—

common pyrites, crystallized and
variously modified, in cubes smooth and itntAei,- -radiated pyrites,—hepatic

or liver pyrites of Werner,— jMaj«e<ic pyrites, both massive and crystallized, in

six-sided prisms.

—

Sulphuret of cobalt, from "VasTiaes in Sweden.

—

Sulphuret

of nickel, formerly called capillary iron pyrites ;

—

Sulphuret of cadmium, lately

discovered in Renfrewshire, and called greenockite.

7. Sulphuret of copper, {copper glance,) crystallized, foliated, compact, &c.

:

to which are referred the vegetable fossil remain^, (Frankenberg corn-ears,) from

the marl-slate of Hessia, chiefly composed of vitreous copper ;

—

Sulphuret of
copper and iron, of a pale yellow colour \ variegated copper ore, known by its

reddish fracture ; also the curious stalactitic variety, called Tennantite, from
Cornwall.

8. Sulphuret qf lead or galena, including various modifications of crystals,

(in combination with blende, pyrites, &c.) the specular variety, (ilieienside of

the Derbyshire miners,) &c.

9. Sulphuret of bismuth, or bismuth-glance, from Riddarhyttan, &c.

—

Sulphuret ofcopper and bismuth, called copper-bismuth, from the Black-Forest.

—Tiie needle-ore of Werner, a triple sulphuret of bismuth, lead, and copper,

found nea- Ekaterineburg, Russia.

—

Sulphuret of copper and tin, or tinpyrites,

only found in Cornwall.—This case contains also numerous specimens of sul-

phuret of murcury or cinnabar, chiefly from Almaden in Spain, and the

Palatinate, divided into dark-red, (by far the most common,) and bright-red

cinnabar, (the native Vermillion of painters,) also, idrialine-einnabar, a mixture

of cinnabar with the bituminous substance called idrialine, from Idria.

10 Sulphuret of silver, (silver glance, or henielite,) massive, crystallized,

laminar, and capillary ;~flexible silver-glance, or stembergite ;—the very

scarce donacargyrite, or schilfertz of German mineralogists.—Su/jiAure^ of

intirnony, (grey antimony,) in many fine varieties,—especially crystallized,

in splendid groups, from Transylvania; plumose (feather ore,) some varieties

»f which display a fine blue, yellow, and red tarnish.—With these is hart-

ntnnite a sulphuret of antimony and nickel.

1 1. Sulphur- salts formed by the sulphurets of antimony and arsenic, with bui«

Gallery of Salv^al Hisiary, 22.
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luiphure'u of electro-positive metals ;

—

viz. jamesonile, zinkenite, siher-b.lendt

or vuby-ailver, divided into the dark and ttie light red, bofiiof the same crystalline

forDQS ,—taiargyrite, (hemiprismatif 'uby.blende of Mobs ;) melan-glance, and
irittle silver-glance,—the latter coti "ted of the same c'ements as the dark and
oright red rnby-silver ores, but in Hi f -rent proportion?; and triple sulphuret of

lead. antimony, and copper j—the scarce polydasiie,

12. Specimens o!sulphuret of arsenio, in various forms, massive, laminated,

and crystallized, forming the yeWoi» anA red orpiment of painters, the latter

sometimes called realgars—Fine specimens otfahl-ore, crystallized, massive, &c.

Notice, &\bo the draenio-sulphureti, miapickel, cobalt glance, &c., masgive, and
in cubic crystals.

In the six fallowing cases, the oxides of the electro-positive metals are

deposited.

13. Oxides a.r(i hydrous oxides of manganese, with earthy manganese or wad,
some varieties of which inflame spontaneously, when mixed with linseed oil.

14—16 contain the oxides of iron.

15. Specular oxide of iron or iron-glance, remarkable for its beautiful tri-

iescence, and found most abundantly in the island of Elba ;

—

micaceous iron-ore ;
—red iron-ore, (iron-ochre,) divided into compact red iron-stone red hamatite.

16. Oxydulated iron or magnetic iron-ore, massive, compact, crystallized,

&c. ; found in the primitive rocks of Sweden, Siberia, China, Siam, &c., but
not in England and France. Notice also the magnetic iron-sand ;

—

crucite and
beudanlite.

16. Hydrous oxide of iron or brown iron-stone; in transparent blood-red
tables ; in Une scales, a shining brownish-black variety, used as hair powder in
South Africa ; clay iron-stone, with its many varieties

17" Oxides of copper ; rerf or rw^y-co/jper, compact, fbliated, and fibrous ;

—

black oxide or copper-black, tile-ore, a mixture of red copper and iron-ochre ;

—

Oxide of lead

:

—from Hesse. Oxide rf bismuth or bismuth-ochre, from Saxony
and Bohemia. Oxide of zinc, {red-zinc ore,) found abundantly in Siberia and
New Jersey j and franklinite composed of the oxides of zinc and manganese.
Black &ni yellow earthy cobalt, {cobalt ochre,") from which is produced the pig-
ment called smalt, or cobalt-blue, and found in Saxony, Bohemia, CornwalL
Oxide qf uranium, or uran-ochre, and the hydrous protoxide, called pitch-ore.

18. Oxide of lead, {native minium,) from Hesse.

—

Oxide of tin, {tinstone,')

chiefly from granite rocks in Cornwall and Bohemia, in crystals, irregular masses,
and pebbles, which, from their fibrous appearance, are called wood-tin.

In the next case begin the oxides of electro-negative bodies, and their

various combinations.

19. Very interesting specimens of Alumina and Aluminates,—espe^cially the

corundite, divided into Jtoble and common corundite. Among the former are the
crimson sapphire or Ruby, the common or blue Sapphire, and the yellow or
ci'iental Topaz,—found in Peru, India, China, Bohemia, &c. ; the latter in-

cludes emery, that occurring abundantly at Cape Emeri, Naxos, (whence its

Oame,) and in Persia, Poland, the Channel Islands, &c., and used in grinding
glass and precious stones.

Atuminate of magnesia—the blue and brown spinal of Sweden and New
Jersey -.-^ceylonite and automolite, {gahnite,) the former an aluminate of iron
and magnesia, the latter an aluminate of zinc ;

—

chrysoberyl (an aluminate o(

gliicineand iron,) from the Ural, Brazil, and the United States.
20—24 contain the oxide o( silicium, (silica-quartz.^

20. Most interesting specimens of Amethyst quartz oi various tint«, In
grouped crystals, &c.

—

Rock crystal: (Gibraltar diamonds, Bristol diamonds,
cairngorm, varying in colour and enclosing foreign substances, as crystals o(
titanium, actinalite, brown iron-stone, micaceous iron, &c. ; groups of rock-
errstal, the most magnificent of which are from Danphiny in Franae

!

G iHtry of Natural If\i,,^-t, ?s.
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RodM VI. is (1e\oted chiefly to the osseous remains of the Pachydermata and
Edentata, wliich are at present under arrangement. Among the specimens may
be noticed parts oi two species of tlie DeinotJierium, differing in size, but botli ex-
hibiting tlie same remarkable coi)form<ition of tusk which terminates the lower

jaw. From an examination of the teeth, Cuvier supposed the animal to which
they belonged to ha"e been a species of Tapir; and the more recent researches

»f Professor Kaup, in Germany, and of Dr. Buckland, have led to the conclusion

that it must have borne a greater resemblance to that animal than to any other

yet known.

In the middle of the room is placed :^

Cast of the skeleton of the Megatherium, a genus of Edentata discoverd in

the bed of the Salado river, in Buenos Ayres. This animal—more widely re-

moved in character from any existing species than any other of a lossil kind yet

discovered—was a four-footed beast, in which were probably united the charac-

teristics of the Slotli and the Armadillo, but equal in magnitude, to the Rhino-
eerosi possessing vast corporeal streugth, and armed with very strong claws,

extremely well adapted for the purpose of digging up the roots ou which it fed.

Ihe bones from which the casts of the several parts were taken are preserved

partly in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, and partly in cases

near the skeleton.

Skeleton of the North American Mastodon (M. Ohioticus), an extinct animal,

concerning which the Noeth American Indians have some erroneous traditionSj

representing it as a carnivorous quadruped; but according to Cuvier it probably

fed on branches of tree? and other vegetable food, like the Elephant, which it

equalled in size.

At the west end of the Room is the fossil humtm skeleton, embedded in lime-

stone, brought from Guadaloupe, in the West
Indies, by Admiral the Hon. Sir Alexander

Cochrane. From the structure of the parts

about the hips it appears to be an imperfect

skeleton of a female, probably belonging to the

tribe of Caribs ; the head and one arm beiog

deficient.

The table in front of the case containing the

skeleton is formed of another slab of tbe jam
lime-stone containing abundance of comminuted

human osseous remains, and other calcareousi

matter.

On either side of this skeleton are araanged

various mammalian remains, found in caverns';

the case to the right of the centre is occupied

with remains from tbe caverns of Kirkdale. in

Yorkshire, and from the cavern called " Keats

Hole," at Torquay, Devonshire, together «ith

specimens from the caverns of Galieureuth in

Franconia ; and the specimens arranged in the

case on the left are from the caverns of Mitias

Geraes in Brazil.

The Table Cases in this room contain an ex-

tensive series of fossil bivalve shells of the cIhss

Brachiopoda, n collection of spiral univalves

(Gasteropoda) fron. the Tertiary strita, and

various Zoophytes.
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In the Wall Case at tbe Ebst end of the Room may be notecd, the fossil

remains oJ the Briarean Pentacrinite, so called from the multitude nf its armi
?r tentacular pncesses, recalling the mythological story of the Giant Briareus

Room III. Remains of the Batrachian, the Chelonian, and Emydosaurian
Reptiles; animals of a still eal-lier period than the 'mEmmalia, being found in

ihe new red sandstone (secondary) rucks. Natice (2) the Teliosauriis, a gooi*

specimen ; the Iguanodon, a large animal somewhat like the existing iguana of

South America: (t) the Plesiosourus, which to the body of a Saurian, and ihf

paddles of an aquHtic Chelonian reptile, added the long neck of an Ophidian,
'serpent) and the head of a Crocodile, It is snppcsed to have lived chiefly on,

or near the surface of the water, but to have been capable both of diving and
living on land. Here also is a portion oi the, Pterodaetylm, perhaps the greatest

wonder of the reptile period, b. ought from Lyme, in Dorsetshire. With the
general character of a lizard, it had the wings of a bat, (whence its uarae), Jfoiger-

uiinged,) being adapted both for flight, and suspension by its claws from trees, &c.

On the opposite side of the room, is a case containing remains ofan Iguanodou
found at Maidstone.

Room IV. Fossil Reptiles—chiefly the larger specimens of the various
species of Icthyosaurus, (flsh-lizard), an aniaaal that resembled in many respects

^he Crocodile, but with limbs terminating in paddles of a peculiar construction,
more like fins tlian feet. This formidable monster combined rhe character o*
the fish, whale, and ornithoryncus; its eyes were enormouc and complex, and in
some cases it seems to have had 180 strong teeth ! Some fine and tolerably
perfect specimens of this family, and of isolated parts of the body, are here to b»
seen.. Notice (2) the snout of an enormous head, sawn asuader to show the
structure of the teeth

, ; and (4) a collection of detached bones of the spinai
column, &.

On the north side of this room, are Table Cases containing the bones o'
various species of DtBornJi,, an extinct genus of birds, which formerly inhabited
New Zealand—sorhe of these bones, it will be seen, must have belonged lo birds
of most gigantic dimension.

Room V. is devoted to the remains the ruminant mammalia, which ate at
present iu course of arrangement. Notice, the skull of the Sivatherium, from
tee Sewalik Hills.

In the centre of the ;Room is u Complete skeleton of the lage extinct elk,
oones of which are so frequently met with in the bogs of Irelan. and which is
occasionally found in sbnit parts of England and in the Isle ot Man.

The Table Caser on the nurth side of the room are at present occupied by
various unarranged fossils, such as corallines, sponges, crinoides, efhiuodermata,
(hells, Irn. these will hereafter be systematically arranged in tbm T .'om, and in
oom VI
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'WEAR-RESISTING FABRICS,"
^°"

%°:o%:.:r
^"

SAJsaXTJEiU BI^OTHCBI«,S, 65 & 67, Ludgate-hill
B»erT style of Touthi' ind Boj>' Clothing, luiubla for OTery o«eulon, for Immedlatn me or made

••Mtire. The "C" and " 1) " classes are racommendfld. Special RooUb are dcTOted w the JoTami
jmiTicNT, Snit fbr a Boy 8 ft. 8 in. in height:— " 0' 'CLASS, SJs. "D" GLASS, 81

"ZOUAVE' "NORFOLK." "SAILOR- "ALPINE"

Salt, 18a. to 40a- Salt, IGa- to 40s. Suit, lis- to 243- Snlt, IGs. to ICIt'

• GUIDE TO SELF-MEASUKKMENT. PATTERNS TOST-FREE.

ED1NBORO"." "REEFER." "ETON" " OXONIAN-

Wt,S4sto53«. SDit, 34«. to 58i. Salt. 21s. to SOs. Salt. SOs- 1» «••

SAMUEL BRqTHEa2,,{NiT'vr«^^,^'2i: ^Ti?^rH^'^'^'sr?i
65 & 67, LUDGA1?E HILL, i

are lituated next door to The City B;4i*pne«riy : poMtoteHwtr-orig'nal establishmenj
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